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The Order of the Golden Age.
BOUNDED 1896.

International Offices : 153, 155, BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

r<<i«T«m :—- REDEMPTIVE KNIGHTS. LONDON." 7'»i)»*««w '—1341 KENSINGTON.

General Council:

'Sidney H. Beard, Bouraemoutii.

•Percy E . Beard, London.
Robert Bell, M.D., F.F.P.S., London.

*Capt. Walter Carey, R.N., WinclMrter.

R. La'waon Coad, London.
'Sir William Earnshaw Coooer, C.I.K.. Bournemouth.
Sheth Lallubhai Gulabchand Shah, Bombay, India.

Klorence Helsby, Moatrud. CaAa^a.
*Meoaben ef tbe BzcciiUvb C«««ciL

Bdvrin W. Collier, AC.A., i6, Eldon Stmt. London, E.C R. La^Mrson Coad, ri. Old Jewr^, L«nd«n, B.C.

lion. S^vTYiaty: Percy E. Beard.

ReT. H. K. HcjM, M.A., Bezkill-on-Sea.
Nina Huttentan Hutne, Bcurnemauth.
Labhshanlcar Lxzmidas, Junaeaetk, India.

Lucy A. Mallory, Partlud. Oree*', U.S.A.
Rev. A. M. Mitcnell, M.A., Burton Wned. Lancaahire.

jMiah Oldfield, D.C.L., M.A., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., Broadey, Kent.
Rer. H. J. Williams. Chcp»tow, Mon.

„ _ 1 Sir William Earnshaw Cooper, CLE.Hm. ."••'"«••»" /Sidney H. Beara.

AIMS AND OBJECTS:

Xo promote the adoption throughout Christendom of

a bloodless and natural dietary, for Philanthropic,

Ethical, and Humane reasons as well as for

Hygienic considerations.

Xo affirm that the practice of eating the flesh of

animals is :

1st.—A violation of one of the most important

physical Laws of Health which govern Man's

being, and, consequently, the cause of a.

large proportion of the Pain, Disease, Suffer-

ing and Depravity with which our race is

cursed.

and.—A transgression against the Moral Law of

love ;
because it involves the daily massacre

of at least a million animals, and the

infliction of an appalling amount of cruelty,
which are totally unnecessary.

To teach that obedience to God's Laws of Health
on all planes is a practical remedy for the disease

and misery which afHict mankind.

Xo advocate the Fruitarian System of living, and to

teach its advantages.

Xo proclaim and hasten the coming of a Golden

Age, when Health, Humaneness, Peace, and

Spirituality shall prevail upon Earth

Xo promote Universal Kindness, Benevolence and

Philanthropy, and to protest against inhumanitv
and injustice.

""^e Members of The Order are pledged to seek the attainment of the.-ie objects by dailr example and personal influence. All aie
*

abstainers from tl.e use of flesh and fowl as food.

All Services rendered by Members, whether literary, Editarlal, admlnlstratlTe, cr oi the platfera, are rendered ^atoitsnsly.

The work of The Order is maintained by voluntary contributions from its Members and sympathetic Friends.

The Minimum Annual subscription is Two Shillings and Sixpence, which entitles each Member to leceivc regularly a copy of the

Official Journal, and also of all Pamphlets and Leaflets which are published officially.

All financial profit derived from the sale of the OflScial Publications is dcToted to the furtherance of the Missionary work
«l The Order.

A Copy »f the Prospectus and Rules, and a Form »f Application for ifembership will be forxarded. if requested, together with

any information that may be desired. Correct Forms for
" Bequests "

joill also be supplied.

Tue AQniial Keporl of lacome aad Expcnjitur« (duly audited) will be supplied gratis upon applical:ou-

THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE ORDER ARE ADVERTISED IN THE PAGES OF THIS JOURNAL

AH OfTicial Correspondence in connection with the general work of The Order of the Golden Age should be addressed to

"The Secretary."

"Trie only official address of the Order of the Golden Age is 153, 155, Bronptoa Road, London, S.W., to which all

communications should be sent.

r'heques and Postal Orders should be made payable to ' The Order of the Golden Age.' and should be crossed " Harrod's Ltd., a,'c

Payee only."

THIS JOURNAL IS PUBLISHED QUARTERLY AND MAY BE ORDERED OF ANY NEWSAGENT OR BOOKSTALL
It can be obuiiied direct for 1/6 per annum, from the PUBLISHINQ OFFICES, 153, 155, Bromptoo Road, London, 5.W.

London Trade Ajeots (for "The Herald "):—
R. J. JAMES. 10, II, la. Ivy Lane, E.G.; MADOWICK tc O*., 4. .\ve Maria Laae, E.C



a- For COMFORT AND HEALTH visit tlie

Ca.-fcer-ha.m Sa.rii-fca.rium a.ncl
Surrey Hills l-iyclro|3a.-fehic.

=^

THIS SANITARIUM is conducted on the same lines as the well-
known Battle Creek Sanitarium in Michigan, U.S.A. The same

rational methods of treatment are emplojed, and the same natural
system of Fruitarian diet Baihs, Massage, etc., is followed. .

The HYDRO is delightfullysituated aniongr the beautiful hills ot

Surrey, with an elevation of 450 feet. The air is clear and bracing, and
the water soft and exquisiiely pure, Teleplione: 88, Caterham.

Far /nrcher partiatiars and free booklet, Ttlegraphic Address:
" Tht i<ature and Cure 0/ Disease." apply to tht "Hydro." Caterhaiiii

*h=
HYDRO, CATERHAM, SURREY.

OPEN ALL THE YEAR.

THE FIRST NATURE CURE IN ENGLAND,
BROADLANDS, MEDSTEAD, HANTS.

(Allilude 500 feet. Pure, bracing air and beautiful country).
AN IDEAL HOLIDAY, with or without Treatment.

Excellent results in early Spring.

Sun Baths Clay Packs & Massage. Non Flesh Diet.

Air Baths. Deep Breathing. Barefoot Walking.
Water Baths. Remedial Exercises. Sleeping in Air Chalets

Vapour Baths. Rational Physical Health Lectures.

Seaweed Baths. ' Culture. Games and Music.

X.B. Chalets heated night and day in H inter ivithottt charge.

Comprehensive Treatment. Educative Healtli Methods.

%-
For Illustrated Prospectus apply Manager,

MANNA MEAD, The Grove, BLAGKHEATH, S.E.

WELL-APPOINTED RESIDENCE. Invalids and others requiring Rest
or Change received.

Terms from A2 29* In Cottage attached, aged or bedridden, from 2l8«

Prospectus on application.

The Siinple Li-Te in
London ±ovirn —

may not be able to g^et a sun-bath in Cheapside, but you
get a simple-life, pure-food, non-flesh Luncheon at the
c Resta.urant—a Luncheon balanced in food-value,
ling to eye and palate, attractively served in restful

unpretentious surroundings — an object-lesson in

sensible reform (or non-flesh) dietary.
Special thought and care are given to the preparation of
hoth Fruit and Vegetable Salads, with Flaked Nuts and
Cereals. Unfermented fine wholemeal Bread is made
daily. The cooked Dishes are prepared so as to retain
the natural juices and salts.

Note the Address—THE HOIVIE RESTAURANT,
31, Friday Street, LONDON, :: E.C.
r Between Cannon Street and Queen Victoria Street)

WORKS
By ALEXANDER HAIQ, M.D,

Truth, Strength and Freedom
; or, Mental and Spiritual Evolu-

tion. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt, is.

Life and Food. Demy 8vo. lo pp.. price 3d.
Science : or the Rule of Mind. 30 pp.. price fid. net.
The P.Hrting of the Ways. Commended by Tolstoy. Price (kl. net.
Notes on Diet. Price, 12 copies, 6d. ; 2,s, IS.: 50, IS. 6d. : 100, as. 6d. net.Some Recipes for the Uric Acid Free Diet. Collected and arranged

by Mrs. G. M. Haig. Crown 8vo, ao pp.. price 6d.
Post Cards of Christian Teaching iTolstoyan). 3d. per i».

JOHN BALE, SONS & DANIELSSON, Ltd.,
83-91, Qreat Tltchlleld St., Oxiord St., LO.NDON, W.

pr"

^

<ff

SUMMER SCHOOL.
^

The Humanitarian Holiday Recreative Party and
Food Reform Summer School (which gave such un-

qualified satisfaction and pleasure to all who attended
it last year), will be repeated this year.

For this purpose a Boarding School with 70 beds
has been taken from August 2nd to September 15th.
The house stands in its own grounds overlooking
a beautifully wooded park near sea.

Lectures, musical and other entertainments, ex-

cursions by land and sea, out-door games, etc.

Inclusive Terms, Full Board Residence (4 meals a

day), I to 2 guineas per week, according to bed-

room accommodation.

(]T Prospectus giving all particulars from the Hon.

Secretary, or

dl.

MR. & MRS. MASSINGHAM,
FOOD REFORM GUEST HOUSE,

17, Norfolk Terrace, BRIGHTON.
j6

IDEAL HOLIDAY.
ON THE NORFOLK BUOADS AND Rl\ ERS. Houseboats to Let. fitted

with every convenience. Reform diet. Pure and Bracing Air. For Terms
and Particulars apply

BROWN, c o 44. Walpole Road, Great Yarmouth.

SUMEVIER SCHOOL,
BEXHILL, SUSSEX.

A VEGETARIAN SUMMER SCHOOL will he held at
THORNBANK. Bexiull. from July 26th to Sept. 6th. 1913,

b\- Mrs. and Miss Sutch.
The House is at the extreme end of the town, and commands splendid

Views of the Sea.
The Grounds (4.^ acres* include Tennis Courts, Croquet Lawn,

Cricket Field, and a small Wood.
Good Bathing and Boating; Golf Course near.

Winchelsca, R}e. Beacny Head, and many other interesting and
beautiful places within easy reach.

WVll varied and attractive ^'egetarian Diet.

Those who wish for a thoroughly enjoyable holiday should book soon
to secure places.

Send /or/older, zvith all particulars and Ulustnitiotts. to the Secretary :

MISS EDITH SUTCH, loo. Newixgton Causewav, London.

The " RECREATIVE " HOLIDAY HOUSE-PARTY,
RHOS-ON-SEA, OOUWYN BAY.

''pHE healthiest and most bracing spot in North Wales. House delightfully* situated close to sea, standing in its own Grounds of 6 acres. Magnificent
sea and mountain scenery. Tennis, Croquet, Bathing, etc. 18 hole Golt Course
quite near. Terms, 1.^ to 2.^ guineas per Week. Thf object ot the "Recreative
is to give a healthtul and enjoyable holiday under genial conditions (_Food
Reform Diet). Stamps for Illustrated booklet to :—

Mrs. D. FOSTtR ADA.MSON, Marlow Cottage, OVING, near AYLESBURY.

= HOLIDAY CAMP—
Or Outdoor Life Colony,

Comprising eleven two-roomod Chalets to be Let
Furnished in whole or in part during the Summer.
Substantially built of wood and iron. Large Garage,
Stables, Billiard-room, Bandstand, Sun-bath, Kitchen
Gardens, Croquet Lawn, Poultry Runs, etc. Corpora-
tion Water, Acetylene Gas, Modern Sanitation,

Telephone ; also Large Field for Camping Out.

Apply.—

Dr. JOHNS, HInson, BOUR^IEMOUTH.

HEALING CENTRE,
OROTHER RAMANANDA I.vterviews Daily by Appoimtmbkt"

46, DENBIGH ST.. BELGRAVE RD., LONDON, S.W.
'I'lione. a378 Victoria. Distant Heali.ng.

SISTER SiXA IN- ATTKNDANCIS.

When answering advertisements please mention '^ The Herald of the Golden Age."



TO kET, F^URNISHED.
By the Month or longer, the WHOLE or PART OF

BelwidOi" ferrstnpot-th, Comwa.il.
Seven Rooms; in country; quiet; splendid view; bracing; i.^ mile from
magnificent beach ; Station about a mile. Within easy reach of NEWQUAY
and TRURO. No flesh foods, alcoholic drinks, or tobacco smoke in the house.

Apply Mr. and Mrs. J. H. TREGELLES.

DIET CURE.
ONE OR TWO LADIES RECEIVED. Beautiful, open situation.

Southern Highlands of Scotland. References given. 35'- weekly.

Apply J.M.. 153, Brompton Road, London. S.W.

LONDON,
IVIII.I. HII.I., N.W,

HEALTH HOME. Board, Residence or Apartments. Superior. Dr. Knagg's
Patients taken.

Mrs- OSBORN. "Evanston," Mill Hill. N.W.

CHRONIC INCREASING DEAFNESS.
ITS CAUSATION AND TREATMENT.

BY ARTHUR M. BARFORD. M.D
,
D.P.H. 1 Surgeon, Throat Nose and

Ear Department. Portsmouth and South Hants Eye and Ear Infirmary,
and the Chichester, West Sussex and East Hants General Infirmary;.

Price 1,/-

J. L. MOORE, 39. East Street, Chichester,

COOMBE hSaLL SCHOOL,
KINGS LANGLEY PRIORY, HERTS.

A BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL
. . FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. . .

In .'iddition to a thorough general equipment, the Speulal Aims are—
The Cultivation of Physical Health by means of au outdoor life iu ideal

surroundings, and by well-studied dietary.
The Devp.lopme.vt of Faculty by a careful adaptation of method to individual

requirements, and by due attention to practical work and to the formation ot
Correct Mental Habits. For Prospectus apply—

Miss CLARK.

To Girls seeking a Useful and Attractive Calling.

ANSTEY COLLEGE FOR PHYSICAL TRAINING AND
HYGIENE, iROINCTON,

OFFERS a full Professional Training in :he following subjects:—Swedish.
Educational, aud Medical Gymnastics. Aesthetic Dancing^, Folk Dancing,

Swimming, Games, Anatomy, Hygiene, etc.

GOOD POSTS OBTAINED AFTER TRAIMNG.

SOUTHFIEL.Q 30H001.,
LONDON ROAD, GUILDFORD.

J^IGH-CLASS EDUCATION FOR GIRLS, ALL

Thorough Education. Reformed Diet a -Speciality.

.^GES,

For Piospt-cttis, apply Miss BURLAND.

A CAPABLE SL'PERIOR GENER.AL SERV.\NT Required (Veeetarianl** to undertake all duties 01 a small convenient house. ;l^i8-;t30. Two
Ladies only. Kindly state experience, references, etc.

.Miss PETERS. 7. Pembroke Road, Bournemonth, W.

CHEUT^NHAIVI
(SNOWDON, LONDON ROAD).

rooD. REFORIVI GUEST HOUSE. Five Minutes from
Centre of Town.

Good Cycling, Golf, a^d Ch<irming Walks ; near Cotswolds,

Daily Concerts. Good Theatre. Lectures on Theosophy and Kindred
Subjects at Snowdon.

TERMS MODERATE. MISS BARDSLEY.

EDINBURGH.
clflrtd^?or%i 14, East Claremont Street.

Board-Kesidence. ( Recotninenderi)

BOURNEiVIOUTH, E.
Old Mead, Herberton Road, W. Southbourne.

A PARTME.N'TS. without attendance, offered to one or two Fruitarians, in
^*- this sheltered sunny house. Ample convenience (Electric. Gas, Bath, etc. 1

Not far from " Fishrrman's Walk," Cliffs and Woods. Large Garden. Near
T"nis. j,„5 LAWRENSON.

PENLEE.
8EOONO ANNEXE AND GARAGE NOW OOMPLBTE.

Beautifully Situated Cliff Residence. Country Walks. Private Bathing. FcHxi
Reform. Late Dinner. Well recommended.

Prospectus and Photos on application.
Mrs. HARNETT, Penlee, nr. Dartmouth, Devon.

DOUGL.AS, ISUE OF MAN.
BOARD ANO APARTMENTS.

With Vegetarian Family. The most select position on the Promenade Every
Comfort with Moderate Terms.

Mrs G .\ DEN.NY, CoxcoRD Holse, Quee.-; s Promemade.

BOURNEMOUTH.
Loughtonhurst, West ClifF Gardens.

PRUITARIANS seeking REST or CH.\NGE at this delightful Winter and^ Summer Resort, will find all the Comforts ot Home, either as Boarders or
in Private Apartments. The house is beautifully situated and the Terms are
moderate. House re-decorated and enlarged. Spacious Recreation Room.

Mrs. HU.ME (>iie HUTTEMAN)

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
SOUTHRORT.

Sunny Winter Resort.
FOOD REFORnn PENSION,

SEA VIEW, 3, ALBANY ROAD.

Good Position, close to Sea, Promenade, Hesketh Park, and Golf Links
Prospectus o;i application to the Misses GODBOLD.

SUNNY tJERSEY.
IDEAL SUM.MER OR WINTER HO.ME, near Sea, Sution, and
* Sea Baths. Comfort.-ible Rooms, Bath (H. and C.)
Excellent Cooking on Ordinary or Food Reform Unes. Nursing Experience.

25 - weekly.
Chelsea House, Don Road.

Hot

RENZANOE.
Mrs. DAY, South View, Regent Terrace.

COMFORTABLE HOMELY BOARD RESIDENCE, Sunny Rooms.
Sea View ; Bath, H. & C. ; One Minute from Sea and Promenade.

^loderate Terms. Recommended by Vegetarians.

SUNNY SOUTH COAST HEALTH RESORT,
Benares House, 17, Norfolk Terrace, BRIGHTON.

HIGH-CLASS FOOD REFORM BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT
Hoi and Cold Water in every Bedroom. 3 good Reception Rooms.

Charmingly Situated. Garden. Central. Near Sea.
Inclusive Terms, 1^ to 2^ Guineas weekly.

Proprietors—MR. and MRS. MASSINUHAM.

in/IPORTANT ANNOUNOEIVIENT.^
Special Correspondence Lessons in the

STUDY OF ASTROLOGY by Alan Leo.
Send for full particulars of these unique Lessons, to :—

THE SECRETARY, LESSONS DEPARTMENT.
Modern Astrologry Office. Imperial Buildings,

Ludgate Circus, LONDON. E.C.

in Sunny South of France.

RIVIERA.

NATURE CURE.

(MEDITERRANEAN SEA COAST).
DOMAINS OE SAUNIER
AT LA CROIX (VAR).

VEGETARIAN RESIDENCE.
Beautiful Winter Station. Perfect Country Life.

Magnificent situation in up-country, amongst pine forests. Pure air,

free from dust, and laden with ozone. Sun and Air Baths.
Sea and Steam Baths, etc.

Terms (including sun-bath & cold water baths) from 7 to 8 Francs dailj.

Address:-MR. & MRS RICHARD ATHMER.

JVIieii aitS7vering advertisements (>lcase •Ntiition " T/ie Herald »f the Golden Age.'



MISS STARTUP,
TRAINED NUnae and CERTIFIED MASSEUSBi

vitlts Patients for Swedish Massage and Exorcises.
also Nauheim Exercises and Physical Drill.

Talephone : 4S38 Miyfair. 52, BALCOMBE ST., DORSET 8Q., W.

LING'S SWEDISH REMEDIAL MOVEMENTS AND
MASSAGE.

Miss E. M. MARRIOTT.

Firet'clasa Diploma at the Anstey Physical Training CoUe(e.
Tbliphone : 944, Battersea.

50, Overstrand Mansions, Battersea, London, S.W.

Ci-ARENS-MONTREUX, SWITZERLAND.

/^hildrcn
_
boardtrs recei\ed in refined English familv—special facilities tor

V-" learning French—Good Schools and English Church in the vicinity-
Home life. Liberal Table. Terms moderate.

Far dttaiUd patiiculars, -uiyUe Mrs. GREEN.

eSTABLISHBD 1897. 'Phono," 6136, Paddingpton.

HYGEIA HOUSE
VEGETARIAN BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT,

3T.39, ^A^ARRINGTON CRESCENT,
IMAIDA HILL., I.ONDON, W.

LA7S DINNER, 7 P.M. I SEPARATE TABLES.
Enlarged to 40 Rooms.

Conveniently situated In the Healthiest part of London

Modern Santtation. Pnprietnss~MRS. WILKINSON.

UONDON.
Vee-etarlan Boardins House,

19, Norland Square, Holland Park, W.
Wallace and E. .M. Diets given if desired.

Kefcrences. Prvfnetnrssts—'VHK Misses BLACKMORE.

EYESIGHT
f^AREFlLLY Testeo and Spectacles supplied at Hospital Prices.^^ Eecommended by Dr. T. R. ALLINSON. PromiBed Results
GUARANTEED. L. ,E. SIXGER, 134, Marvlbbonb Road, N.W.
(o«st Baker Street Station, Metropolitan R.iilway), j to 7 (Fridays
•icepted), and at 84, KtNHlNOTON Park Road. S.E. (opposite'
Ketinington" Station, C. and S.L.R.), 11 till 1 daily, or by appointment.

••-**

BRUSSELS.
j^ESTAURANT-HOTEL CERES (vegetarian). rir»t..clMS cuitlne.

Reeotnmended by doctors.
8, Rue d« i'Eiplanade (Porte d* Namur),

Near Palace Royals and Maseum.

Propristar J. LECHNER.

L.OSCHWITZ, near DRESDEN.
DR. MOLLER'S SANATORIUM,

The Famous 80HROTH DIET TREATMENT
Ft)r Rbeumatitm, Gout, .N'crrous Disorders. D)spcp'.ia. Antrmia. <lc. Do>t

Medical Attention. Ideal Surroundings. Moderate Terms.
Full partlculara und a Mmprebeaslve treatise oa atiove allmenii post tree

00 appllcalloa.

^^ PARCEL OF ANY ^
FIVE VARIETIES
POST FREE ON RECEIPT OF P.O.

Ready for Immediaie Consumption.

2/6
Lentil Rolls
Walnut Cutlets .

Scotch Eggs
Egg Fillets

Egg and Tomato Cutlets
Cheese and Tomato Cutlets
Curried Tomato Cutlets
Brazilnut Cutlets

Prepared dally In

2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.
2d.

arge ^quantities by

each.

I^_
THE FOOD REFORM DEROT, ^

2, Clarence St., CHE1.TENHAIVI. \— C2/c)

It NOT, you
need Dr. Gilbert
rercival's Book
on **EyeB,"
that tells of a

., ,
new Natural

Method of strengthening the eves WITHOUT
SPECTACLES, OPERATIONS, or DRUG*
GINQ. A self home-treatmeiit in the form of a
penile massage, that stimulates the eyes by re-
storing the normal circulation of blood—that is
all that weak eyes require. But it does more—
it moulds the eyes painlessly but surely to its per-
feet shape. This is necessary to correct near-sight,
far-sight, astigmatism, and kindred defects.

ll IS .*b^olutely sate, not coming in direct contact with the eyes; and fire
mmulcs daily manipulation in >our own home (or clteuhcre) is all that is
required to counteract eyestrain and headache and abandon eveglasses.

Don't look at the world through a window.
See with naked eyes as Nature intended.

1/- BOOK 01* "E-VES"—FREE.
Toespose thefolly of the bpectacle Fetish and teach thonatur.il carenf the ^ya& thebook li beiiij; distributed at cost. If you wear joectacles or your eyes are affected In any

•xiy. we sliill he jlarl to •.e.i.l you a copy. Simply send your full name an.l ajdress and
3 If abroad, ^ foreign I

iiiiTipv. Do this wine act lo.('.iy. .\ddress.—
N. PERCIVAL, Neu-Vlta Eye Inst.,

(Oept. 18) 43.4S, Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.

FEUIXSTOATE.
fllBSONS HYGIENIC PRIVATE HOTEL, best in this Chainnng Resort
*-'

_
Terms moderate.

Telephone 77 Telegrams: Gibsons, Felixstowe.

When in the City
You SHOULD Lunch, Dine
. OR TAKE Tea at the .

FOOD REFORM RESTAURANT
1,2 & 3, Furnlval Street, HOLBORN, E.G.

(Nearly opposite Gray's Inn Road, next lo Roneot.

The Restaurant is quite new, and I3 the

most complete and up-to-date in the

Vegetarian Movement. Luncheons from
12 a.m. Teas of special value from j-30.
Lata Dinners from 6.0 p.m.

Four rooms seat-

ing 100 each, one
60, one II to let

for Afternoon or

Evening Meetings
on reasonable

terms.

APerfect
Complexioin

DR. HARLAN'S
BEAUTY-CUP MASSAGE

renders Cxpenelvo
"Beauty " Troatmonta

unncccshary.
Nottten Ihetno^t TTldely advattlied "

Beacty Specialiit" c*n taual
the maglc»l ruMjU* of this uniqtj* icieii iSc y*t«m of k«H-appli»d
niRssnue. WHnkI«'S. tl^ckl'tifU, -trd bleiLisli— of evtry nejcrlptton
on lh«- f«Cf. irnis, neck, and b-.rly vmih before llv tfrt»UtiM«
penua>ion. and ihe ^km bccoinrt »oft, Icar. and imoolh ^s Miiln.

tven the woman of 45 i'«'d not che«d the i<eii allies ofadranclng
vcar». or n^Kltct, for D'. Harlan'k Beauty and Health Lanr> enable

J lo defy timei irivage-. ohd ittaui ur rtjfani a cotnfleKion like
ih.it 01 a youri girL If you have mod other tf«.iiinciits orloiitmi
with indifferent re>iill-. thf tinipllcUy of the Itr;iulyCup Man-
lag*. ^nd the rai'idtty with whii.h It clfati ihe completion and
filU Out hnll'^wi Irj the Ackh, comet a^ a positive revelation, li^-en
a --inclc appl<cati>}n is< ap^bleuf results which will aniaxfyou. In

I I'laiiy c-A^es b1ackhead>aie b;i niched m oi>a n'iium-, ami wrinklfs
are smoothed awMy whh delightful e^^c. Hollow chtck<,lhin
aunt, i>acks. and busts ar* roimde'l out and ni.ide firm nnil f^ir.
and " crow'* fee:

" •ml all trace* ff c.ire ami wurry arr o'^llter>

ate '. AcIi"K directly on th«t crcuUtion it TUMPS all iinpuiltlei
out of the blood by ainicphrnc pre^'urr, and in m natural way,

lear*. the skm "f blenii-h«-. CUP^.-ni in plain wrappei—»hh
FRHK Rook. 'BE.WTY ANO HEALTH" Secret* of Pricelew
Value, RtguUr p. ice r ., but if you h-we "ct yet (ned thU rational
lieaimerit, »fnd H,0 i«. 7*'. (abroBil, »v. MO '. and ihi| a.ircrt to—

N. HARUAN, Neu-Vita Inst.,
(Dept. 18) 43-45, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

Hun'i'iis t>/ unsx>i%t.%l<.i l.:'fit,ic"i •t.j.

\Vh4n anruf^rtHif advtfiutments pUast m0nHon " Tht H«rald of th« Gitldtn Age.'



^ODRESSES & ESSAYS
ON VEGETARIANDSSVI

By A -X.V BONUS] KING -^FO K D (.M.I). ,.t tl,e F..culty f Par.s)
AND

EOWAWO MAllLANU lll.A. Canlab).

Edited by SAMUEL HOPGOOU HART.

A co->ip''ehensive collection of Letter-*. Lectures and E«Kavs bearing: on itiany o{
the prob.f-msut the Food Reform and Hutnaiiitarian questions. The arguments
coiuained in them are cogent, well reasoned and convincing. There is a
biograpbicat pi^face by the Editor.

Price, in cloth boards, 3/6 net (3/9 post, freeJ.
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"^wo Mystic Pictures
" Then—from between the Wardens of the Gates flowed
forth the Helpers, and the Guardians, seeking their Beloved."

Copies of these beautiful Pictures can be obtained on application, by
letter only, from :

—

MRS. CLAUD SCOTT, 51a, Marloe* Rd., Kontington,

LONDON, W.

Signed Artist's Proof, One Guinea,

Unsigned Proof, 10/6. Prints, 5/-

On€ gaarttr of the nmt proceed* U kindly donated by the Artist
to the Funds of the O.G.A.
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AND HOW TO DESTROY IT.

By
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The latest pronouncement by this

eminent Cancer Specialist on the

most terrible disease of our times.

In Art Boards, price l/-net (1/2 post free).
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''his book Is written by a PhyAlclan who hag witnes«ed
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experience.

contains 20 ART PLATES Illustrating; diagnoses
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by these object lessons the curability of Cancer
and the efficacy of treatment by Fruitarian Diet

and Radium.

SOME PRESS OPINIONS.
" Every year in England and Wales, 3o,ocxj people die of

Cancer—'
all of which deaths are preventable.' Dr. Bell's method

of preventing them are clearly and forcibly given, once again,
in this little book."—Daily Mirror.

"The wide prevalence of this terrible disease demands that
attention siiould be given to all endeavours to destroy it, and
Dr. Bell is an authority whose words should be carefully studied
and acted upon."—Northern Whig.

"This interesting little treatise is an able presentation of the
natural method of dealing with Cancer.''—Two Worlds.

" Dr. Robert Bell, late Senior Physician to the Glasgow
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deserves a wide circulation.
"—Manchester Courier.
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known remtdy of the past has failed and that this suggested cure
has no revolting method-, such as the knife of the surgeon, it
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subject."—/risft Nevs.

" He (Dr. Bell) cieems ' Dietetic Purification Essential '
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explains his system, and it ini'st be acknowledged that he is

backed by very stiong evidence, which he gives. His lilile

voliimi is wortliv ol t e closest lonsid ration b\ all loiicei reel."—
Leichworth Citizen.
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To Natural, Hygienic, and Humane Diet.
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Views of the Lady Margaret Fruitarian Hospital.
Founded in 1903.

THE LYVEDEN WARD THE REFECTORY.

SOME MEMBERS OF THE STAFF.

HOSPITAL GARDEN.
Mother and New Born Baby enjoying the fresh air and sunshine.
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Tlie Hospital is open for inspection at any convenient time, and Visitors are welcomed to Tea on all Friday Afternoons.

Bromley is within half-an-hour of all South London Stations, and the Hospital is quite near to Bromley North Stations, and only a few minutes
from Shortland.s and Bromley South.
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Our Daily Bread.

\he Food Problem has to be faced by every one
of us. Early or late in life we are obliged,
even though disinclined, to consider it, and

to deal with some of its difficulties

either for economic,
personal, parental, or

ethical reasons.

Thoughtless people
may unwisely ignore
the ?nbject and refuse

to be bothered about
what they eat, and

carelessly consume
anything put before

them, regardless of its

composition orquality,
but in such cases
Nature usually inter-

venes to protest against
the wrongs inflicted

upon her human in-

strument; and often
her correction is pre-

sented in such painful form as to compel the most
serious reflection. Therefore the earlier we give it

our attention the more likely are we to enjoy health

and happiness and to escape suffering.
Of all the physical transgressions committed

by mankind, those concerning diet are the most
common and incessant, for there is scarcely any
subject of vital importance about which the average
person knows so little as this subject of our daily
bread. Many physicians who have devoted years
of study almost exclusively to this matter, have
affirmed that more than three-fourths of the pain
and disease that afflict our Race are caused by
unnatural or injurious food, and their estimate is

apparently well within the truth.

To all the preventable bodily affliction thus

suggested must be added the li:>ss, poverty, bereave-
ment and demoralisation arising indirectly from the
same source ;

and the aggregate becomes conceiv-
able if a rough calculation, based upon the following
figures, is made. It is officially stated that during

the year igii no less than 13,500,000 cases
of sickness occurred among the wage-earners of
the United States—the total loss of wages thus

brought about being ^^73, 200,000. These figures
are exclusive of the other classes of the community.
The number of lives needlessly sacrificed every year
through preventable maladies is proportionately
large ; and in Great Britain the statistics would
probably correspond approximately if they were
available.

Here, then, philanthropists may find a most
profitable field of beneficent labour, and many such
who have discerned this fact are now striving to
lessen the sum of human suffering by combating
popular dietetic ignorance as a prolific root-cause
of misery

—thus rendering social service of a very
practical sort because prevention is much better
than cure.

•-•^i "'^h' "^^

That the Food-Problem presents many diffi-

culties no one will deny ; every dietetic reformer
has to grapple with them, and some find it hard at

first to achieve complete success. Insufficient

knowledge, defective sources of provision, digestive
troubles, inherited organic weakness, and un-
favourable environment are only a few of these.

I want, therefore, to emphasize the importance of
one particular factor in this matter—that of a

perfect bread supply, which I am convinced is

the key to the problem so far as many of us are
concerned.

It is not sufficient merely to pray for our daily
bread, and then to leave its provision entirel}' to

Providence. We need also to think and to take
some personal trouble about it—remembering that

Heaven helps those who help themselves. Yet this

is what very few people do.

One may safely affirm that four persons out of

every five—including many vegetarians of long
experience

—are content to use defective and in-

nutritious bread every day of their lives. Yet this

should and can be made a real and almost all-

sufficient staff of life.

The whole grain of wheat, if of good quality,
contains nearly all that is needful for the perfect
nutrition of the body. With the addition of a
small amount of fat (easily found in nut or dairy

"Justify, O man, the care of thy Malcer in fashioning thee."
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butter, cheese or oil), and of grape sugar and
purifying acids (obtainable in fruits), pure wheat-
meal, if properly ground in stone mills, and well
made into delicious home-baked bread, enables one
to be almost independent of other foods, and
therefore ensures one against any breakdown in

health if there is difficulty in obtaining a varied
and well proportioned dietary from other sources.

Instead of securing and using bread such as this

the majority of the community complacently eat
white bread—emasculated, robbed of its gluten
(which is equivalent to albumen) and of the phos-
phates and mineral salts that are stored in the
inner part of the husk of the grain. It is composed
almost entirely of starch, with the addition of such
adulterants as the baker or miller feels inclined to
introduce for commercial reasons, and is not only
innutritious but detrimental to the proper operation
of the digestive and eliminative organs.

Since the recent outcry was raised in our news-

papers against the consumption of this 'starvation

loaf,' a small percentage of the public have demanded
' standard bread,' which is supposed to contain

80% of the whole grain ; but even if they get this

proportion (which is very seldom the case) they
are still being robbed of one fifth of the whoie grain,
and the colour of the bread reveals that it is the

very elements which form bones and teeth, and
which nourish the brain and nerves, that are being
left out—to say nothing about the usual adulterants

being still included.

Apart from these facts it is difficult for bakers
or the public to buy pure wholemeal, or to know when
they are buying it. It often consists of cheap
roller-milled flour with some sweepings of bran or
seconds thrown in. And even if the entire grain is

supplied, the outer cuticle of the wheat, when rolled

(in the modern steel-roller mills that for reasons of

economy have superseded the good old-fashioned
stone grinding mills), instead of being so reduced
as to be capable of complete digestion, as is the case
when properly stone-ground, is left with rough
prickly edges called spiculae, which irritate the

digestive tract, cause relaxation, and arouse

prejudice against the 'brown' loaf. Such whole-
meal cannot be perfectly assimilated because the
bran is not properly broken up, and, in addition to

this fact, the cerealine, which acts like diastase in

the conversion of starch into sugar, is not liberated

and rendered available as an aid to digestion.
That the distasteful and often indigestible brown

or wholemeal bread (so-called) usually sold by
bakers is either defective or adulterated can easily
be proven by anyone. Let any reader procure some
stone-milled entire wheatmeal that is guaranteed
pure (I always use the Artox and Ixion brands myself,
because I believe them to be of genuine quality and

stone-ground by a special process so finely as to

completely reduce the bran and eliminate the

spiculae) ; then make some loaves, well raised in

shallow tins, and well baked—adding 3 ozs. of fresh

yeast dissolved in treacle, and 2 ozs. of oil or butter

to 6 lbs. of wholemeal and i lb. of household flour.

The result, if the bread is skilfully made (for recipe
see Tiie Comprehensive Guide Book,O.G.A.) will be

a delicious and nutritive loaf of the farmhouse type,
with a sweet nutty flavour. It will be easy of diges-
tion, and so tastj' as to make one feel inclined to make
one meal a day consist almost entirely of this bread
with the sole addition of butter. Instead of quickly
getting

'

stale,' such a loaf is enjoyable when four
days old, and it only needs to be compared with
ordinary bakers' bread to reveal the fact that it is

an entirely different article of food. Its sustaining
power is wonderful, and it proves an effectual

preventive of starved nerves as well as other ailments.
Now such bread as this is the real key to the

problem of making a reformed and bloodless dietary
both feasible and more popular, therefore I hope
that many readers will first convince themselves
of this fact by personal trial, and then help to

proclaim the truth that bread-reform is an essential

part of food-reform.
I am convinced that in many cases where people

have ceased to abstain from meat because they
found it difficult to get successfully nourished, the
chief reason for their partial and temporary failure
could be found in a defective bread supply. It

ought to become an unwritten law in the food-
reform world that every new convert to the humane
and natural fruitarian dietary should be urged to
obtain pure wholemeal bread, and home-made
if possible. The process of making it is quite easy
to learn

; any child can do it, and every child ought
to be taught this valuable accomplishment.

""^ ^-w^ '-^

The importance of a pure and unimpoverished
bread-supply to the nation cannot be over-esti-
mated

;
for bread and flour constitute two-fifths of

the food consumed by the labouring classes, and
almost the sole diet of many poor children.

In the eighteenth century white bread was almost
unknown, and physical degeneration had not then
become a serious national evil, while dental decay
was but little in evidence.

Liebig prophesied, a century ago, that if we
allowed white bread to become the staple food in

England, we should become a nation of idiots and
drunkards.

Sir B. W. Richardson, F.R.S., once wrote
thus :

—" When I am visiting the poorest people,
I see day by day what evil comes from the custom
of having for food the white bread. The mothers
are so thin that they look starved mothers, and
they are so ; while the babes are absolutely wretched
and starved, because the mothers are. I try under
the circumstances to make them understand that
this white bread is the worst food they can take."
In view of the fact that such bread, supplemented
by cheap scraps of meat and strong tea, is almost
the staple food of the working classes in England,
need we be surprised that physical deterioration has
become so apparent as to necessitate a Royal
Commission being appointed to ascertain the cause.

"^n ""^^ "^^

Of all classes of the community our labouring
men and their wives stand most in need of instruc-
tion and enlightenment regarding the food ques-
tion, and of legislative protection in connection with
commercial food supply. For they have to fulfil

"By the flame cf love we kin:ile for another's joy is our own heart warmed."
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the difficult task of feeding themselves and their

children in such a way as to ensure maintenance
of health and strength, \\hile enforced economj'
prevents their being very discriminating in their

choice of provisions. Yet they are left by the
State to blunder on in almost complete ignorance
of food values and dietetic hygiene, and they be-

come the defenceless prey of vendors of impure
and adulterated foods. As a result our streets

and factories are filled with anaemic and badly
nourished young men and women, while the pre-
valence of illness, unemployment through physical
disability, and consequent poverty, brings heavy
loss upon the whole nation.

A stupendous amount of wastage and suffering

might easily be prevented, and a corresponding
addition be made to our national strength, efficiency,
and welfare, if every child in our Government
schools were taught elementary truth about Diet
and Health, and if the people themselves could also

be similarly instructed. But, alas, all this loss

through preventable disease, and these evidences of

physical decay, that should alarm us, seem to cause
our Statesmen but little uneasiness, though the
ultimate consequences will bring dire miserj' upon
millions yet unborn and may even threaten the

foundations of our Empire.
The commercial classes who have to face

unhygienic conditions, sedentary lives, and the heavy
strain of business competition in offices and shops,
also sadly need enlightenment on this subject.
Their livelihood depends on their keeping fit; and

frequent indisposition soon spells dismissal or

failure in the struggle for e.xistence ; therefore it is

most important that they should know how to

select their daily food wisely and in a scientific

manner. But the want of such knowledge is only
too general, and it brings illness, loss, and tragedy
upon thousands—for dangers and pitfalls await
them on every hand, some of which are as follows :

In almost every Restaurant, innutritious, adul-

terated or even poisonous food of some sort is

placed before the public. Bakers supply rolls and
bread made of emasculated iiour mixed with alum,

potatoes and other things harmful or innocuous.

Dairymen provide chemically-preserved milk and
cream. Poultrymen sell embalmed Russian chickens
and foreign game to any unwary customer. Fish-

mongers purvey Siberian salmon and other super-

preserved piscatorial dainties—to say nothing of

shell-fish, complete with their internal contents,
and capable of causing blood-poisoning. Pork-
vendors often sell pigs that have either fed on

corpses on the banks of the Chinese rivers or upon
the offal of our slaughter-houses ; and, to make the

ghastly record nearly complete. Butchers who
undertake the disposal of the carcass of any sickly
or diseased beast that the cattle breeder is anxious
to get rid of before it dies a non-violent death, are

not at all scarce.
These few examples suggest some of the

avenues by which disease and death invade British

homes, while our Parliament is strenuously engaged
in party warfare and controversial legislation. Nor
is it the wage-earners alone that suffer. The 'lucky'

rich, who eat so many more courses than the un-

lucky poor, have to face the ordeal of the surgeon's
knife to a much greater extent. Statistics prove
that there is exactly three times as much Cancer

mortality, per capita, in Mayfair, as in Bethnal
Green

; while it is becoming increasingly difficult

every year to find any family of good social status,
some member of \\hich has not been cut open for

Appendicitis—to say nothing about such afflictions

as Rheumatism and Gout.
-^^ ""^t -'^i

It is impossible for thoughtful and unprejudiced
people to investigate this vital subject thoroughly,
without realizing that there is abundant justification
for the Food Reform Movement, and that the
dissemination of information and knowledge con-

cerning dietetics is of urgent necessity in the

interest of the public health. I therefore hope that

many of my readers ^\ho want to do good in the

world and to ameliorate the conditions of the toiling

multitudes, will be induced to participate in the

work of publishing and distributing educative books
and pamphlets that are calculated to save people
from the prison house of pain.

The Order of the Golden Age is established [for

this purpose, entirely as a phdanthropic Society,
and its Council will welcome the co-operation of

both rich and poor. Sidney H. Beard.

^w ^^ t5^

Glimpses of TrutI).
(From various sources.)

'IX/'e can hide many things, but not what we are.

The business of to-day is to enlarge our yesterday's
consciousness.

Because of God's patience, men think that He
sleeps.

Unhappy is the pilgrim whose face is set toward no
heaven.

He may well believe in God's infinitude who has
known a love without limits.

Consider carefully what you say. The indigestion
caused by being compelled to eat your own

words is distressing.

p^ot bv much will he be troubled who has learned

the proportion of things worldly to things
eternal.

Life cannot break into music until love has swept
its strings.

How often do we misjudge others, mistaking their

calm for insensibility.

He cannot be a saviour who does not daily give his

life for others.
.

He whom God has never yet forsaken need not fear

for the future.

Xhough our deed be disowned by the Churches,

yet may our Angel smile upon it.

It is not in floating with the tide that knowledge
is gained, but by stemming the current.

" To a friend we need not vicdicate the pufenesi of our intent.
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The Mystery of Ministry.
By JOSIAH OLDFIELD, M.A., D.C.L., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Ministrv
is not quite such an easy subject as

it looks.

Nowdays there is a certain fashionable-

ness in East End slum-

ming, and a glamour of

popularity about Red Cross-

ing wounded Bulgars in

the limelight.
The favourites of the
Bourbons and the Stuarts

set up social currents

which dabbled in butter

making in pretty pinafores,
and in the milking of

chastened cows to soft music.
These sorts of things have their little day and

then go out of fashion, and nursing as well as

butter-making will take its place as one of the

recognized methods of earning an honourable living

by those who have to work to live, and it will

claim no greater meed of reverence than honest

butter-makmg or mangling.
When great religious currents wi.re afloat in the

earlier days, the feeding of the saints, the burying
of the dead, the tending of lepers, the visiting of

prisons, and the caring for the sick were types of

what were looked upon as blessed acts of ministry.

To-day the saints feed themselves; the under-

takers take reverent care of the dead ;
the medical

profession treats lepers and all other sick persons ;

the guardians and court missionaries and com-
missioners of all sorts look after prisoners

—and
all as a matter of daily routine, without claiming

any special sanctity of ministry for their work.

There is a great historical example of emblem-
atical ministry in the washing of toil-stained

feet, and the simple dignity of what was done and
what was refused on that occasion will impress

every age that reads the story.

To-day the Imperial reproduction of the scene is

almost a profanity, for the men, as well as their feet,

are ablutioned and sterilized before they reach the

royal presence, and these supposed types of the

pnthetic poor are clothed in cleanly garb and care-

fully prepared by the servants of the Court before

they make their annual historic appearance.
--^ ^•i ^^

Is it true that to-day ministry is either a trade or

a mockery? Is it true that the sacred ministry of

the past is passed, and that to-day there is nothing
left but limelight and trade?

There was a time when the dedication to the

Ministry of the Temple meant a glad sacrifice of

all the cares of this world in order to have the

privilege of standing as a living sign post on the

pathway to the hereafter, but if I pick up any
ecclesiastical paper to-day I find that the great
burden of modern priestly thought runs on endow-
ments and disendowments, on clergy incomes and

poor curates' stipends, on collections and offertories,

on the way to raise funds for a new organ, or the

best methods of touching the pockets of the people!
In olden times the records seem to indicate

that lazar houses and leper houses and spitals were
founded by devoted men and saintly women who
felt that the care of the sick was of the essence
of the religious life. Hospitals grew up beside the cells

of the ascetics or round the porches of the church,
or under the roof of the monastery, and were living
tokens of the overflowing of the Christ-spirit.

To-day the people who would be loudest in

their clamour if our Hospitals were closed, would,
I think, be the secretaries and staffs to whom
Hospitals mean no more than a legitimate method
of obtaining an assured income !

The cry of the silversmiths of Ephesus is one
of the most real and persistent that has come down
the ages. The priestess of Diana may no longer
be a soul-hearted devotee, and the keeper of the

image that fell down from heaven may have
learned the racking miseries of the devil doubt,
but the tradesmen of Ephesus form a ring fence
round religion and guard it sacredly

—else their

craft would be in peril and their means of liveli-

hood would vanish.

Is there then no reality apart from fanaticism
and no ministry apart from superstition?

A thousand times would every honest worker

repudiate such a suggestion. Ministry by machinery
always tends to become soulless, and organized
emotions lose all their spontaneous fragrance

—but
the ministering angel still lives on.

Nature is generous. Nature is prodigal. Nature
is widely lavish in all her gifts, but Nature wastes
not one jot nor tittle.

So, too, must Ministry be. It is not found in

the market place where men are chaffering over

groats, but in the silence of the soul where majestic
mysteries are being unfolded.

Ministry is to-day as perfect and as beautiful as

it was in the earliest days when a man shared his

bit and his sop with his broken comrade, and when
a wounded hero put away the cup from his parched
lips because a d\'ing comrade needed it the more.

Ministry is found in the slums of every city and

village where the tired woman works long into the

night to make and to mend for her little ones.

Ministry is found wherever the long day's work
of duty is lengthened by the night hour's work of

love, and wherever the toiling back adds one more
straw to its burden for some higher motive than

obligation.

Ministry is like protoplasm. The moment you
begin to apply to it your scientific analysis and
fetter it in your test tubes of organization, you
destroy its essence, and you have only a soulless

substance left to label and to classify.

We do not minister in order that we may become
more perfect, but the pathway towards a higher per-
fection nevertheless lies through the deep valley of

ministry." Self perfection," says Rudolf Steiner, is no wise

selfish, for the imperfect man is also an imperfect
servant of Humanity and of the world. The more
perfect one becomes the more does one serve the world.

" The world is full of willing people ; some willing to work, others to let them."
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It is a great thing to be able to lead men. It is a

striking power to be able to terrorise men. It is a
wonderful gift to be able to attract men—but it is

something still greater than all to be able to look back
upon the vista of one's life and to say "I have
ministered to men."

Blessed indeed is the privilege of bearing, though
it be but one feather from the wing of the Angel of

Ministry.
There are times when the spirit of vanity within

us makes us long to go into the market places and
show our gay garments and our broad phylacteries

—
and we are made smaller by our folly.

There are times when we are called to go into the
market places and shout aloud our gospel, however
much our body may shrink from the ordeal.

The secret of service lies in remembering our

message, in being faithful to our ideals and in

possessing thus much of the secret knowledge—"any
poor man may receive, but only a rich man can

give" and again, "a full heart may give from an

empty bin, but it finds a sackful in the cupboard."

" Who then is the greatest" is the quarrel which
goes on in every land through all the ages,

" he who
is served, or he who serves

"
? And the cry of the

animal is for mastery, but the mystic voice of the
Master answers,

" he is greatest who ministers to
most."

We can either be masters or servers as we will.

In many a hovel a tyrant reigns as cruelly and
arrogantly as any hated Nero. In every school the

embryo bully buds and lives his little day of terror
to the weaklier ones below him.

The call to be the upper dog can be satisfied in

every rank and every, walk of life. We can be
masters if we will. But if we watch the end of
those who choose this path, we find that the

glamour dies away with coming impotence, and that
in the days of weakness and age the bitter cup of

repayment has to be deeply drunk.
Then, indeed, comes in the blessedness of those

who choose the lowlier path of ministry. Where
they have laid their hands the roses bloom, and
where their feet have trod the fragrant spices linger.
Where they have passed the air is filled with songs
of blessing, and when their own footsteps falter a
hundred arms stretch out to help them on again.

Blessed, a thousand times blessed, are they who
forget their own little greatness, and whose eyes are
turned towards the healing and comforting of their
fellows.

""^h "^n -'^n

What, then, is our special work of ministry—
those of us who have foresworn the pots of death
and the dishes stained with blood ?

What special privilege of service to our fellows
is given to us who have looked with satisfied eyes
upon the manna of the morning, upon the grapes
of Eschol, upon the vineyards and oliveyards of

Canaan, upon the milk and honey and the corn
and oil of the land of promise?

I think there are to us two ways in which we
may with humble blessing serve our fellow men.

In the first place our war against Butchery will

react with doubled force upon the human race. In

focussing the gaze of the world upon tne miseries of
the Smithfield and the agonies of the long road that
leads to it, we are really turning the eyes of men
on to their own hearts, and demanding from
ourselves and from everyone we meet an answer
to the question as to whether we really know what
"pity" is, and whether we are willing to endure
a little self-sacrifice in order that the world's pains
may be lessened.

By our refusal to eat of the bodies of the dead,
we are proclaiming and proving that ilesh food is

not necessary, and so soon as this is admitted, each
one is sent into his own chamber to ask himself

why he allows cruelty to be perpetrated and pain
inflicted merely to gratify his own fashionable

appetite.
By our work for the animal world we are really

awakening the human conscience to a knowledge
of its kinship with divine compassion; and by the

very difficulties involved in giving up the use of
flesh food, we are emphasizing that true ministry
requires a seasoning of self-sacrifice.

The time will come when Fruitarianism will

be universal, and carnivorism will lurk with can-
nibalism in the darker places of the earth, but
then there will be lost one of the greatest privileges'
which exist to-day—the privilege of suffermg some-

thing and of enduring something on behalf of the

great Gospel we are preaching.
Such, then, is our first work of ministry, and

our second is like unto it.

We have a glad message of healing for the
sick and for those who have lost heart. We have
the rignt to say that we have seen the miracles
and cures which Nature can do when she is not
let and hindered by the folly of man.
We have the privilege of going to those whose

bodies have been poisoned by the waste products
in the carcasses that have been overfed for the
market. We have the privilege of speaking to those
whose nerves have been excited and then deadened,
whose brains have been dulled and pain-wearied
by the unnatural constituents of an unnatural food,
and we are able to point them to happier days of

health to come.
With a faith begotten of experience we can

minister to those who have fallen low in the slough
of despond and who are wandering from place to

place seeking cure and finding none.
Our ministry is instinct with Hope, and is

founded upon sunlit days and fragrant fields and the
dawn that breaks golden upon the hills. Our
Ministry of Healing is interlinked with the mystic
forces of air and sky and the warm breast of mother-
earth ; with the scent which rises from a field of

clover, and the honey gathered from it ; with the

appetite which comes to those who breathe deep
mountain breaths and wait until the call of the cow
bell sends a thrill of longing for rich warm milk

again; with the long summer days in orchard and
havfield and vineyard, and the prizes of autumn
gathered into the garner.

If the world would only give to us one tithe

part of the millions of pounds which it is now

" Mooey caa be used 3,i 4 passport to everywhere except Heaven.'
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spending upon bricks and mortar to build hospitals
in crowded cities where patients lie in hundreds
near together, what could we not do in creating a

thousand scattered cottage homes of healing where
the great forces of Nature could have greater play!

^»S ^•l '*
The mystery of ministry is a beautiful thing;

and gladdened will our lives be, and blessed will

fall the closing scenes of them, if we have only

grasped something of the spirit which teaches that

he is greatest who most has served his fellow men.

The CoiDing Ideal.

When
Ian MacLaren, the widely known author

died, the finest thing said of him, among
the many noble tributes which were uttered

by loval admirers the world over, was the remark

that, "Life presented itself to him as one long

opportunity for being kind." What sweeter thing
can be said of any one when all is done ?

The humanitarians of the world simply ask men
to be kind. Is it too much to ask for a " union of

all who love, for the service of all who suffer?" as

our gentle Whittier phrases it ? During the century
which recently closed the world has seen the growth
of sentiments of altruism from a mere shining
dream to a concrete reality. May we not believe

that the day will come, not too tardily, when the

person who literally orders his life and relations

with others in accordance with the " Golden Rule "

of the greatest religious Teacher of all time, will not

be regarded as merely eccentric or fanatic ?

We ask to have humane education taught in every
school in this country. Its usefulness and the

desirability of its early adoption can be proved with

as much positiveness as a mathematical calculation.

Can anyone believe that the boy or girl trained,

from the kindergarten up, in the practical appli-
cation of the rules of kindness and justice to every

living creature would fail to be a better citizen,

and less likely to be criminal or degenerate ? Does
not a daily school instruction in kindness and

justice compel respect for law and order and the

feelings of others? In other words does it not

mean education in self control, unselfishness, con-

sideration and sympathy for all ?

Let us recall the great Law that what we sow,
even so shall we reap. Humane education should
be broad enough to reach all the fundamental
relations of life and brighten and better them. It

teaches that Kindness should be the cornerstone
of character. Three-fourths of our savagery would
cease by the honest application of the Golden
Rule to all the relations of life. \7. O. Siillmin.

A, German physician suggests the need of "fruit"
roomsin large cities. Many peopleareconipelled

to eat indigestible downtown lunches who would be

glad to make a repast of fresh fruits if they were not

compelled to eat them upon the street. The idea is

a good one. Here is a chance for business enterprise.
A room of this kind is needed in every city.

Man and Beast in India.
By L. MORESBY.

o

i-^p?^

ne might write of India from many points of
view. That is the habit of the globe-trotter

who rushes through the show places,
sees the people as a vague group-
ing of dark faces and brilliant

colours, and thus whirled from

Bombay to Calcutta catches a
series of misleading glimpses and,
knowing nothing of the patient

resolute thought that lies

concealed behind the

panorama which is all

he sees, writes out of the

plenitude of his con-
tented ignorance.
Do we realize what we

owe the East ? We are

very ready to talk of what India owes
to us—to our just government, our

strong hand, our Roman peace—but

looking at the other side of the account does it not
more than balance? Much more, inasmuch as the

things of the spirit are more than the things of

the body.
We appeal everything to Success. We disguise

it under many names, but that is our real gospel.
Our gaze is fixed on this world; India gazes stead-

fastly at the world unseen—half dazed with con-

templation. It is good for us to be reminded that

success is not all.

It is not uncommon in India for a man who
has attained a great position

—wealth, honour at

his disposal
—to cast them all aside in the noonday

of his pride and power, and taking the beggar's
staff and bowl to set forth on the long Khaki-
coloured road to the holy Benares or Hardwar
and then to some place of meditation in the lonely
hills to be lost to his family and friends for ever—
leaving his place to another, laying it aside with as

little regret as he will lay aside his worn out body
when that time also comes.

Imagine such a weighing of values in the West.

Imagine an exodus from Downing Street on these

terms 1

Yet so it is out here—and not infrequently.
And there are other things. I have seen in the

Bazaar at Darjeeling, where the hill people come in

to buv and sell, the Buddhist lamas gliding about,
each with his begging bowl and tiny drum to give
notice of his coming, and as he passes from stall

to stall gathering the food for the monaster)-, each
seller proffers his mite—a handful of the heaptd
brown unpolished rice, a cake, a little dahl—of liis

^\a^es he gives a toll, and with a prayer for the

gi\er the lama passes on. And so the monastery
lives. That could not be seen in England, where

nothing is given for nothing and where prayers are
counted as nothing by the crowd.

I have seen the bloodless offerings in the Jain
temples where the enshrined Parsenath sits stiffly
in marble with folded hands and glittering crystal

' He who locks from the ht-arl sees through all disguise.
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eyes, and before him small gongs are beaten and
fragrant incense burnt, and the people crowd in

to offer rice and small nuts and flowers. I laid a
few myself on the altar of so much mercy, for a

Jain temple is a sanctuary for bird and beast, and
the lizards gliding along the marble steps, and the
little green parrots in the trees outside, lead lives

of peace and security under the shield of the Jain
belief, that mercy cometh to the merciful.

Not only so, but in the streets are curious and
often very beautifully carved poles supporting what
look like huge scales or trays—so picturesque
that they add much to the beauty and gaiety of

the many coloured life of the cities. I could not
think at first what these could be, for the birds

and fearless little grey squirrels seemed to have
taken possession of them, and now and then one
of Hanuman's grey monkeys would swarm up the

pole and sit on the edge of the tray contentedly
munching ; so I asked, and then I learnt that
these places are yet another Jain tribute to the

law of compassion, and that they are feeding places
for any bird or animal that cares to come there for

a morsel or for a drop of water—the latter almost
more needed than food under the burning sun.

In Ahmadabad I visited the Jain Hospital for

animals—a most wonderful and touching piace. It

is a compound in the midst of tiie city with trees

in it and large sheds where the sick and wounded
animals are tended. The pariah dogs in India are

a very painful sight
—so lean and starved that their

ribs stand out like the ribs of a stranded hulk ;

so ravenous that they run beside the train as it

leaves a station, watching with famished eyes for

morsels that some kind hand but seldom throws.
Here I saw some lying contentedly with their

puppies nestling beside them, and food before them
fresh from the great cauldrons in which it is

boiled for all the guests tended and cared for as

part of our common brotherhood. Beside them
was standing a bullock, with a shining coat like

grey velvet and a cruel scar healing along his flank.

Above in the trees the grey monkeys chattered
and held out tiny black paws for an alms. The
goats stood by with their kids, and men and boys
went about feeding and tending them, and I have
seldom seen a happier place (though indeed there

were sights of suffering), because it seemed to re-knit

the bond between man and beast and to speak of

a debt owed for faithful service, and therefore

ungrudgingly paid.
We do not pay our debts in England. We take

all, and give little in return. We give in most cases

such food as will ensure efficient service for our-

selves, but it is only as one feeds an engine with
coal or a lamp with oil—there is no more in it than
that. No sense of gratitude,

—no wish to confer

joy, peace, certainty. Yet animals are capable of

all these things, even as we know them—misused
and down-trodden. What they can be if treated

according to the law of Christ, of Buddha, and of

all the saints of all the faiths, we cannot even dimly
guess, but on the day that we learn it, it may open
to us many secrets and mysteries that Science and
the Sages have sought in vain.

The fearlessness of animals in India is fasci-

nating. I met a little biown bear in the fields

outside Ahmadabai. He was walking about by
himself and I can only imagine he was a pet at
some bungalow I could not see, but at all events
there he was—the quaintest creature, enjoying the

sunshine, stopping now and then to grub and snuffle
in the earth for roots or some such thing—perfectly
harmless and delightful. He let me come up close
to him with my camera, and stood, rather surprised,
but not in the least afraid, and I photographed him
with a glorious banyan tree as a background—
a tree sending down its living roots from each
branch into the earth, so that tree after tree sprang
up like a slenaer column from the seeking rootlets,
and at last it had become a sort of co-operative
grove—most wonderful to see, and where crowds
might shelter.

I took two aspects of my bear and then he
shuffled contentedly off.

A woman was coming along the road near by
under the shade of the banyan trees. In her hand she
carried a shining brass lotah or water vessel. The
Sari drawn over her smooth black hair was of that
fierce and lovely orange red, beautiful as the skin of

a jungle beast, of which India seems to ha\e the
secret. What else one could see of her garment
was of a deep leaf green. The caste mark was
painted on her brows, and slender neck and arms
and anklets were loaded with silver necklaces,
armlets, and anklets—a wonderful and beautiful

figure in the living shade and sunshine. I asked if

I might photograph her, and she very kindly
stopped and assumed quite naturally and with no
self-consciousness a pt)se of perfect grace and
dignity, grouping herself with a tiny cart drawn by
two little mouse-grey bullocks arrested by the
driver's friendly curiosity and interest. Instantly
from the trees above came leaping the grey monkeys,
drawn by curiosity also, little and big, patriarchs
and babies, until the road was gay with them.

Quite suddenly, as if at a word of command, they
each sprang on to one of the ti-^y stone posts that
border the road, and sat there motionless as if

carved in wood—and so the photograph was taken—no monkey so much as stirring a tail until it was
finished. And then, when the human actors in the
scene moved, they all sprang to the ground again
and resumed their gaiety. I do not know in the
least why they did this, but their fearlessness and
seeming co-operation made it one of the most charm-

ing things I have seen—even in India. Later, by the
border of a lake outside the town, lovely silvery

grey monke\'S swung themselves down from the trees

to beg for food. I had provided myself with grains,
and presently five or six of them were round me
clutching my hands with their little cold black hands
(for I cannot consent to call them paws) and daintily

picking the grains from my palms and eating them.
A movement, a word, and they were in the

trees again, swinging from branch to branch with
a grace tiiat is more like the flight of a bird

than anytiiing else kno\Kn to me. But I wondered
as they went whether the time will ever come in

England when the wild creatures will not flee at

'How th&ll he bear the divine music who enteti not the temple."
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the sight of us—will not associate us only with

horrur, pain an 1 death. In India it is otherwise,
because they are sacred to the gO'is, who are

believed to have some care for life, v\hich is their

special yitt. The monk ys are sacred to Hanu-
man—the nionke\-god—the faithful servant of

Rama—the incarnation of Vishnu. I wonder
whether it will always be impo'^sible for us to believe

that life is sacred' to the Deity we wor.-hip—to

the God of whom Hanuman is the distorted image
(yet an image), seen in the mirror of a groping taith.

Walking near the Fort in Delhi one day—that

marvellous red sandstone Fort that crowns the

little hiils so proudly with its miles of towers and
embrasures, I saw a little group of elephants coming
wlong, each with his mahout. They belonged, so

the men told me, to the Nawab of some Native

State, who had gone to worship at the Jama Masjid.

Migtit I photograph them ? F>'r they were glorious
in harness and caparis'm, with their mighty heads
and faces painted with b ue and yellow devices in

suns and stars and strange geometrical interlacings,
and their blue and red clotns fringed with gold
and heavy embroideries dropped almost to the

ground from the silver howdahs. Yes, certainly I

m ght (the peop e are never-failingly kind and cour-

teous), and ins'.antiy with a word to each of the

great creatures (not a single touch of the ankers

with which they are guided), the group was formed.

They drew up together, retreated, advanced, edged
along til all was in perfect focus. A mahout dis-

mounted and stood beside his charge for the better

effect, and with perfect intelligence and co-opera-
tion from " My Lord the Elephant," the photograph
was taken. At another word the nearest curled

his trunk round the driver, and swung him up into

his seat again. And at a last command all of

them standing in a row salaamed to the "
Lady

Sahib "
by flinging their trunks in the air before

they rolled off contentedly to meet their master.

It seems to me that the relations between man
and elephant in India are as nearly perfect as such

things can be. Work is demanded of the latter, but

it is work fairly apportioned and rewarded with

affection. And it is work whicn elicits their intelli-

gence and gives them a pride in its faithful perform-
ance. Not only so, but it is work done in real co-

operation with their masters—so that the di\ine

element of love is also not missing. It is amazing
and touching to see their beautiful obedience to their

drivers, and their pleasure in the little children who
play about their f>.-et. They lift them out of the way
with their trunks; they humour them, submit to

their baby tyranny, delijjht in their affection—in a

word, spiil them completely. The same with the

herd of bullocks—uho entertain the strongest objec-
tion to Europeans (doubtless for good reasons) and

strangers. A child of eight, riding on one of them,
can guide the herd and keep it in perfect order,

singing as he goes that curious tuneless song which
one hears all over India.

Wliat we lose in our relations with animals it is

difficult to say, but it must be something enormous.

Many of the secrets of life which we most desire to

apprehend are probably involved in it—the begin-

ning of reason and love, the foundation of family
life,—the basis of societies and therefore of nations.

There are, of course, two ways of approaching
them. You may stun the life out of them with shot
or blow,—vou mav hand them over to the vivisector

and after due torture you may dissect and analyse
the dead brain,—or you may watch and love the

living creature, eliciting all his diviner faculties and
slowly developing (for his benefit as well as for your
own) that marvellous intelligence which cannot
be defined as "mere instinct" — (though the
marvel of instinct itself is the despair of

Science and probably can be unravelled only by
psychology of the deepest order), and making him
your friend and companion. I think that great
sportsman chose the better way, who laying aside his

gun and taking to the camera instead, has given
us those wonderful and intimate photographs of
bird and beast life which have shed such light on
obscure problems of natural history. He has seen
and recorded for us the wonderful trekking of the

moose, hitherto a mystery. He knows what goes on
in the little sanctuaries of the nests in the dim caves
and dens of the jungle ;

he shares in the hopes and
fears and loves that set hearts like our own beating
under fur and feather, and through him we learn

and, I hope, rise.

But it is even better to learn for ourselves and
at first hand—and what I have seen in India
has so far convinced me that it is possible for

a whole people to acknowledge its responsii)ilities in

this matter and to reap the reward—which would be
still greater if knowledge went hand in hand with
their mercy, and if science as well as religion hoarded
tne results.

J^ ^2f^ ^^^

Gleanings.

If people oftener saw the break of day, they would
vow oftener to keep the day holy.

Don't worry. It never has helped a man, and it will

not help you. It is easy to begin but hard to stop.

Xhere is hardly ever a complete silence in our
soul. Whenever the sounds of the world die

out or sink low, then we hear the whisperings of

God. He is always whispering to us, only we do not

always hear, because of the noise, hurry and dis-

traction which life causes as it rushes on.

What we make of ourselves depends upon the ideals

which we habitually hold. Our lives are shaped
upon our mental models. If these be high, the life

is lofty; if low, it grovels. Man is no better than
his ideals. Th stream cannot rise higher than its

source. Our work can never overtop our ideal, our
ambition.

The real salvation the individual needs is to save
himself from his own ignorance and become

wise. In this particular each one must be his own
saviour. And the densest form of ignorance he needs
most to save himself from is the thought that some
outside saviour will do this for him.

'
It ii of no UK to be afraid. Fear won't help ui."
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Food ReforiT) in Relation to other

Movements.
By H. BAILLIE-WEAVER.

(From a Leeturt dtliverrd at Iht Headquatiert of Tht Ordtr ef iU*
GolfJtH Age on Jan. if,th, 1913/

I

many other

mentally. I

am not going to talk to you about the health side
of the Movement against flesh eating, except

incidentally. I am not going to talk to

you about food values
nor even dilate on the
horrors connected with
the supply of flesh
foods. I am going to
talk to you about

Vegetarianism from
the point of view of
other reforms, and try
and show you how

reform movements it touches funda-
do not pretend to be able to say

something new and interesting about each one of
them

; my hope is rather by presenting them in

the mass to your attention to deepen in you the
conviction that we are working in a Movement of
enormous and very far reaching importance.

First I will take the Movement to promote
Humanitarianism in general, which, as Mr. Salt
once put it, is not merely a kindly sentiment but
an essential portion of ethics and social science.
I am convinced that there is nothing which is

a greater stumbling block to the cultivation and
growth of general Humanitarianism than the practice
of flesh eating. It is not only that the horrors of
the passage, both by sea or land, to the animals
from the breeding ground to the slaughter house—
deepened by the horrors of the actual killing agamst
which, thank God, in this country Mr. Galsworthy
has lifted up his powerful voice in that powerful
paper the Daily Mail—it is not, I say, merely that
these horrors must necessarily brutalise more or less

everyone who comes into contact with them in the
business of proviiiing the fle~h to be eaten ; it is that
the mere fact that men know that animals all over
the world are being kiiled and eaten for food every
day in countless numbers, must deaden the humane
instincts of the whole world and accustom people to

the idea that the exploitation of the weak by the

strong, the oppression of the less developed by the
more developed, is in the natural and right order of

things.
The use of animals for food al?o has the effect

of confinning, when it is not made the excuse for,

other acts of cruelty and barbarity in whi-zh human
beings indulge, either to adorn themselves or keep
themselves warm, as in the use of feathers and furs,
or to amuse thems Ives, as in the muliifarious forms
of snort, or to try to escape from their self created
diseases, as in vivisection. If the use of flesh foods
were abandoned, these other abuses would be a
thousand times more d fficult to maintain.

There is, too, a special connection between
Vegetarianism and the Movement to abolish

vivisection and to reform medical methods and
modern ther;ipeutics. I am not now referring to
the fact that the anti-vivisectionist who is not also
a vegetarian lays himself open to the charge of

inconsistency, which Mr. Stephen Paget and his
friends are more and more persistently urging against
him, as also against the anti-vivisectionist who
engages in bl od-sp"rts or who wears furs. No,
the special connection between Vegetarianism and
vivisection to which I am referring is that flesh

eating is the principal cause of the evils which
vivisection is supposed to cure, or rather I should
say to be about to become able to cure.

When the research defender, to give the vivisector
the title which he has so improperly appropriated to

himself, for anti-vivisectionists are just as keen
research defenders as he or any of his friends can
be—when the research defender, I say, cries :

" But
how are we going to deal with the mass of disease
which is constantly on the increase in one direction
or another, if we are not to be allowed to vivisect
and not to be allowed to use sera or vaccines ?

"

the true answer to my mind is this: You and your
colleagues and followers are leading men further and
further astray ; you are trying to discover methods
for what you call stopping disease, but which are

really only methods for stopping the yttanifestation of
disease. You are tr\-ing to discover wa}'s to render
men immune from disease, or, in other words, to
enable men to sin without suffering, to rebel against
Nature without being punished for it. Success on
your lines, even if it were ultimately possible and
not attended by worse after consequences (and it is

not ultimately pos^ible, for such action is against
the cosmic law which is that man shall learn from
suffering caused by his own mistakes, and Nature
obstructed in one direction only breaks out in

another) ; success, I say, on your lines would, even
if possible, be inflicting greater moral and spiritual
harm on mankind, apart altogether from any
question of Humanitarianism, than any phvsical
advantage could counterbalance

;
and even apparent

success, nay, the mere hope of success, is already
working incalculable harm. You are teaching the

pernicious doctrine that disease can be countered by
disease, poison neutralised by poison, with the

delicately bahnced highly organised ph\sifal body
as the cock-pit in which the struggle is to be fought
out.

My answer to your question as to the proper
wav to deal with the mass of disease to which you
point, is to induce men to give up the practice of

flesh eating, which is really the original cause of

nearly all disease not due to accidents. And even
accidents would be robbed of more than half their

terrors if the blood and tissues were in a less poisoned
and less inflamed condition. 1 maintain that flesh

eating is the real cause, because if all other conditions

were vastly improve!, men would still be physically,

ment'dly and spiritually unhealth\- if the\- remained
eateis of flesh. Of course I don't deny that other
evils contribute potently, together with the practice
of flesh eating, to create the mass of disease to

which y 'U point. Even if men did not eat meat,
even if they altered their attitude completely towards

"It is only the people who believe in us and like us that make life worth living."
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their sub-human fellow creatures, they never could
be healthv so long as they imposed on themselves
and their fellow human creatures such impossible
conditions as exist to-day.

Vegfetarianism must be complemented by sufficient

wages to buy sufficient food and other necessaries for

the worker' and his family, by shorter hours and
better surroundings of labour, by decent houses, by
unadulterated and uncontaminated food, by pure
water, by clean air ; in a word, by the wide

recognition of the fact that we are our brothers'

keepers and that it is the first duty of every
community to see that all its people have a proper
opportunity to become healthy and efficient citizens ;

although no one can ensure that they can or will all

avail themselves of that opportunity to an equal
degree.

'-^ "'^ -"^

Furthermore, Vegetarianism, in the wide sense

of the term, is our principal line of defence against

complicated and obscure treatments founded on
blood mysteries, againsttheestabli=hmentof amedical

priestcraft, an expert tyranny compared with which
the Spanish Inquisition was child's play and in

which human vivisection will become a publicly
recognised practice, the deliberate mutilation of the

physical body in infancy, the accepted preparation
for adult age. Do you think I exaggerate, that I

put on the paint too thickly? Listen a moment!
Voices have been raised here and there in public
asking for human vivisection. It is true for the

moment that the request is for voluntary victims, is

confined to criminals who offer themselves for

laboratory experimentation at a price ;
but the men

who honoured Professor Neisser by giving him the
warmest of welcomes and the highest honour they
could confer, would doubtless follow his example if

they dared ; and they will dare if we don't take care.

You will remember that Professor Neisser deliberately
innoculated, as an experiment, eight healthy children
with the foulest of diseases, without, I need hardly
remark, the consent or knowledge of their parents.
And when I refer to the threatened mutilation in

infancy, just listen to this. Dr. A. Keith, writing in

the B.M.J, of the 7th December, 1912, stated that
"
Every year the opinion gains ground that the

great bowel from the appendix downwards has
become, so far as man is concerned, a useless and
daneerous structure." He quotes the opinion of

Professor Metchnikoff, a gentleman much honoured
in this country, that the removal of that useless
and dangerous structure would he attended with
"
happy results."
If you ask some well considered and wise reason

for this startling proposition, you can get nothing
but assertions that the great bowel is superfluous
because, says Dr. Barclay Smith, for instance,
"a reliance on extrinsic digestive aid as furnished by
bacteria is no longer a physiological necessity for

man." In other words, supposing this view is

correct, man having adopted a diet unsuited to his

apparatus will put everything right by mutilating
that apparatus. But Dr. Arthur Keith shows that
the view is in no way proven correct. He a=SfTts,
and it sounds, oh, so probable, judging from what

one has seen in other directions,
" that we do not

know in any animal whatsoever the exact function
or functions of the great bowel ; that so far we have
only guessed at them." On this view of the case,
the reasoning of Messrs. Metchnikoff, Barclay
Smith and followers is that because we do not know
the use of the bowel, that therefore it cannot have
any use and had better be removed.

There is irresistible logic for you ! A more
dangerous and, I assert, a more unscientific attitude
can hardly be imagined. Well may Dr. Keith say," An impartial survey of the evidence at present at
the disposal of the anatomists indicates very plainly
that we cannot hope to prevent or cure the ailments
to which the great bowel is liable so long as we
regard it as a hopelessly injurious or useless structure.
On the other hand, if we regard it as having all the
anatomical appearances of a useful structure, our
outlook becomes hopeful if we can only discover
what its uses are. If we only knew how to keep
it suitably and profitably employed by altering our
diet to meet its requirements, it will, we have reason
to think, serve us and future generations just as well
as it answered the digestive needs of primitive and
successful races in the past."

There you have it again : it is a question of diet.

No wonder the use of the great bowel is not apparent ;

no wonder it is abnormally liable to derangement
and diseas-; when men persist in stuffing it, in ever

greater quantities, with flesh for which it was never
mtended. As the great anatomist. Professor Baron
Cuvier, himself testifies in these memorable words :

' '

Comparative anatomy teaches us that man resembles
the frugivorous animals in everything ; the carnivor-
ous in nothing." Do you realize that the inhabitants
of the British Isles import eleven times more flesh

per head of the population than they did fifty years
ago as compared with two-and-a-half times more
wheat ? Seeing that arable land is not gaining on

pasture land in this country, to say the least of it,

and is not exporting wheat, it is impossible to explain
this enormous increase in meat food imports by a

very great diminution in home produced flesh foods.

So far from this being the case j'ou will observe, if

you refer to the Statistical Abstract for the United
Kingdom from 1897 to 191 1—which is the last

published—that as between the first and last of
these years th-ire has been a decrease in the amount
of land under corn by about 400,000 acres. And
yet these gentlemen, these medical experts, whose
wildest theories and suggestions are received with
bated bieath, have the stron° ;est indication of the
direction in which to seek for the truth in the increase
in appendicitis, which even non-vegetarian doctors
are beginning to ascribe to flesh eating. They even
have the evidence from observations of animals, to

which as a rule they attach such immense importance.
We are told that the caecum and the appendix ia

the chimpanzee have the same form as in man.
Now Dr. Weinberg made a series of observations

upon sixty-one chimpanzees who had died in

captivity. He found after death, among other

things, that in ten out of these sixty-one chimpanzees
appendicitis had occurred. " There is no reason to

suppose," says Dr. Keith,
" that the chimpanzee

"Do wha' is right the best way you can, and wait to the ccd to know. '
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suffers from this complaint in its natural state, but
when he comes into captivity and is placed on human
diet it becomes liable to a prevalent human disease."

The inference appears plain that it is the diet that

has caused the trouble, and Dr. Keith says that it is

the diet which is blamed.
And you would have thought that the same thing

would hold good in the case of men, seeing that

those eminent people are the first to maintain that

you can reason from animals to man, even when
there is a much greater difference between them
than there is between the anthropoid apes and
human beings. Nevertheless, Messrs. Metchnikoff
and company say that so far as man is concerned,
if you please, it is the appendix which is at fault,

and so it ought to be cut out whether it is diseased
or whether it is not. Why do they thus give the

go-by in this particular case to the results of

observation of animals ? Can it be that knowledge
gained from a study of animals is of no value unless

it is wrenched out of their quivering bodies ?

And now the medical correspondent of the

Standard, if you please, has suggested that the
stomach is not indispensable because, forsooth, the

physiologists have proved that a dog can live
"
quite

normally"—(I like that "quite normally," it is

about as reliable as the division of experiments into

"painful" and "painless" which the vivisectors

have had to give up altogether because even their

official defenders at the Home Office have been

obliged to admit that no one can tell the difference

between them)—because, as I say, that according to

this view the physiologists have proved that a dog
can live "

quite normally
"

for many years after the
removal of his stomach. And so it goes on, each
new outrage on the body of the animal being made
an excuse for a suggested new outrage on the body
of the man.

Do you say,
" Oh, but these are the cranks and

extremists of the army of experimentalists ; they
will not even be listened to." They may be, but
that is no reason why they should not be listened to ;

and they are listened to and that, as I said, with
bated breath.

The credulity of the scientific and lay public
with reference to the proceedings of physiological

experimenters cannot be overstated. And the worst
of it is that it looks as if they are going to have the

opportunity to put their outrageous novelties into

practice on a large scale. The sanitorium provisions
of the Insurance Act are only a beginning, if the

experts can get their way. Isolation establishments
for other kinds of diseases will follow, with research

laboratories attached, and men and women and
children will be taken out of their homes and handed
over to the tender mercies of these establishments,
where their friends will not be able to get at them
or know what is being done to them. Why, even

now, in nursing homes, for residence in which rich

people pay and pay largely, all control over the
treatment of a patient, once he is lodged there, is

lost to his friends. And what do you suppose will

be the position in government establishments full of

poor folk ? Do you know that in Cardiff there has
been established a research laboratory in connection

with the Municipal Lunatic Asylum, for which the

ratepayers are finding the funds, or part of them ;

that lunacy experts are clamouring for the establish-
ment of such laboratories in connection with all

lunatic asylums in the kingdom ? Just for a moment
try and picture to yourselves the position of a hopeless
lunatic in the hands of experts filled with that
scientific curiosity which Professor Starling admires
so much, determined to wrest by force from the

living body the secrets of the madness which so
baffles them.

Look, too, at the passionate insistence of the
medical profession upon freedom from lay control in

connection with the Insurance Act ;
at the deeply

significant persistence with which they demand that
the expert shall rule, though the money he is spending
may be public money, at least in part, and none of

it contributed voluntarily. I tell you, we stand

to-day in a most critical position, and even if we are

unable to stop these things being started, for God's
sake let us insist on real genuine lay control whenever
public money is being spent. That is the strongest
line of argument for us to take for the moment, for

men will help us to enforce that principle who have
no sympathy with our general attitude.

But what, you may say, has Vegetarianism to do
with all this, and how can it help matters ? Because

vegetarians usually stand not onlj' for a non-flesh

diet, though that is important enough in all

conscience, considering the humanitarian, health and
other issues involved

; they take up a general attitude

towards disease and consider that nearly the whole
of it, if not the whole of it, not due to accidents,
comes from wrong food and unhygienic conditions.

They set their faces like flint against all innoculation
and nearly all operations as being insanitary,
unscientific and unnecessary, apart altogether from

any question of humanitarianism. They believe

that disease is Nature's warning of physiological

unrighteousness ; that the proper way to deal with
it is to aid Nature to throw out the evil and not to

paralyse her efforts; that the preventio^i of disease is

not through poisons but through right-living.
•-^^ ""^l ""^i

And now to consider another Reform Movement,
with which Vegetarianism is specially closely
connected, viz., the Movement against the use of

alcohol. Evidence is accumulating every day that

flesh eating is a potent cause of the drink craving,
and no one has done more towards furnishing such
evidence than Mrs. Bramwell Booth, who wrote an
article on the subject in The Herald of the Golden

Age of October, 1912. The success which she has

obtained in the Salvation Army inebriate homes, in

curing people of the drink craving by putting them
on a non-flesh diet largely based on fruit, is truly

extraordinary, particularly when you consider that

so many of her cases are of the very worst kind,
which some other organisations might reject as

hopeless. Mrs. Booth points out, too, in that article,

that many of their successful cures have been not

only alcohol drunkards, but opium, morphia, cocaine

and other drug victims and that in these the non-

flesh diet is just as successful as in alcohol cases.

What a thousand pities it is that we cannot bring

"Most of the (hadowi oi liie are caused by standing in our own light."
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sufficient pressure to bear on public authorities to

get them to try a non-flesh diet in their inebriate

homes, which have, I beheve, given very poor results;

because not only would the poor parents benefit, but
the medical and nursing staffs would have an object
lesson in the value of Vegetarianism which would
make itself felt outside. I believe I am right in

stating that in the older of the two Salvation Army
Homes, which was run on mixed food lines until

six-and-a-half years ago, the matron and the whole
of the nursing staff have adopted a non-flesh diet as

a result of their experience in treating inebriate

cases on it.

.'i 'i ''^

I want to say a word also on the relation of

Vegetarianism to the Woman's Movement, which is,

as you know, a much bigger thing than the agitation
for Women's Suffrage, essential and important
though that be. The shortest description of the

Woman's Movement, as I understand it, is that it is

a movement fundamentally to alter the relations

between men and women, and if distinction be made
between the various relations, I should put the

sexual first in order of importance. The double

standard of morality has got to go, for all men and
all women, unmarried as well as married. We shall

never do away with the horrors of the White Slave

Traffic and other kindred forms of degradation and
misuse of women until we raise the status of women
as a sex and put a stop to the male demand for

female unchastity, which throws such a lurid light

upon man's professed admiration and regard for

chastity as the highest of female virtues.

To do this we must begin with the young male.

From their earliest years boys must be taught that

they must show honour, consideration and unselfish-

ness to all women of all classes and of all ages, and
that they must restrain their sexual passions in order

to enable them to do so. And this task will be

facilitated by the adoption of a non-flesh diet at

home and at school. The late Dr. George Keith, a

man who is not enough appreciated in my opinion,
who wrote " Fads of an Old Physician

" and " A
Plea for a Simpler Life," told Mr. David Alec

Wilson that flesh eating was a potent cause of

degeneracy, that it accelerated puberty and so

shortened the period of growth and increased the

tendency to sexual indulgence. Not only does it do

this, but, as we have seen, it tends to excite craving
for alcohol, which in its turn greatly increases the

effect of the flesh foods on the sexual feelings. I

was verj' pleased to observe in this same October
number of The Herald of the Golden Age an excellent

article by Captain Carey upon the need for diet

reform in schools, in which he shows that the

difficulty is quite as much with the parents as with

the schoolmasters, who might perhaps be more easily

converted to a non-flesh diet for their schools, if only
because boys on that diet are much less irritable,

more pleasant and easy to teach and manage, as

well as less liable to sickness.

The experience in one of the Barnado Homes is

strong evidence on both these points. But even if

schoolmasters were willing, I do not think that

satisfactory results would be produced unless the

parents themselves, and particularly the fathers,

adopted a non-flesh diet as well. English boys, no
doubt, love their mothers, but the fact does not
prevent them from considering women as a sex
inferior to men as a sex, and until that has been got
out of them it is all important that their fathers as
well as their mothers should become non-flesh

eaters, otherwise it will be called " one of mother's
fads." Do you say that it will be many a day before

parents as a rule are prepared to change their diet
and other habits for the good of their children ?

My answer is that it may be so and that before

humanity can progress as it should, parents as well
as non-parents will have to take very different views
as to their duties in other matters besides diet

towards those who are younger or weaker or
less developed than themselves, and the sooner the
fact is pressed on their attention the better.

'"^S ""^h ^"^i

And this brings me to my last point, viz., that it

all comes back to the necessity for the acceptance of
the view of Huxley, that self-sacrifice is the law of
evolution for the human being ;

the necessity of
the universal application of the doctrine of Brother-

hood, of spiritual kinship, which follows from the
Fatherhood of God ; in a word for the necessity of
the Law of Love ; and I know few things which
help more towards the right attitude than the
abandonment of flesh foods. And the reason to my
mind is not far to seek. Man is a spiritual being,
using his mind, his emotions, his physical being as
instruments wherewith to contact earth conditions
and learn with his fellow creatures, human and sub-

human, how to develop the Christ nature within

him, how to grow towards God.
A flesh diet tends to make these instruments less

suitable for the use of this spiritual being, less

responsive to the right sort of vibrations from
within and from without, more responsive to the

wrong sort. I do not say that abstinence from flesh

foods will turn a man from a devil into an angel in

a week or two, but I do say that so far as I have
been able to judge from my own experience and
that of others, abstinence from flesh foods tends to

make the task to live for the highest things less

difficult, the desire to live for these things stronger
and more stable, constitutes a magnificent foundation
on which to work to build up the man of God.
And the less the abstinence is practised merely to

avoid physical pain and disease, the more it is

practised merely because it is right, the greater the

spiritual benefit conferred. And assuredly a change
of habit of which that can be said with truth, is

worth a great deal of struggle, supposing even such
is needed for any reason ; for certain it is that we
shall become what we strive to be, either in this

earth life or in another !

Destiny is but the dictum of the winged soul who
afar off recognises her own and calls it into ex-

pression.

Ideals are the guiding stars to human achievement—
which is the only success that lives.

" To do the right thine which lies «t our feet li better than atcentioa into the third heaven.'
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''Bring out your Living.
99

By TWELLS BREX.

*he Ghost has walked again. War has gone with
his death carts through the shambles of the

East, crying, "Bring out my dead!" He has
borne off once more his scores

of thousands
and flung
them in his

old pits,
choked with
h i s heaped
millionsofall

history. And
he wants
more, for he

has lain low in Europe forty-one years a-hungering.

To-day, to-morrow, next year, he may come in

the midnight : the trundle of' his wheels, the clank

of his tread, the knocking at the houses where

women grip lovers, husbands, and sons ;
the hoarse

cry in the darkness, "Bring out your living. More!

I want more !

"

And whom do the nations appoint to make or

prevent wars? A score or two diplornatists and

politicians, cynics, artificers of the artificial, who
live in houses where War's knocking is muffled, his

cry nothing more than " Masters ! Ye have unleashed

me. I am off to my garnering."
Not here is his harvest—not from kings drunken

with ambition ;
financiers whose fingers itch for their

contracts ; politicians who play pawns with stalwart

men's lives and poor broken hearts. War does not

claim them: he goes to the small, trim houses; he

winnows the long streets, taking from every fifth

house a man, and leaving a woman too stricken to

weep; he ransacks the huts of the poor and smashes

their breadwinners into phosphates to manure alien

soils.

Yet sometimes the grim cry will not be denied

even at the doors of the war-makers. "You have

dedicated to me the son who is all your life. Give

him to me!—the lover of the daughter who is all

your sunlight. Give him to me !

"

"For I am War! I know no human bonds.

I am War, the great Sexton, whom man, whose
life is briefer than the lichen's, has created him-

self—because he is impatient for his grave. I am
War, contrived by old men for the riddance of the

young generations that jostle them, and by mad
men to prove that all mankind is mad. I am War,
the great Epicurean; for I take only the stalwart,

the prime, the gallant. I leave you the halt, the

weakling, the tuberculous, the criminal, safe in your

prisons; the insane, safe in your asylums; the

diseased to breed your posterity. And I leave you
the fatherless children, and the broken women, to

stare into empty destinies."
" You shall build up your nation again with these.

You shall confute evolution with these. You shall

publish to these the charge of the massed battalions

whence thirty men returned. You shall thrill and

console these with your war correspondents' tales

of the heaped trenches, the orchestra of human
agony, the delirium of hunger and thirst. You
shall delight these with your Laocoon metaphor of

cholera-stricken who writhe in a mass. You shall

prove to the very brute creation the nobility of

Man by your pictures of the transport cattle goaded
to death or shelled into red mud."

^* -•> '•)

Wars will not cease until they can only be made
by dwellers in glass houses. There are some few
score gentlemen in Europe now in whose minds
was begotten the bare possibility of the Great

Proposition—that Armageddon was the inherent

sequel to a squabble between Austria and Servia.

If these suave gentlemen had been given munitions
and a field of battle, and ordained to settle the

Great Proposition by themselves, it would have
soon vanished!

The loudest criers for War are not among
soldiers, nor from the roof tops of houses that are

likely to flame when the invader advances, nor

from the men who go quietly to battles which the

shouters and plotters bring to pass.
War is, and ever has been, the mighty deluder,

who makes us all march to the beat of his drums,
who sets our hearts throbbing by the tramp of

the regiments, the appeal to passion, the cry to

primeval man. We follow him gaping and cheer-

ing
—we do not see whither he leads us!

^^ ^j ^-9^

Can civilisation go on for ever thus in its self-

mockery—building sanatoria, prisons like hotels,

hospitals and asylums, fostering the unfit, caressing
the criminal, nurturing the wastrel, breeding the

tainted? Are we to go on brewing elixirs for creak-

ing lives—while War digs for ever new cemeteries

for the Fit ?

All the world says: "War is our madness, the

distemper that evolution will banish—War is unbe-

lievable, inadmissible, savage past all barbarity
—but

it is not for our generation to cure it."

Yet four kings or statesmen together could even

now shape their names in a very cross to blaze in the

skies of immortality. Four nations can rnake four

bond oaths—and the unbelievable of centuries would
be the achievement of a month ! Year by year the

pact would strengthen—year by year it would thrust

War back to an ugly legend. A new world's con-

science would grow. Our children's children would
not whisper dreadfully as we do of War's probability—the world would laugh at War's impossibility.

But no—we all say it is not for us; the world

must achieve it after we have gone. Women must
still bring forth children in agony—and yearn over

them with care, for War to devour them when they
are strong sons. Taxes shall for ever wring pence
out of narrow homes to forge the levins that swathe

down strong men like corn—for War is inevitable.

Who says it is inevitable? Who makes it inevit-

able ? The voices of fools and adventurers in the

wind. Why is it inevitable? Who can answer

that? „ ., „ .,

Daily Mail.

" We may once have been slugs and may one day be angels, but we are men now.
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Editorial Notes.

»he battle now raginp; round the great question
whether physiologists shall be allowed to

torture animals to the utmost limits of

their ingenuity, in the

hope of discovering
something that may
render them famous and

perhaps even benefit

mankind, becomes
fiercer every month.
But as the volume of

humane protest in-
"*

creases, so does the amount of the cruelty
practised ; and it is difficult to foresee

the end of it all.

The vivisecting fraternity have anaesthetised the

public conscience by appealing to human selfishness.

They have also got themselves richly endowed, by
obsessing millionaires with the idea that if they
give vast sums to be spent on physiological research

they will thereby confer great benefaction upon
the community. With this wealth they not only
subsidise themselves while they try to carve their

way to fame and fortune through living tissues, but
are also enabled to publish sensational accounts
of their "wonderful discoveries"—with a view to

influencing other misguided philanthropists to

endow them still further.

A few decades ago even medical journals
deprecated the idea of unbridled vivisection, but
now the daily and weekly papers publish records of

the most horrible atrocities without protest, and
even with laudation.

The "
surgical marvels "

performed by Dr.
Alexis Carrel at the Rockefeller Inferno, New
York, which have been recorded without depre-
cation in many journals, are some of the most shock-

ing, useless and wicked experiments ever described
in the vile annals of vivisection, and are such
as to cause sober minded and thoughtful people
to regard him as a moral maniac in whom some
demon of cruelty is incarnate. If his deeds, as
described by his confederates, and by assistants

employed in this hell of cruelty
—who have left the

place horror-stricken and have filed affidavits which
tell what they have witnessed (published by the
British Union for the Abolition of Vivisection) were
done openly and in public, he would probably be
torn to pieces by an infuriated mob. Instead, he is

allowed to commit any operations he likes upon the

large colony of helpless animals who are in his

power, and hundreds of other professional tor-

menters of God's creatures are being encouraged
to emulate such cruelties.

The recent bestowal of the Nobel Prize (for

'Medicine') upon him is an outrage upon public
sentiment, and a prostitution of this reward which
is simply deplorable. One cannot but suspect that
some of the unhallowed Rockefeller gold has been

surreptitiously used to bring about this award, so
as to persuade this misguided patron of the greatest

iniquity of modern times to think that he is getting
a good show for his money.

Where are we drifting ? Are the denunciations
of this cowardly and systematic torture of the

defenceless, made by our noblest thinkers, authors
and religious leaders, to count for naught ? Is the

indignant protest of the whole humane world, rein-

forced by that of hundreds of eminent physicians
who are enlightened and conscientious enough to
withstand this flood of ruthless empiricism that is

overwhelming the medical world, to be flouted and
trampled under foot by an artful clique of moral
degenerates who want to revive the dark ages in

our midst ? Is there no millionaire who will con-
secrate his God-given wealth to the work of raising
barriers against this inundation of devilry that is

threatening Society, no patron of humane and
rational therapeutics, to be found, who, instead of

listening to the plausible misrepresentations of the
leaders of the Knife and Cautery- School of Pathology,
will use his common sense and investigate this

subject for himself, and thus ascertain the truth
about it ?

The Medical Schools of our Hospitals are already
so dominated by the High Priests of the Scientific

Inquisition that humane sentiment is virtually regarded
as akin to lunacy ;

and the result of this unholy in-

fluence is that a new generation of doctors are

being sent forth to practice upon mankind, obsessed

by the belief that any sacrifice of life or limb is

justifiable if only it increases their knowledge, their
skill in the use of the knife, or their annual harvest
of fees.

The days of the good old-fashioned physician, who
was the trusted friend of each family he attended,
are well nigh over. Instead, we have the 'surgical

specialist
'

with his Nursing Homes at so many
guineas a week, into which he entices as many
unwary clients as he can. And when they get
interned therein, they are, in only too many cases,
like the man in the Bible who was cast into prison
by his enemy—they don't get out until they have

paid the uttermost farthing that can be extracted
from them, for operations performed and empirical
treatment. A prominent physician who was retiring
from his profession with years and honour, described
such unfortunates to me sometime ago as "those
who had fallen into the hands of the Philistines."

Before many more years have passed, the public
will realize the truth, and the dire results of allowing
the medical profession to be captured by the vivi-

sectionists who look upon all living bodies, human
or sub-human, as mere material for research. Then
the instinct of self-preservation will cause a general
reaction to set in, and this iniquity will be stamped
out by the very people who are now apathetic
concerning it. The Law will be set in motion
against the scientific criminals who are now allowed
to inflict cruelty upon animals with impunity, and
they will be duly punished just as other men are

punished whose crimes are similar although far less

heinous, deliberate and habitual.
It rests with those who have heard the cry of

the victims of this Modern Inquisition, and who
believe that the whole system is delusive, useless

" De^ with the fault* of other> as leniently as with your own."
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and immoral, to unite in educating public opinion

concerning its real nature. Therefore I invite all

our readers to aid in this work, and to join some

Society which combats vivisection without delay.
* * *

Sir William Earnshaw Cooper has

England's again rendered great service to his

Fatal fellow countrymen by exposing the
Land Policy, national waste, loss, poverty, un-

employment and misery that result

from the neglect and sacrifice of British Agriculture.
In a volume bearing the above title (C. A. Pearson,

Ltd., Henrietta St., W.C, price 2/6), he has

demonstrated more clearly than in any of his

previous books on political economy, how the

British people are being seriously and needlessly

impoverished by our govermental mal-administration

concerning the land. With entire impartiality he

charges Conservatives and Radicals alike with

having allowed our agriculture to be strangled for

the furtherance of the interests of our great
manufacturers (in order that they might be supplied
with cheap labour, resulting from rural depopulation,
and be able to sell their goods in exchange for

foreign corn).
With unanswerable official statistics he proves

that the land of the United Kingdom yields more
bushels of wheat to the acre than any other land
in the world—half as much again as Canada even.

Yet with this fact staring us in the face we only
cultivate 3,122,063 acres in producing food for the

people (including fruit, potatoes, etc.), while

43,570,208 acres are employed in pasturage and

crops for cattle-food.

Instead of employing 6,752,598 peasant labourers

in a healthful environment on our land, as we might
easily do (which means upwards of 16,000,000

including those supported by them), we only employ
2,262,452 in agricultural industry. The rest are

driven into the towns to swell the congested labour

market, or to the Colonies where they cultivate a
less fertile soil successfully under more favourable

and helpful governmental conditions.

Whereas Germany employs 15.12 peasants to

each 100 acre_s of cultivated land, Austria 18.01, and

Italy 19.04, Gt. Britain only employs 4.84. Yet
our land is much more fertile than theirs. In

consequence, the middle classes are heavily taxed
to maintain a vast army of unemployed labourers

and paupers, for whom work could be found if the

agricultural industry were fostered and protected ;

the kingdom depends upon imported food and
would soon be starved into submission by a foreign
foe if our fleet were shattered ; and all sections of

the community suffer loss because of this neglect
of the wealth that lies in our soil.

The plausible argument that the rural populace
only go into the towns to get amusement and

brightness is manifestly unsound, for the multitudes
who are going to Canada in ever increasing
thousands, are facing and choosing a still more
isolated and rural life. And these courageous
emigrants who are being driven from their native

land would cultivate British soil if they could

support themselves by doing so, and be properly

housed, in consequence of some co-operative scheme
for providing cottage dwellings with the assistance
of the State.

Sir William rightly charges the Manchester
School of Politicians with initiating our present
fatal policy, and our Party System of Government,
which considers votes and office before the

country's welfare, with continuing it. Other
countries grow nearly all their own food and are

virtually self supporting, whereas Britain only grows
one-fifth.

He forcefully and ably pleads that this anomaly
shall be ended, and that Britain shall be governed
by patriotic and enlightened statesmen instead of

by partisans as under our present system ; and he
invites every man who loves his country to help to

bring about this desirable change, so that the gaunt
skeletons of Unemployment and Discontent may
no longer stalk through the land.

This book should be read by everyone, as it deals
with the root-cause of much of our social misery,
poverty and national ill-health, and it is noteworthy
that its contents have been recently corroborated

by the able articles written for the Daily Mail

by the Duke of Marlborough on this important
subject.

* * *

It is a remarkable fact that Bulgaria
Bulgaria's provides 75 per cent, of Europe's
Centenarians. Centenarians, while all the other

countries combined produce the other

25 per cent. There must be a reason for this.

The Bulgarian Consul-General at Manchester,
M. Angeloff, recently threw some light on the

subject during an interview with a representative of

the Daily Chronicle. He said:—
" My great-grandfather died about 20 years ago at the age

of 132 or 134. I remember being at a big family party in Sofia
on tlie occasion of a wedding of an aunt. I was not much more
than a boy then, at any rate I was a youngster compared
with my great-grandfather, who was present, and who was,
to everyone's knowledge, about 120 years of age.

" He was a wonderful old gentleman, and he made a

speech in which he said he was proud to see so many des-
cendants about him. He had a grim sense of humour, and
I do not think the young people quite relished the old man's

jest that he meant to live until he had buried all his children.

At that time he was the father of 26 children, two of them

by a second wife, whom he had taken to himself when he
was ovei' 90 years of age.

"At the family party of which I am speaking some of the

old gentleman's children were octogenarians and even nona-

genarians, and the extraordinary thing is that he did actually
see the fulfilment of his prophesy ; he lived longer than all

his children, and he died shortly after he had buried the last

of them.
"How do I account for the long life of the Bulgarians?
"Well, I attribute it to the sobriety of the nation in general.

We are a very temperate people, and being largely engaged
in agricultural pursuits, we live in the open air. That is a

great asset, and there is also the fact that we are not great
consumers of meat. We are great vegetarians, and some of

our poorer people live practically on cereals, vegetables and sour
milk."

M. Angeloff's father is now 88 years of age, and as his

son says, "is as active as a man of 40." He frequently

spends eight hours a day in the saddle, riding round his estate,
and he has still all his teeth."

Here then we have an additional reason for

advocating the repopulation of the rural districts of

England, and also a general adoption of healthful

vegetarian dietary.

" Do not grieve more than a shilling's worth over a lost shilling."
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The following report {Kelso Mail) of

The a discussion at the Town Council

Slaughter Meeting of the Borough of Kelso,
Scandal. shows how difficult it is to humanise

ani.ral slaughter, and how ineffectual

are the palliatives recommended as a solution of

this great question. Here in a public abattoir a
" humane killer" is provided gratis, and the slaughter-
men apparently decline to use it because it interferes

with their trade. This is their attitude in many
places.

" Councillor Hill said that although the Town Council had

provided a 'Humane Killer' for use at the slaughter-house,
some of the butchers were not making use of the instrument.

He would like to know if anything could be done to make the

use of the ' killer
'

compulsory. Another matter to which he

thought objection should be taken was the presence of companies
of boys at the slaughter-house during slaughtering operations.

Bailie Stevenson said there had been merely a recommenda-
tion to the butchers that they should make use of the ' Humane
Killer,' and if it was desired to make the use of the instrument

compulsory they would require to frame and pass by-laws on the

subject. When the Council had been at the expense of providing
a ' Humane Killer ' and also cartridges for charging it, he

thought it was very desirable that the instrument should be in

general use. With regard to the presence of boys at the

slaughter-house while animals were being killed, this was quite

against the rules regulating the place, and the committee would

see that the practice was put a stop to.

Councillor HiU said that when visiting the slaughter-house
he saw the 'Humane Killer' used on two bullocks, which
were killed instantly. In the case of another animal the butcher

felled it with a hammer. After delivering one blow he asked for

a larger hammer, and while this was being brought the poor
brute was left standing suffering from the first blow-. He thought
that the use of the ' killer

' should be made compulsory.
Mr. Hume (burgh surveyor) said that the butchers were in

the habit of getting boys to help them at the slaughter-house,
and other boys also followed in."

The only way for sincerely humane people who
are cognisant of the horrors of flesh-traffic, and who
want to have clean hands concerning this gigantic

evil, is to abstain altogether from its patronage.
But those who have not yet developed that spiritual

discernment and consciousness which make such

action an imperative obligation, and who con-

sequently are not yet disposed to make personal
sacrifice" for the great principle involved, should

at least demand that their ilesh-ration is provided
with as little suffering as possible. They should feel

themselves responsible to ascertain by enquiry and

personal observation that they are not aiding and

abetting the crime of cruelty to animals—which
under any other circumstances is declared by
Statute to be a penal offence, and is punishable
by fine or imprisonment.

* * *
The Fourth Annual Simple Life Exhi-

Xlie bition will be held at the Caxton Hall,

Simple Life Westminster, on April 15th, i6th, 17th,
Exhibition, and i8th, from noon to nine each day,

particulars of which will be found in

our advertisement columns. The success which
attended this Exhibition last year, and the great
amount of interest shown by the crowds who visited

it, should be a guarantee that it will be worth seeing
this year. The Lectures and displays are most

instructive, as well as being helpful to our Cause,
therefore I hope that all our readers will see it

and take their friends. Everything that is up-to-
date in Food Reform will doubtless be on show,

and many valuable hints will be available ; and in

the O.G.A. room the latest literature and informa-
tion can be obtained.

Tickets can be supplied at our Offices ; and our
Hon. Secretary will be glad to hear from any
Volunteer helpers who can assist on either day in

the O.G.A. Section.
* * *

It would be difficult to find any
A Dis- British subject who has laboured

tinguisfaed more ardently and effectively for the
Food furtherance of the Food Reform
Reformer. Movement than Dr. Josiah Oldfield,

whose portrait is published in the

pictorial supplement accompanying our present
issue, therefore I gladly take this opportunity of

saying a few words about this distinguished worker
for our Cause.

Dr. Oldfield became a convert to the principles
which form the basis of our Society some thirty

years ago when studying at Oxford for his degree
in Theology. He was impressed with the fact that
all the great Religions expect abstinence from carnal
food from their spiritual leaders, especially during
times of exaltation, and he felt convinced that the
diet which was considered essential for those who
aspire to reach the higher walks of spiritual attain-

ment, must be good for all ; therefore he resolved
that his first Lenten fast entered upon after

embracing these views, should be made perpetual.
Since that time he has not consciously partaken of

fish, flesh, or fowl, and he has laboured with pen
and voice for the advocacy of our Cause, with a
zeal and devotion that are beyond all praise.

Finding so many faddists connected with the

existing organizations of that day, Dr. Oldfield
resolved to work as a free lance, but before long he
was drawn into co-operation with the London
Vegetarian Society, and soon became one of its

leaders. For many years he directed the organization
of the Vegetarian Federal Union, was Editor of The

Vegetarian; and was selected to write the articles on
Food Reform in the Encyclopedia Brittanica and
Chambers' Encyclopcsdia. He has also contributed a

great number of articles to the most prominent
monthly and quarterly Magazines.

To be a Food Reformer in those days was a
serious matter, as the facilities which we now enjoy
were then non-existent. When eating his dinners
at Lincoln's Inn, as a barrister, he was often unable
to obtain much more than potatoes and bread for

the eight or nine shillings which they cost him.

Having taken his degree in Theology, he next
secured the highest degree in Law, taking his D.C.L.
at Oxford at the same time as Sir Frederick Pollock—the thesis which secured the degree being a book
entitled The Penalty of Death, which is the standard
book on this subject.

He next qualified as a physician and surgeon,
and has contributed to the medical press important
papers on the relation of Diet and Disease, and on
the curative treatment of feeding and fasting. Dr.

Oldfield is also a keen Territorial officer and holds
the rank of Major in the Royal Army Medical

Corps.

"Any injury forgiven is better than an injury revenged.'
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In 1903 he founded the Lady Margaret Hospital
at Bromley, an unique institution which has never

been in debt (not because it has been amply
endowed or adequately supported, but solely as a

matter of principle), which treats its London patients
outside the city, and which makes fruitarian diet

the rule for all patients and members of the

staff within the building. Of this Hospital, Dr.

Oldfield has been Senior Physician and Medical

Superintendent up to the present time. Commencing
with one bed, it now has forty, and the nursing
staff has increased from one to twenty-four.

The advantages of fruitarian diet in the treatment
of medical and surgical cases, have here been

abundantly demonstrated, a great object lesson

having been thus provided, and, in addition, a most
beneficent healing ministry has been carried on
which has brought blessing into the lives of

hundreds of sufferers. No nurse on the staff has

ever broken down through ill-health (although such

collapses are not infrequent in ordinary hospitals),
the record of operations without any fatal result is

quite exceptional, and the Governors are able to say

truthfully that in consequence of no dead bodies

being carried into the building, very few are ever

carried out—in some years none at all. Four nurses

trained at Bromley, have taken the C.M.B. Diploma
during their course of residence in the Lying-in-

Hospitals in London, and yet have kept to their

fruitarian food. All of the nursing staff are

trained to prepare invalid cookery, in addition to

nursing. A school of Embroidery and Art Needle-

work is established in connection with this Charity,
so as to enable some of the poorer patients to

prolong their residence and treatment by earning
something towards its cost.

If the charitable public knew how much good
has been done at this Hospital and at its Dispensary
for out-patients in Camberwell, they would, I

feel sure, support it liberally, instead of leaving
its Governors to contend with the difficulties of

financial limitation.

Dr. Oldfield also founded the Fruitarian Society
and the Society for the Abolition of Capital Punish-

ment, and has been one of the most helpful and

prominent writers, speakers, and advisers of The
Order of the Golden Age for the past fifteen years.
His voluntary services for the furtherance of the

Food Reformation, of which I cannot speak too

highly, have always been cheerfully rendered, although
in many cases his platform work for our Society has

necessitated his incurring financial loss through
sacrificing the time that is so valuable in his pro-
fession. Both at home and abroad, he has always
held our flag high, and stood unflinchingly for the

great principles of humanity and purity in diet; and
his strenuous philanthropic life-work merits far more

eulogy than the small tribute of respect and appre-
ciation which by these few lines I am able to record.

* * *
"
Every dog has its day," and among

The Nat edibles the turn of the nut has,

Indastry. apparently, arrived. The enormous
growth of the nut industry that is now

taking place augurs well for the future of our Cause.

The imports of coco-nut oil and copra (the latter

being the solid part of the nut used for cattle-food)
in six European countries increased from £9,424,692
in 1908 to ;£"i5, 827,737 in 1910. Sir W. H. Lever,
Bt., recently wrote :

"
I know of no field of Tropical

Agriculture that is so promising at the present
moment as coco-nut planting. The world is only
just awaking to the value of coco-nut oil in the manu-
facture of artificial butter of the highest quality."

Lord Ebury at a meeting of Van den Berghs,
Ltd., the well known Margarine Manufacturers,
stated that :

"An unprecedented advance was observable in the con-

sumption of margarine. This is attributed partly to the adoption
of certain vegetable fats as ingredients of manufacture, but, in

any case, it seems clear that the product has taken a greater
hold than ever upon the public taste throughout the entire range
of the Company's operations."

Sir W. G. Watson, Bart., Chairman of the

Maypole Dairy Company, Limited, in a recent

speech said :

"The use of refined nut fats in lieu of animal fats for the

manufacture of our margarine has greatly increased its

popularity, and has made it very difficult for the factories to keep
pace with the huge demand for Maypole Margarine."

And Sir Henry Dalziel, M.P., Chairman of

Pearks, Limited, said at a recent Meeting of Share-

holders :

" Nut Margarine maintains its hold upon the public fancy,
the trade has enormously increased, and there is practically no
limit to the future growth of sales in this department. Margarine
is to-day on a very different footing from what it occupied before
the advent of our nut product."

* * *
A revised and much improved Seventh

A New Edition of the 'Comprehensive Guide
Guide Book. Book to a Natural and Humane Diet'

is now in the press, and copies will

be ready for delivery about April 15th. They are

all bound in cream art linen boards, printed with

gold lettering, and the price is 2/- net (2/2 post free).

A large number of new recipes are added, the

former ones have been much amended, some
menus are included, the book is enlarged, and

particulars of the latest commercial food-products
and substitutes for flesh-food are given. A new
and original Food-Chart shews at a glance how to

obtain sufficient protein from various types of food,

including many proprietary Nut Meats, etc., the

food values of which are collectively given for the

first time in a book of this sort.

This volume will prove helpful to all our readers,

even if they possess copies of the last edition which
was published some years ago, for it contains a lot

of up-to-date information that every abstainer from
meat needs to know.

The Council of The Order hope that many
friends will use it as a gift-book, and thus increase

its circulation. All profits derived from its publication
are devoted, as in the case of all the previous editions,

to the furtherance of the work of our Society.
Now that meatless dishes are becoming popular

among business men for health reasons, and in

almost every household—even if only to provide a

change from the wearisome round of incessant

animal food—this book should be acceptable to

many who are not, as yet, seriously interested in

Food-Reform. And as it will prove an effective

' Watch and labour towards the development of the Angel within thee."
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means of winning new converts to our humane and
more rational system of dietetics in every home,
let me suggest that it may well be used by our
Members and Friends for this purpose.

* * *
The first Annual Report of the Society

The for the Prevention and Relief of Cancer
Prevention can be obtained from the Hon. Secre-
of Cancer. tary, 15, Ranelagh Rd., Belgravia,

London, S.W., and it should be read

by all who are seriously interested in the matter.
Under the Patronage of the Duchess of Hamilton

and the Presidency of Dr. Robert Bell, this new
Society is likely to do a most important work, and
it deserves the encouragement and support of all

humanitarians. Its origin is based on the following
convictions:—

(a) That the cause or causes of Cancer may be more
successfully sought by a careful investigation of the dietetic and
other habits of the community than in the vivisecting laboratory.

(b) That the treatment and cure of the disease may be more
confidently looked for in the intelligent application of dietetic

principles and the skill of the physician than in the surgeon's
knife and the operating theatre.

(c) That the prevention of the disease can only be secured

by studying, and, where necessary, reforming the common habits
of the people.

Its aims are, to collect facts concerning Cancer

pathology, and the habits and environment of patients ;

to awaken the public to a realisation of the import-
ance of hygienic living and purity of diet as pre-
ventive measures

;
to develop a league of progressive

physicians who will study and treat the disease on
these hopeful lines; and to institute Hospitals and

nursing homes where such treatment can be carried out.
* * *

On January 4th, the Brothers Bacon,
Athletic who are such brilliant examples of

Notes. what fruitarianism can do for athletes,

again distinguished themselves in the
Amateur Wrestling Championships, held in the
German Gymnastic Society's Hall, in London. E.
H. Bacon defeated A. E. Gould in the final of

the Graeco-Roman Light-Weight Championship—
securing two falls in twenty minutes. In the Catch-
as-Catch-Can Middle-Weight Championship, S. V.
Bacon vanquished J. Winskell, obtaining the first fall

in 2 mins. 45 sees., and the second in 2 mins. 30 sees.

On Saturday, January iSth, the running team of

the Irish Vegetarian Club defeated the Dublin

University Harriers in|a six miles cross-country match
ver the Meadowbrook Course at Dundrum, Dublin.
On February 7th, at New York, U.S.A., the

fruitarian, Hans Kolehmainen, the World's Pro-
fessional Pedestrian Champion and Marathon
World's Record holder, put up a record for indoor

running by covering five miles in 24 mins. 58 sees.

* * *
Summer Schools conducted on Food

Summer Reform principles will be held at

Schools. Brighton and Bexhill during the months
of July, August and September. A

number of lectures will be given at the former, the

programme of which may be had of Mr. H. S.

Massingham, 19, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton. Full

particulars of the Bexhill School may be obtained
from Miss Edith Sutch, 100, Newington Causeway,
London, S.E.

The following donations towards the
Our Work of The Order have been re-

Exchequer, ceived since our last issue, including
amounts paid in purchase of literature

for distribution. The thanks of the Council are
tendered to all these friends of our Movement :

—
Mr. A. A. Albeck...
Mr. H. B. Amos ..

Mrs. E. Anketell-

Jones
Mr. J. H. Armitt ...

Mrs. A. Armstrong
MissC. Badland ...

Miss Barns ...

Mrs. Barnes
Mrs. Kate Bartholomew
Mr. Sidney H. Beard 20
Dr.A. D. EdalBehram
Mr. T. P. Benson...
Mr F. J. Benton ...

S. A. The Princess
Mele Barese ... i

Mr. N. F. Bilimoria
Mr. R. C. Bilton ...

Mr. F. A. Birdsall
Miss E. Blackburn
Mrs. Brace
Miss E. E. Bradley
Signora Braggiotti
Mrs. Brierley
Mr. H. E. Brockway
Mr. William Brown
Miss Alice M. Buchan 10

Miss Eva Budd
Mr. William A.

Buttery
Mrs. Cary Caddell
Mr. and Mrs. Dun-
can Campbell i

Miss \'. Candlish ...

Mrs. Gather ... i

Mrs. H. B. Garden
G. E. M.
Mr. Joseph Clarke
Miss E. A. Cleary
Miss E. A. Clist ...

Mr. C. T. Clough ... 2

Miss C. B. Cole ...

Mr. W. H. Coleman
Mr. Joseph Cone ...

Miss \. S. Connal
Mr. Edwin Coventry
Mr. Walter Cox ...

Master Denis Hol-
combe Carey

Capt. Walter, R.N.
and Mrs. Carey 50

Miss E. B. Catchpool
Miss Ghepmell
Mr. W. J. Chidwick
Mr. W. S. Church...
Miss F. A. S. Clark
Mr. E. G. Clifford...

Miss Dora Cogswell
Miss Emily E. Cole

Lady Earnshaw
Cooper ... I

Mr. Edward P. Crane
Mr. Remal Dashkera
Mrs. E. L. Daubeny
Mrs. Davidson
Gujerat Jiv Daya
Fund ... ... 2

Miss Alice S. Denning
Mr. F. Oudschans Dentz
Dr. N. R. Dharmavir
Mrs. Cottrell Dormer
Mr. Arthur Drake
Mrs. Drake-Brockman
Mrs. Dukes
Mr. Newton A. Dukes

s.
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C i. d.

Mr. Wordswortb S.

Kenriedy ... 5
Mr. A. W. M. King 1
Mrs. Paul King- ,. 3
Mr. V. K. Kirtikar 5
Mr. Jas. L. Kiiz ... j
Mr. Maurice Knasfgi 5
Mrs. M. E. Lainbley 10
Mrs. Langford 1 1

Mr. W. H. Last .. 2

Mrs. St. Lejjer .. j

Mrs. Leonard ... 5
Mr. John Lepper .. 5
Miss Lloyd ... i

Miss M. P. Linscott
Mr. M. \. Littaner ;

Mr. Dougfal Mac-
Dougall i

Miss A. MacOw.in
Mr. Gurbasing Mang-

hirsing ... ... 7
Miss Marriott ... 2

Mrs. Matthews ... 2
Mrs. Maes .- 5
Mr. J. J. Atay ... 1 j

Mr. John McCarthy i o
Mrs. M. A. McDiarmid 5
Mr. W. Mcllroy ... 5
Mr. Wni. McLarty 2 10
Miss Dorothy McTurk 2

Afrs. McTurk ... 2

Mrs. McTurk .. 2

Mr. B. P. .Madon ...

Mrs. E. A. Mear ...

Mrs. Fuller Maitland
Miss Malpas
.Mr. W. P. Marr ..

Miss E. H. Miller
Mr. J. Miliier

Mr. L. Moe
Mrs. Morgan
Mr. John Morgan ...

Mrs. A. J. Morris ..

Mr. John Muirhead
Mr. M. Muirhead ...

The Hon. Mrs. Mul-
holland ...

Mrs. Barry Neame
Mr. C. E. Nelson ...

Mr. R. Beattie
Nicholson

Mr. C. Nicholson ...

Miss Christina Nor-
mand

Mr. Geo. North ...

.Miss A. M. Northcott
Mi^-s C. E. Ormerod
Mrs. Pal.iiret

Mr. A. \V. Partridge
Mr. S. P. Patel ...

Mr. Arthur Peel ...

Mrs. Phibbs
Mr. S. A. Pike ..

Mr. W. H. Pike ...

Her Serene Highness
ThePrince-.sof Pless 500

Miss Clara E.Plummer i o o
Rev. C. C. and Mrs.

Potts S
Mr. W. Pound ... 10
Mr. E. M. Preston 3
Mrs. Preston ... 3
Mrs. Roger Price s
-Mr. A. Pullen ... 8
Lieut. V. S. Rash-

leigh. R.N. .. J
Mr. D. Krishna Raw 2

Miss E. Redfern ... a

Mr. Arthur W.
Reardon ... ... 4

Mrs. Renny .. 2

Mrs. W. A. Rises ... I o
Col. A. N. Roberti to

£ s. d.

Mr. John Robson ...

Mrs. Rodney-Russell
Mr. \V. R. Rowe
Mr. F. Rumsey
Miss C. E. Rut ley
Mr. Edgar J. Saxon
Mrs. Claud Scott ...

Miss .M. L. Scott ...

Mr. Arthur Sealy .

Mr. C. N. Searle ..

Mr. R. H. Sherwin
Mr. \V. A. Shone
Mrs. Sill

. Miss Simson
Mr. L. E. Singer ...

Mr. P. Small
Miss Annie Smith .

Miss Belk Smith ...

Mr. E. Arundel Smith
Mr. E. C. Smith ...

Mr. Thomas Smith
Mr. H. J. Snow . .

Mr. R. F. Solomon
Mr. Tracey Sparks
Mr. C. F. Stephenson
MissMyra \. Stevens
Mrs. M. .Stewart ...

Mrs. St. John
.Miss Alice Stone
Miss E. G. Stone ...

Mr. \V. A. Stoner ...

The Misses Tacey
Miss Annie J. Tangye
Mrs. Target
Mr. Bertram G.
Theobald, B.A. ..

Mr. Joseph Thackeray
Mrs. Theakstone ..

Mr. Anstine Thomson
Mr?. E. Hollings-
worth Thomson...

Miss Gertrude Tonge
Mr. F. T. Tothill
Mr. A. L Tyler ..

Miss Laura C Tre-
theway ...

Miss Emily Toiigi^
Miss J. Tonge
Mrs. Flora V.
Townsend

Mrs. C. Turner
.Miss Isabella J. Tyler
Mr. Ro'iert Tyson"
Verity

"

Mr. Khurshedji J B.
Wadia

Mrs. A. Walker ...

Mrs. E. Waller-
Bridge

Mr. F A. Wearing
Mrs. Webb
Miss C. F. Webb ...

Mr. W. Webber ...

Mr. J Webster ...

Miss .S. Went
Mr. Louis J. Westlake
Miss Fanny M.
Wetenhall

Mr. F. Wharhirst
Mr. W. J. Whiteside
Mrs. W. Wilnier ..

Mrs. E. C. Wilson
Mr. Jos. H. Williams
Mr. R.E.T. Williams
.Miss Ada \Vi;liall ...

Mr. T. Woods
Miss Beatrice E.
Woods

Dr. W. F. Woodhead
Miss Wormall
Mrs. Wright
Mrs. Frank Wvatt
Rev. F. f. Yan'dell
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Josiah Oldfield,
" Diet

series of Lectures on

recently given in the

Our readers are invited to attend any
Forthcoming of the followino; Lectures and to
Lectures. introduce their friends, so as to make

them acquainted with the Aims and
Work of The Order. The Reception which follows
each Lecture affords those who attend an opportunity
for obtaining information concerning any aspect of
Dietetic Reform, and for meeting others who have
experience in this matter :

—
April 2nd, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Hector Munro, "The

Physician in Re ation to the State."

April 9th, at 3.30 p.m.. Dr. Josiah Oldfield, M.A.,
D.C.L., "Diet and the Alim.entary Canal."

April 23rd, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Dudlev D'Auvergne
Wright, F.R.C.S., "The Heart, the Head, and
the Hand in Daily Life."

May 7th, at 3.30 p.m.. Dr. Josiah Oldfield,
" Diet

and Rheumatism."
May 14th, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Josiah Oldfield,

" Diet
and Appendicitis."

-May 28th, at 3.30 p.m.. Dr.
and Dyspepsia."

In connection with the
Foods and their Values,'
Lecture Room of The Order of the Gclden Age by
Dr. Oldfield—Walker Lecturer on Dietetics to the

Lady Margaret Hospital—the Examiners announce
that the prizes for the Examination have been
awarded as follows:—Miss M. Scott, ist prize,

£3 3s. od; Mrs. Spiller, 2nd prize, £1 is. od. ;

Mme. Emile Cohn, 3rd prize, lOs. 6d.

*h '^ *5f

On another page svill be found a few

Lady pictures illustrating the work of the

Margaret Lady Margaret Hospital and the'

Hospital. private Home that is attached to it.

Patients in the Hospital cost the
Council the sum of one guinea per week and those
who can afford to pay this have the pleasure of know-
ing that they are paying their own wav. Poor people
who cannot afford this, can be admitted to the

Hospital for whatever sum they can afford—however
little—or even quite free, if they are too poor to pay
anything, by getting their friends to sui'scribe to

the Hospital and then using the " Letters" to which
they become entitled. All can help by taking,' collect-

ing boxes, collecting cards, lioiding sales of work, etc.

The Annual Meeting of Governors will be held at

the Hotel Metropole on Wednesday, April 30th,
at 3-30 p.m., and cards of invitation will be gladly
sent to all who would like to be present.

The Founders Day Garden party will be held at

Bromley on Saturday June 28, and a cordial invita-

tion is extended to all who are interested in the

Hospital to write for a card of invitation.

A private Hi-me with sleeping Verandahs, and
secluded lawn for barefoot walking and exercise, is

attached to ti:e Hospital, so that the sick and suffer-

ing in all classes of life can obtain here a treatment
based on natural 1 tws and a diet free from all taint

01 death or the slaughter-house.
Visitors are always welcomed to tea on a Friday

afternoon and the Hospital, and Home are open to

inspection at all convenient times.

'
It i> good to rub and polish our brains against thojt oj others."
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Tl)c Occult Power of Will.
ITS modern re-discovery.

By L. HODGKINSON.

I
sat in a lar?e London drawing room not long
ago. There wa- a delicate Fcent of flowers in

the air, and the distant traffic sounded muffled,
subdued, like the bourdon of a

^Mi^WM^^P huge bee murmuring itself to

^^Mmi^^M sleep. The little gilt chairs were

^^^^^^^ set in close ranks, and in the^
dim lamplight rows of faces

turned with a sort of tense

expectancy towards the man
who was addressing them—a
man with inly-lit eyes

—who
pointed to strange diagrams of

massed colours pinned on a

screen beside him.
His subject was one branch

of what is called psychism—the
aura or ray that surrounds the

human body, and his tone of

reticent conviction swayed the assemblage until

they looked half doubtfully, half expectantly upon
each othtr for the new ray—the new Star in the

East, heralding the knowledge of powers unknown.
There is no doubt a dcf^p and wide-spread

interest in these possibilities. Though the air

about them is dark, there is a stirring in it—a

thmning of the darkness as if dawn were at hand.
Ps\chism is gathering in its thousands. Its

gospel is that there are powers of mind and body
as vet scarcely used; wireless telegraphy outspeeding
Marconi; power to will and to take; to unite one
mind in speechless communion with another; to

heal by subtle influences; to build up character by
suggestion

—in one word to weld mind and body
into one strength for all purposes desired and
desirable.

This is a great hope.
As for the aura—that is falling rapidly within

the domain of exact kno\\ledi;e. Dr. Kilner, late

X-rav specialist of St. Thomas's Hospital, has

invented chemical screens whereby anyone may see

it who takes the trouble to follow his instructions.

He has also published a rem^rkablv interesting
medical book on the subject ("The Human Atmos-

phere") and now uses his observations daih- for

purposes of diagnosis, since he finds extraordinary
differences in this radiant generation, varying with
the states of health.

A very engrossing aspect of the questions raised

by psychism in this—How far were our ancestors
and the early world justified in beliefs that the

17th and i8th centuries dismissed contemptnou.=ly
as deluded superstitions? As kno\A ledge advances
we fjrow humbler. We become aware that the

people did not walk in a wholly gross darkness
until the middle of the 19th centurv, and that even
in remoter ages there were probably gleams of

truth and li<,'ht. In traversing the ages humanity
may have dropped as well as picked up some

treasures. The wisdom of the Egyptians might
teach us something were it available.

Now in all times known to us we have the
belief in t'ne occult. Let us dismiss the association
of magic from that word and take it merely as the

super-normal. In the old testament we get the
rods of the wise men at the court of Pharaoh
becoming horribly alive and crawling snake-like

upon the throne, to be devoured by the more
potent rod of Aaron. We have the Nile, the life

of Eg\'pt, flowing with blood, and later a horror of

great darkness. We have the sun standing still,

and the moon pausing over the valley of Ajalon ;
and

the Voltarian spirit, or, later, the crass materialism
of the Huxleyan attitude of mind says—"These
things could never have been seen. They entirely
invalidate these ancient records which are valuable
otherwise from the historical and ethnological
points of view. They belonged to an age in which
the value of evidence was not understood,"

Things can of course be dismissed in this

superior way, but where the mind of man is

concerned we must go cautiously, for the influence
of the mind on what is called matter is only
beginning to be guessed.

Suppose these things never did happen, yet
suppose they were actually seen to happen ?

Suppose a compelling will casts its glamour on
other eyes and stamps the picture envisaged by
itself indelibly upon the brain ?

A man known to me, whose truth and honour
I have no reason to doubt, told me that he and
many with him saw a naked Hindoo stand a
lotah of water at a distance from himself on the
deck of a ship, beckon the water until it rose
snake-like in the vessel and flowed towards him.
He raised an arresting finger and it stopped;
beckoned again and it flowed on to his feet. I

believe that story, but I do not believe that the
water transgressed the law of gravity. I think
it was seen, but did not happen.

I have collected another story
—also Indian—of

a man who saw an Indian boy sitting composedly
on the ground before a verandah, whilst the
rest of the party—all but this man—saw him
standing unsupported in the air several feet above
their heads. Again I believe thev saw it. Yet
this is not in the least more wonderful than that
the rods of the Magicians (so-called) should be
swallowed up by that of Aaron.

A doctor told me that he had seen a boy
assured that a common le-ad pencil was a red-hot

poker. The shrinking flesh was touched with that
verv uninteresting iiomt, but in due time there was a
blister. The brain had obe\ed its master and all the
nerve centres had telegraphed the danger signal of

fire, and what we call the material had responded.
I might multiply these stories indefinitely, and

they abound to-day. But what is the interest of
them? Just this; that behind them all lies power,—

undisciplined, almost as unrecognised as electricity
was a hundred yc;ars ago, but tapped at times
consciouslv or unconsciously as the case may be and

sweeping what we h^ive thought the leal and tangible
before it like a feather in a gale.

" A man with no capacity for tin, has no power to do good.
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What is Mind ? We should not answer glibly
now—"No Matter!" What is Matter ? We could

not say "Never mind," we do not know. It has all

to be unravelled. We are reail\' be<,'inning to know
enough to assure us that we know almost nothing.

Let us take one of the beliefs that may well seem
—in spite of its Biblical sanction—to embody the

densest ignorance and superstition
— namelv the

belief in witchcraft—the belief that human beings
could develop a malignant power that made them
to a certain extent a controlling force in the affairs

of others. It can scarcely now seem madness to

suggest that the same force which compelled the

mind and flesh of a boy to believe in a burning

power in a lead pencil, mi!:;ht suggest to a love sick

girl that she was wasting away like the wax image of

herself set before a flame and stabbed in heart and
brain with needles. Nay it is conceivable that the

making of this image, moulded and shaped with

hatred, might have power to concentrate the evil will

of its maker on the object it represented ; and if

thought really be a thing, if intense will can work in

the external world, it may, when the rules of the

game are known, be as conceivable that sane people
can be affected in body and mind by the determination
of others as that a hand can raise a chair from one

place and set it down in another.
I say "some people," for it seems clear that

others have their defences and appear to be

impregnable. Certain it is, however, that Doctor
Anna Kingsford believed to the end of her days
that she had by focussed will-power slain Claud

Bernard, the vivisector, who for reason of his

cruelties was abhorrent in her eyes.
It is very difficult to admit that a universally

held belief has no basis of truth, however over-

laid with error. It may be that it is of the

utmost practical importance for us to re-discover

the power and limits of the human will. Its

misdirection may bring upon us calamities which
have never been traced to their rightful source.

Its right employment might lift the Race to

heights undreamed of.

There are also many subtle influences at work
in human inter-communion. What is the chill

aura that envelops us in the society of people
of whom we know nothing, but that every nerve

of us cries "Beware!"? What is the reason that

with some people
—worthy enough—our natures

can put forth no bud, no blossom ? We shrink

into our fortress of individuality. While with

others—still no reason given!
—we expand into

completeness, and bask in the sunshine. It is no
answer to say we like or do not like them,
There is some deep—probably physical cause at

work—some vibrations that jar, something that

troubles the air, some hoftility of cells and
elements that will not be appeased, or, on the

other hand, some mutual fusion that brings to

birth satisfaction, rest, happiness.
The secret of all personal magnetism, of love

itself, lies hidden probably in these mysterious
mental and physical impulses which seem now
so blind and mexplicable. It is probably all Law
working with absolute certitude in its own domain.

But think of the power that compels a man
to see with your eyes and think with your
thought! It cannot be dismissed as hypnotism
(which is wonderful in its own way). The
hypnotic trance is otherwise induced. You, so
to speak, stun and overpower your prey, body
and mind, and use him like a dead thing for

your ends. But in the other case you take his

living reason captive. He sees and is convinced.
Thi^ is a power so dangerous that I contend that

it should be investigated and understood that we
may know its laws and the line of defence. We had
better realize that the human mind is not the im-

penetrable m\stery we once believed it to be. I have
seen instances of thought-reading, and of what is

called psychometry, so wonderful that there could be
no reasonable doubt that the one mind was reading
the secrets of the other like a printed book.

The point is not whether all this is objectionable
or the reverse—but whether it is true, and if it is

true how we shall adjust it to the conditions of life.

What I plead for then is scientific investigation
of these matters. If there is even a grain of truth
in them they are not mere drawing room amuse-
ments but mighty physical and mental facts at
work. Whether there is any distinction between
the two only research can sh'^w. It may be that
there is no dividing line at all between what we
call spirit and matter—that they are one and the
same — sometimes permeable, sometimes imper-
meable in obedience to laws of which we do not
know the alphabet.

But to wield great forces in ignorance of their

scope, is only worthy of children, and to neglect facts

because they do not square vith our pre-conceived
ideas is the mental attitude of savages. Let us face

thesituation that psychism (as apart from spiritualism)
is attracting many of the best and keenest minds of
the present day. No one can deny that there is much
fraud and self deception, but it has never been safe

to shut the eyes to truth because of the admixture of

falsehood. Attitude, one way or another,is absolutely
necessary in a case of this kind. For quite certainly
the situation must be faced sooner or later.

jt j» ^
HOW TO HELP.

Vou are invited to aid in promoting Food-Reform
in some of the following ways:—

Arrange a debate or meeting in your neighbour-
hood and speak on behalf of the Cause. The O.G.A.
cannot yet afford to engage salaried Lecturers,
therefore it depends upon the voluntary efforts of

its Members and Friends.
Write to the local or daily newspapers, depre-

cating cruelty and advocatiug humane diet.

Obtain our official literature, and lend or sell it.

Such action will make converts and help our funds.

Talk about the subject tactfully, and try to

form a group of local workers.

Try to interest philanthropic people, and persuade
them to help our Society.

Keep yourself looking fit, so as to personally
recommend fruitarianism.

"The world'» opinion ii not wotth the t»crific« of our happineu"
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Physical Self-Culture.
By The Hon. NEVILLE LYTTON.

AS I have been asked to write something about
the connection between diet and athletics, I

think it may interest the readers of this

Magazine to know something of my experience at a

pubhc school.
I do not suppose there was ever a person more

enthusiastic over physical exercises or more
desirous to excel than I was. I used to dream
of the centuries that I was making at cricket, and
the goals I was kicking at football—and yet, alas,

my athletic record was, to put it mildly, mediocre.
As I look backwards I cannot help thinking that

my failure was not not entirely due to incompe-
tence and lack of endowment for games. Since

leaving school I have made many experiments as
to the effect of diet on endurance, speed, supple-
ness, strength, etc., and my conclusion is that only
about 50 per cent of school boys, ftd on what I was
fed on, could possibly be sufficiently healthy to
attain to athletic distinction. To explain myself
more clearly, I will give a typical day's diet such
as was the universal practice in my time.

Before early School—Cup of coffee and bun.

Breakfast.
—Kidneys or fish, or eggs and bacon,

followed by cold potted meat, and marmalade and
bread and butter. Several cups of strong tea.

Lunch.—Two helpings of beef or mutton, greens
and potatoes, bread, rice pudding or suet pudding,
desert. Beer or water.

High Tea.—Eggs, toast and butter, followed by
cold tongue, marmalade, several cups of strong tea.

Supper.
—Two helpings of beef or mutton.

Pickles. Beer or water.
It will be seen from this list that about six to

eight helpings of meat were always provided, also
that strong tea was partaken of twice a day. The
result of this diet was very much what might have
been expected. There was only one boy during
my time who might be described as perfectly healthy,
summer and winter. The majority had in excess

slight ailments such as colds, stiffness, cramp,
varicose veins, and some few were, like myself,
almost constantly rheumatic. The only time of the

year when I could move my limbs with perfect
freedom was towards the end of the summer term.
The chief defect of this school diet is the gross
excess of nitrogenous food. Heaven forbid that

growing boys should be underfed. Let them be
overfed rather than underfed, but this extravagance
of nourishment only produces a weak anaemic race
with no power of resistan':e. Without insisting

upon imposing upon schoolmasters the uttermost
demands of food reform, why should not meat be
restricted to once a day?—one cereal dish and
one nut dish being given as a substitute for the

larger quantities of meat ; weak tea instead of

strong tea
;
and only beer or other acid drinks in

the hot weather.
There were to my mind other defects in physical

training at school which have, I believe, been

remedied since my day. There was no supervision
as to the progress of physical development, and
consequently man}' bo\'S became one-sided, or, in

some way, unsymtnetrical. The fault of too much
indulgence in games is that one set of muscles
are developed at the expense of the others. On
the other hand, the fault of physical culturists, as
a rule, is that they pay too much attention to the
size of their muscles. The value of games is that
not only are they trials of strength but above all

things, trials of skill. The brain of the man who
can do 6,000 knee-bending exercises running is

better imagmed than described. The most essential

qualities for the perfect athlete are quickness, skill,

symmetry, and, most important of all, grace.
At all public schools there should be a regular

inspection of physical development. And exercises
should be prescribed to counteract the deficiencies
of development caused by games. Then exercises
should be made as human and as interesting as

possible. Skipping and punch-balling, sawing and
chopping are better than dumbells or exercises.

Thedangertnat food reformers run is thatof think-

ing that diet is everj'thing. If they have an ache or a

pain or an ailment or any kind, they at once put it

down to insufficient strictness of diet, whereas they
may be neglecting some other law of health which
is quite as important as diet. Every muscle in

the body should be exercised at least once a day.
This need not mean violent or protracted exercise.

People should get in the habit of looking at
themselves every day in a looking-glass without

any clothes on, and thej- should try to arrive at

some conclusion as to what they ought to look like,

i.e., what would be the most ideal vision of
themselves. They should then try and evolve a
set of exercises which should fill up the undesirable
hollows and remove roundness from the wrong
places and put it in the right places. This
cult of one's own body is the only noble waj-
of being well dressed. If it were possible to

imagine the members of our Houses of Parliament

sitting in debate unclothed, the dignity of our

legislators would fall to the ground. They would be

obviously (as indeed they are actually) far inferior

to many savage races.

One word more as to training for special events.
I think that such training is always harmful. The
body should always be well-trained, and an athlete
should be able to strike his form at any moment.
The anticipation of great events such as important
matches or prize-fights makes great demanas upon
the nervous system and interrupts too much the
normal course of life.

^"^i -"^^ -"^^

I am sure that such diet reforms as I have sug-
gested for public schools would meet with the

approval of most medical men of to-day. It is not
de'^irable to produce more record breakers or more
scholars—Heaven knows there are enough of these

already. But it is desirable to aim at raising the
standard of general health, general happiness, imagin-
ati >n, beauty, appropriateness

—in fact all the good
qualities that are typical of the flourishing periods of
the human race.

"People ut often ttnkiod. not from mUignity, but from Ineptitude."
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Poisonous Stimulants.
Their Immediate and Remote Effects.

By A PHYSICIAN.

t is surely one of the most extraordinary phenomena
in the history of human Hfe upon this planet
that men should take to poisoning themselves with

drugs which they know to be deadly,
and in spite of this know-
ledge be quite unable to

resist the temptation
to take them. Health,
wealth, position, fame
and family happiness
are all sacrificed one
after the other before
the poison crave. Men
who once were reason-
able beings become in

the courseof years mere
self-indulgent sots,

furious wild animals or finally dangerous and un-
restrainable lunatics. And this is the result of what
was at first simply a crave for stimulation, requiring
ever more and more of the stimulant to keep it in

check.
For this is one of the essential characteristics of

all stimulation, that the same dose repeated and

repeated produces, not the same effect, but an ever

diminishing effect, and to produce the same effect a

constantly increasing dose must be taken. The man
who begins with drops of laudanum eventually drinks
it out of wine glasses and tumblers. In the case of
a food this is not so; each time a given quantity of

food is taken and digested it produces exactly the
sameamount offeree; thus wecan always tell whether
we are dealing with a food or a stimulant.

It is really startling to reckon up how many of

those who stood bj' one's side in undergraduate days
have been sent to a premature grave by alcohol or

drugs. And some of those I best remember were the

brightest men of their day. And of this also there is

a simple explanation, for those whose brain is a fine

sensitive instrument are more easily deranged by
stimulants and depressants and by that slow and
defective circulation which excess of waste products
in the blood produces.

Until we discover the cause of these phenomena
we are practically powerless either to prevent or cure.

Some I remeinber were fine fellows whose friends
would have done anything on earth to save them,
thev were members of my Profession and so had
access to all that was known on the matter, and yet
in a few years they died in misery and as certainly
as a puppy is drowned with a stone round its neck.

But much water has run under the bridge since
then ;

we have to-day got a better view of the enemy,
can explain all his peculiarities, can prevent his

attack or even drag the victim out of his clutches
with a certainty that is practically absolute. Of
course a patient who is so far gone as to be already
irresponsible may have to give up his freedom for a

year or two till the ravages of the enemy have been
obliterated ; but there is now no doubt as to the
result, and the final cure is effected without the use
of any drugs, merely by putting right what was
originally wrong. All resort to drugs is, in the
ultimate outlook, a mere substitution of one form of
poisoning for another. The only way to real freedom
is to leave off all stimulants and drugs and to get the
patient into such a condition that they shall never
again be wanted; that a crave of any kind shall be
impossible.

""Wi -"^i ""^i

At this stage we have to answer three questions,
(i). Why does any man ever want a stimulant ?

(2). Why does the crave increase and become ever
more and more irresistible? (3). Why have all

drug treatments failed to cure ?

Why then did my fellow students perish ? To-
day the answer is quite simple—" Because they were
meat eaters." Meat is a stimulant and once having
begun stimulation they were forced to go on and to

constantly increase the dose. First people take
meat once a day, then twice and finally, as at present,
three or even four times a day is not thought extra-

ordinary. Then meat soon brings behind it alcohol,
tea and coffee, and these like the meat were taken
from one to four times a day and taken ever stronger
and stronger. Then soups, beef-teas, meat extracts
and savouries were added and chocolate and cocoa
thrown in, and, when alcohol failed, opium, morphine
and cocaine became temporary resting places on
the downward path.

The beginning of it all was the meat eating, meat
being a food for which man's structure and function
have never fitted him. The way out lies in retracing
our steps and in doing away with the effects of our
error.

This brings us to our first question, and the
answer is that meat is first a stimulant and later on
a depressant. The stimulant stage lasts an hour or
two and is thought to be due to the wonderful
strength contained in the flesh of the dead ox.
But this is a double error, for first of all it is

stimulation and not strength at all (and stimulation

merely uses up the strength already in the body
without putting any new strength into it) ; and
secondly it is not due to the proteids of meat but
to the waste products left in the tissues of the ox at
death. This can be easily proved by giving the
waste products of meat alone without any proteid,
and you get quite a powerful stimulation lasting for
one or two hours just as the stimulation of meat
does. The depression which follows does not come
for six or eight hours, or, like that after wine or
other alcohol, not till next morning. The blood is

now again loaded with waste products and a further
dose of stimulant is required to clear them out of it.

The man who had too much wine last night must
have brandy and soda this morning to counteract it ;

and so he goes on and on, ever more and more
accumulation of waste products; ever larger and
larger doses of stimulant required to clear them out,
even for a time.

This is the road to ruin, a road on which the
initial false step was feeding on unnatural food

" The test of whether you are educated u, can you do what you ought."
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loaded with waste products, and now we know that
the wrong must be righted if there is to be any lasting
success.

The answer to our first question then is that a man
wants a stimulant because his blood is loaded with
waste products, and it has become thus loaded
because he has been living on unnatural food.

The answer to the second question is now quite

simple. The crave increases and becomes more
imperious because the quantity of waste products to
be dealt with gets ever larger and larger. The
stimulants taken to relieve the recurrent depression
clear the waste products out of the blood but do
not clear them out of the body, on the contrar}-

they accumulate them. Then many of the things
used to obtain further stimulation, e.g., soups, beef-

tea, meat extracts, etc., are themselves waste

products, and so they further directly increase the
available store. The man who once trusts to such
stimulants for power is lost.

The answer to our final question is again quite
simple. Drug treatments have failed to cure because

they also are tonics and stimulants ; they do not
clear out the waste products but on the contrary
store and accumulate them in the body. While,
and so long as they can keep the blood moderately
clear of waste products by storing them, the patient
feels comparatively well and may think himself
cured ; but in reality he is living over a volcano
which ever gathers power and material and is certain
at some future time to overwhelm him.

My fellow students perished because the}' first

lost their way in taking the unnatural food their

ignorant parents put in front of them. Then, having
adopted the way of stimulation, the}' added ever
more and stronger stimulants, accumulating ever
more and more waste products till at last no stimulant
or tonic would any longer suffice to hold back their

stores, the dams burst and the rush of waste products
into the blood overwhelmed the circulation machinery
and brought death. Death, not in one way, but in

many different ways according to the part of the

circulatory system which was weakest and could
least withstand a strain when the crash came. They
need none of them have perished if they had
understood the mechanism of their "diseases," or
more accurately,

" food poisonings
" and had simply

gone back to the origin of things and put right what
was wrong.

The great danger in all stimulation is that while
the immediate stimulant effect is noted and thought
to be good, the remote depressant effect, which only
comes some hours or days later, is at first overlooked,
or when noticed is quite wrongly attributed to

everything under the sun but its real cause ;
and so

the dose of poison is repeated and repeated till a

deadly and dangerous condition of accumulation is

produced.
All stimulation is wrong, and what we have to

remember is that every call for a stimulant is a sign
of food poisoning, and that for those who are

properly fed no stimulant is ever necessary. And so

we find to-day that athletes trained on natural food
never need stimulants, and have double, sometimes
treble, the endurance of those fed wrongly.

"
Properly fed

" must include sufficient food
(proteid), and of course those who are starving will
want stmiulants and everything else. But apart
from starvation there is no cause for a stimulant
crave except food-poisoning and its results. The
flesh of all dead animals is full of waste products and
these are first stimulants and then depressants, and
those who take them are initiated in the deadly path
of stimulation, and not seeing their danger, plunge
ever deeper and deeper till their condition often
becomes hopeless.

"'^i "^i "-^^

It is not after all quite so easy as some of us have
perhaps imagined to do evil in the universe and
escape its consequences, our cruel traffic in flesh

brings a retribution in ways undreamed of by those
who have never seen beyond the end of their noses.
Our public houses and our chemists' shops are kept
!::oing by the meat trade, and many in these businesses
know it quite well. Put these things right from the
bottom, and behold we step into a new world in
which there is no "

disease," no stimulant crave, only
strength and power which increase, and endurance
which doubles. None will then be "too old

"
or too

diseased at forty, they will only grow old naturally at

eighty, ninety or one hundred.
"And as to the microbes ?

"
I hear someone ask.

When you have good blood and a natural quick
circulation you can swallow them in bushels and you
will thrive on them instead of their thriving on you.
At present, no doubt, in your poison laden tissues

they flourish as in a sewage farm. In the wiser
future they will be powerless for harm.

Money may represent power, but the less money
a man has the quicker will the doctor cure him.

The secret of success in life 'is for a man to be
ready for his opportunity when it comes.

It is often the truth that makes us wrathful ; we
hear the rest with a superior smile.

It is dangerous to assume that the task of making
the way of the transgressor hard is deputed to us.

It is the people who are really interested in the

happiness and welfare of others who are best
loved in this world, not those who are solely
absorbed in their own interests.

Whether any particular day shall bring us more
of happiness or suffering, is largely beyond

our power to determine ; whether each day shall

give happiness or suffering to others rests with
ourselves.

If we believe that the Food- Reform movement will

lessen the world's suffering
—human and sub-

human—and prove an important factor in the

spiritual evolution of mankind, we are under a
sacred obligation to do our part in furthering it.

It will not sufiice merely to endorse it, and then
leave all the work to others. We shall be expected
to give some of our time, effort, influence or money
towards this great Cause, and we shall wish we had
done so when the time comes for us to pass hence.

"Absolute morality it the regulation of conduct in such w-iy that pain shall not be inflicted.
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By tbe Way.
By MRS. HODGKINSON.

Etta
W. writes :—" I am troubled by the thought

that the flaw in Food Reform is the intense pre-

occupation with the material side of things
—

the body. Should not our thought be more on the

spiritual plane ?
"

Some years ago Mr. Voysey wrote me a beautiful

letter on this subject, which I have much pleasure in

giving. He treats this difficulty far better than I

could myself.
"The relationship of spirit and matter can only be properly

dealt with in the steady faith that, in perfection and reality,

matter and spirit are one.
We divide spirit from matter because we do not know all

the laws of matter and unconsciously or consciously disobey
them. We divide matter from spirit because we know so little

of spirit that we do not see its connection and identity with

matter. Only in the perfection of the consciousness of both
is there complete unity to be found.

The spirit can transform the body, and the body can
transform the spirit, and naturally so, for they both are one
and the same growth, though we cannot say exactly how it is so.

Spirit and matter are like male and female, whose union lies

only in the perfection of both. The business of the human race

is not only perfect goodness, but perfect knowledge, and they
are both one and the same thing ; they are both perfect love.

Regarding things in this way exalts our thoughts about
the body out of the range of mere petty anxiety to escape
aches and pains or early death, into a higher sphere. Our
anxiety ceases to be for ourselves, and becomes a care to

perfect the instrument of God. It is on this ground alone that

there can be any firm foundation for the study of the body
and its laws, and wherever we find that a man has added to

our true knowledge we may know that he has worked unselfishly.

Similarly, when we find a man working unselfishly, we may
expect to find him tell the truth. Such was my experience in

the matter of health and food. When ill and unable to see

things truly, fortunately enough light was left to me to detect
the earnestness and unselfishness of the mar. who told me how
certain substances aff'ectcd the circulation of the blood, and

suggested the very simple relation between the circulation and
the feeling of well-being, and the power to see truly. I can
never forget the kindness and unselfishness of my wise adviser,
nor can I cease to be grateful to the man who established the

house in which I was taught to put into practice the knowledge
that had been obtained.

I have never wavered in my belief in the profound importance
of the discoveries which rule flesh and other things containing
similar poisons from our diet; and in my adherence to the

negative side of the teaching, I have steadily gained in health

and strength for a period of over six years."
This letter scarcely needs comment. It embodies,

I think, the deepest experience of those who have
come to realize the unity that underlies all spiritual
and material phenomena. Every truth points stead-

fastly in the same direction, and health, morality
and spiritual insight clasp hands.

"^^ •"^l -^^h

Kalend writes :
—"

I am really getting tired of

hearing of Greek frugality and temperance, and

consequent beauty and health. I have been reading
a book by Athenaeus which is one disgusting
record of Greek gluttony from beginning to end.

Pray let us cease to worship this fetish."

I really must decline to cease my worship of

Greek common sense, which has always seemed to

me one of the most enlightening facts in this dark
world. I well know the book alluded to. It is

"The Deipnosophists," which may be roughly
interpreted

—as meaning—" Those who are wise in

dinners." Kalend omits to say it was written at a
time when Greece had ceased to be the Greece we
quote, and it is indeed an Alexandrian book. Also
that the state of manners it indicates very likely
accounts for the rapid downfall of Greece from the

height she occupied when frugality was the rule of
the rich as well as the poor.

Let me quote a high authority for her great
period before the taint had fastened upon her, and
I hope the first sentence may be noted, for it will

show how very much too dearly medical skill may
be bought.

"
It is thought that the general healthy mode of

Greek life compensated for, and perhaps accounts
for their slow advance in medical science, which
remained almost stationary from Hippocrates about

450 B.C. to Galen about 150 A.D. 'To live like an
Athenian ' meant to live frugally. At Argos the

people ate chiefly pears ; at Athens figs. In Arcadia
and most other nations of Greece acorns were eaten.

Bread was made out of meal, salt and water, to

which some added oil, while a dish made of rice,

cheese, eggs and honey, wrapped in fig-leaves was
much esteemed. Another favourite dish was a
mixture of cheese, garlic and eggs. It was unlawful
until a much later period to kill o.xen. Their sweets
consisted of fruits and almonds."

This affords a true picture of the real Greece—
the Greece of great men. I think we may continue
to quote her with untroubled accuracy. But I gleaned
one good idea from that rather disagreeable book,
"The Deipnosophists," the date of which, by the

way, is later than 228 A.D. Sophron is quoted in

it as recommending that bread should be made
with cheese mixed into it, and I tried this and found
it excellent. The cheese, of course, is grated, and
the bread made in the usual way, but the lighter and

crisper the better. It is a novel form of bread and
cheese, but very nourishing and good and it is nice

toasted. This is a venerable recipe indeed, but well

worth a trial.

It is curious to note, too, that Athenaeus knew
and recommends zwieback, which he calls dipyrus,
or twice-baked bread. He gives a very long list of

biscuits and cakes.
-"^J ""^^ ^"^^

Carmen desires to know, in connection with
recent articles on "The Coming Race" and the
"
Utopias," whether really any scientific man has

ever sketched a Utopia. She says that "
many

literary men have done so, but that it would be
more interesting if science had taken the task in

hand."
I recall a very interesting forecast of the future

by Berthelot, the celebrated French Chemist, than
whom none could be better qualified to speak of

the matters he discusses. It was one of his aims
to discover the constituents of foods and to build

them up in the laboratory. He, with other scientists,

doubted no longer that the time of artificial food

products is upon us, and that man will soon be
able to feed artificially, if he so desires. He says
that we shall be able to turn to account the un-

limited supply of force which the sun furnishes,
and that the central heat of the earth will be the

"
People who scatter sunshine never live in shadow."
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universal servant in the future. To capture this

heat, it will be only necessary to excavate to the

depth of three miles, a feat which present day
engineers could assuredly accomplish, and which the

engineers of to-morrow will regard as a matter of

course. The earth will be then a vast garden,
covered with verdure, forests, and flowers, irrigated

by subterraneous streams, a garden in which the
human race will live happily, amidst the abundance
of the legendary Golden Age.

Berthelot adds :
—' ' Before many more decades have

passed the entire conditions of life maj' be changed,
and we shall be compelled to modify all our present
theories, social, economic, and even moral, for they
will have no more application than the original ideas
or light of a blind man who has suddenly received
the use of his ejes."" In the first place agriculture and all the
multitudinous pursuits connected with or dependent
directly or indirectly with the reproduction of living

beings that now serve for the nourishment of man-
kind, will have disappeared. There will be no
meadows filled with flocks and herds, and Man,
ceasing to live himself by carnage and the destruction
of other living creatures will inevitably improve in

disposition and attain a farhigher level of morality
than at present."

Such is the forecast of Berthelot. It is still a

Utopia, but our work and hope bring it nearer every
day.

"'Wi --"^ '"Wi

V.X. asks :
—" Why do vegetarians so often

appear delicate and weakly ? If their food is all

they claim for it this should not be."
I have seen so many healthy-looking vegetarians

that this question is quite meaningless for me. The
vegetarian complexion is now becoming almost

proverbial, and vegetarian health, strength and
endurance have been proved beyond question. But
there are certainly failures, and for people whose
appearance does not form the advertisement we all

desire, some good reasons may be given I think.

Firstl}-, many take to the vegetarian diet as a last

resort,—when recourse to doctors has been of no
avail, and when they see the marvels it has done for

others. Vegetarianism is of course no magic—it

means a steady regeneration of the body. But this

takes time and patience, and the transition stages
are not the goal.

Again, many vegetarians underfeed in the most
insane manner. They give up meat and try to fill

its place with bulk, generally of a starchy and
indigestible nature,—puddings, cake, bread, vege-
tables,—and when the inevitable indigestion and
languor result, they forget that they have neglected
one whole department (and that the most absolutely
vital) of the necessary foods which support life.

These people cannot be expected to look well.

Then again, there are those who take the foods

which, though not involving cruelty and carnage,
are yet undesirable as food for our species. These
are sinners against science and must expect their

reward. And lastly, there are those who neglect
the canons of warmth, fresh air, exercise, mental
exercise and right thinking,—and they too are

comparative failures. It must be remembered that
we are pioneers in the midst of the darkness that
covers the peoples. Health, which will be the A. B.C.
of our schools in some years' time, takes thought
and care now. .AH one can say is that it is worth it,

and that everyone who neglects to do his best and
utmost in its pursuit delays the Golden Age for the
whole world as well as for himself.

V. Y. writes:—"It is difficult to reconcile the
Providential government of the world with the
existence of disease—and, indeed, of all evil. One
of my friends became a Rationalist on thesa grounds.
What is the opinion of Food Reformers on this

point ?
"

Disease is the natural result of wrong living
and is in itself a powerful aid to return to the

paths of health. Every symptom of disease is

Nature's effort to retrieve the situation. Disease
does not tend towards death. It tends away from it.

Sir Frederick Treves developed much the same
view in an address to the Edinburgh Philosophical
Association when he said that he ventured to think
that the conception of disease which was the basis
of medicine a la mode was not in accord with facts.
"

If the patient were sick the sickness must be

stayed, if he coughed the cough must cease, if he
failed to take food he must be made to eat. But
disease was one of the good gifts, for its motive
was benevolent and protective." Dr. Dewey has

perhaps put the matter more neatly in saying :

" Disease is never an attack, but always a sunmiing
up. It is a curative condition of bodily sins that,
borne to the limit of endurance, must needs be
settled or death will come."

The true power of healing lies within the body,
in opposition to the idea that it lies outside the

body in some bottle or substance supplied by the

physician. Dr. Densmore puts the case well in

liis remarkable book,
" How Nature Cures," in

saying :
—

"There are, besides mechanical injuries, but two sources
of disease in the world, viz., poisons or impurities taken into the

system from without, and effete or waste matters retained. In
either case the result is obstruction. What is this mysterious
thing, disease ? Simply the effort to remove obstructing
material from the organic domain and lo repair damages.
Disease is a process of purification. It is a vital struggle to
overcome obstruction and keep the channels of the circulation
tree. Should this remedial effort be repressed by bleeding, or

suppressed with drugs, intensified with stimulants and tonics,
subdued with narcotics, aggravated with alteratives, complicated
and misdirected, changed subverted and perverted with drugs
and poisons generally ?

"

^»> -: -ai

B. writes :
—" That she is so much impressed by

the arguments in favour of Food Reform that she
thinks of bringing her children up on those lines,

though in view of the difficulties of entertaining
and being entertained she is not prepared to make
the change herself."

I must candidly say that I think it impossible
and unreasonable to expect children who have been
accustomed (as B. says) to two helpings of meat at

dinner to be satisfied with what must be felt by
them to be a restricted meal when they see their

mother eating and drinking things which they

"Everybody'! butiness in the social system is to be agr.oablc'
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naturally will think must be wholesome if she does
not avoid them. When children are brought up on
Food Reform lines there is little or no prospect of

success or hearty acquiescence unless the mother
is living in the same way herself. Yet it is a thing
so easy to interest inteliigent children in, for there

are so many points of view from which it can be
treated. I know one case where a beauty-loving
child abjured meat at his own request, simply
because, as he said, "Meat food is so ugly from

beginning to end." At best he could give no other

reason, and he carried his point in the teeth of

much opposition and ridicule, which was gradually
converted into sympathy and interest. Could not
B. for her children's sake make the effort ?

Mrs. K. desires to know if it is necessary to take

a supply of one's own foods when going on a long
voyage.

I cannot answer for all steamship lines, but I

believe it must be wholly unnecessary. I lately
made the voyage to India and found all I needed
in abundance. It is true my tastes are very simple,
but when one has abundance of biscuits, cheese,

fruit, vegetables, milk puddings, and eggs, I do not

think anyone need starve. I asked for vegetable

curry
—knowing that the lascars on board ate it

three times a day and afterwards this was constantly
provided and was excellent. This is always a good
hint for India. I wonder why one can never get
rice in England boiled so that every grain is distinct

and it falls on the plate like snow—thoroughly done
and steaming hot. The way to do when voyaging
is to invite the purser's sympathy. He is omnipotent
in all these matters, and though I have questioned
many friends, I have never heard of the smallest

difficulty. Dried fruit, such as dates, is provided
too—and large dishes of nuts.

What with a sea appetite and the invigorating
heat and sunshine the difficulty was not that of

eating too little but too much.
I should like to supplement this with a suggestion

for travellers made to me by Mr. Beard. He said
" When travelling anywhere in Europe do not

necessarily advertise yourself at the hotels as a

vegetarian, for they may think you likely to be a

troublesome guest. Simply ask for 'Maigre' fare.

They understand this request perfectly, and you
will get simple wholesome fare, which they are

quite accustomed to preparing." This is a good tip.

^^ --^ '^
L.V. writes :

" Do you and your feilovv-workers

never lose heart when you see the mighty mass
of prejudice and rooted folly which has to be

conquered? It seems to me unconquerable."
I think we never lose heart—at least I can

answer for myself. There are some inward reasons
for this that only commend themselves personally,
but there are others which appeal to all. It is true

the outlook may sometimes seem cloudy—but
Science is with us. Religion (in the deepest sense
of that misused word) is with us. And the world-

tendency is with us also. As Emerson says :

" We
see now events which seem to retard or retrograde

the civihty of ages, but the world-spirit is a good
swimmer and storms and waves cannot drown him."
These are our allies. Agamst us we have prejudice,
habit and stupidity. Strong forces I own. Schiller
has said that against the last the gods themselves
fight in vain. But even stupidity can have
knowledge forced upon it by painful physical
experiences, and that will happen more and more
frequently now whips and goads succeed where
moral suasion failed. As to habit—I own that,
too, is powerful, but nations do change their habits
under the stress of necessity or the thrust of a great
idea. A little leaven can leaven even that lump.

And truth is the mortal foe and the invincible

conqueror of prejudice. And as Bryant said :

" Truth gets well if she is run over by a locomotive,
while error dies of lockjaw if she scratches her
finger." No, we have great allies. We have only
to labour and to wait.

But labour is not always easy, and hands and
hearts and purses are sorely needed. Propaganda
cannot go on without the sinews of war. Who
will help ? Who will exercise the self-denial which
unlocks the purse as well as the heart ? The Order
of the Golden Age is pleading for the means to
continue an invaluable crusade. It is worth helping.

f^^ ^* <^^

Spiritual Evolutioi).

rrom age to age human society has been domin-
ated, in the evolution of its life history, by

communities of thought and purpose which have
been called "world forces." Since the mere savage
struggle for existence settled into organized social

channels, militarism, theocracy, utilitarianism,
luxury and vice, have in turn successfully ruled in
the annals of nations. Benefits and evils have
undoubtedly been derived from each.

During the centuries a new force has gradually
come into power. It had been heard faintly for ages.
Sometimes it has been called Mercy, sometimes
Humanity, sometimes Benevolence, but always the
sentiment has responded to the name of Love.

It has built hospitals where compassion has
soothed the fevered brow of the sick

; it has erected

asylums where the orphan has found a refuge and
shelter. It found man rivalling the beasts of the
forest in ferocit)-, and has led him from the darkness
into the sunlight. It has made his heart fit to
become the temple of the living God.

Practical altruism has become one of the great
forces of the world and one of the most potent
in beneficial results. The Anti-Cruelty Movement
is only one of the component parts of this great
moral awakening which is leading men forward to a

greater destiny and a nobler realization of the

possibilities of his better nature. It is conducted
neither for profit nor for charity. Its chief object
is to change opinion—public opinion. It seeks to
hasten the march of mankind, now for so many
centuries on its long and weary way, from barbarism
to civilization, from savagery to gentleness.

W. O. StiUman.

'A single quiet hour is olica more helpful liian a wetk of social intercourse."
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Hzv3 Vegetarian Recipes.

Vegetable Stock.
The best stock for vegetarian soups is made from

haricot beans. Take a pound of these, pick and
wash well, and soak for lo or 12 hours in cold water.

Put them in a saucepan with the water in which

they were soaked, add a few of the coarser stalks of

celery, i or 2 chopped Spanish onions, a blade of

mace, and a few white pepper-corns. If celery is

not in season, use celery salt. Bring to a boil, skim,
and cook gently for at least 2 hours. Then strain,

and use as required.
Mock Beef-Tea.

Stew brown haricot beans, as described above,
until the liquor is quite thick. Then serve with

pepper, celery salt and fingers of toast. This tastes

exactly like beef-tea, is very much more nutritious,
and is free from poisonous waste products.

Fillets of Mock Sole.

Bring to a boil half-a-pint of milk, and stir in

2 ozs. of ground rice. Add i oz. of butter, a tea-

spoonful of grated onion, and a pinch of mace; also

3 large tablespoonsful of potato which has been put
through a fine sieve. Mix, and let all simmer slowly
in the saucepan for 15 minutes. The mixture should
be fairly stiff. When removed from the fire, add
1 egg and 1 yolk well beaten. Mix thoroughly, and
turn out on a flat dish not quite half-an-inch thick,
and allow it to get quite cold. Then divide into

fillet-shaped pieces, brush over with the beaten white
of egg, toss in fine bread crumbs, and fry crisp in

smoking-hot nut-fat. Drain, and serve very hot, with
HoUandaise sauce, and garnish with slices of lemon.

Savoury Lentil Roll.
Take 2 teacupsful of boiled German lentils, put in

a basin, and add a cupful of fine bread crumbs, and
about half as much mashed potatoes. Add any
seasoning—ketchup, Worcester sauce—apd a spoon-
ful of melted butter. Mix well with a fork and bind
with I or 2 beaten eggs, reserving a little for brush-

ing over. Shape into a roll, and press together as

firmly as possible. Brush over with the remainder
of the egg, put into a buttered tin, and bake for

half-an-hour. Garnish with beetroot or tomatoes.

Savoury Sausages.
Make of the same ingredients as the Savoury

Roll. Pound well in a basin, season rather highly,
add a few chopped mushrooms, and a little butter.

Leave to get quite cold. Then form into sausages,
with well-floured hands brush over with beaten egg,
and fry or bake till crisp and brown. They may
need a little basting if they are baked.

"Walnut Pie
(A Tasty Dish.)

Put 4 OZS. of shelled walnuts through a mincer.
Put a laver of boiled rice at the bottom of a buttered

baking dish. Spread half the minced nuts evenly
on top of the rice, then a layer of tomatoes, seasoned
with onion, pepper and salt, mace, and ketchup,
then another layer of rice, more nuts, etc., till the

dish is nearly full. Cover thickly with breadcrumbs,
pour melted butter over, and bake a nice brown.
Serve with tomato sauce.

AnnounceiDents.

The only Official Address of The Order of the Golden Age,
and of this Journal is 153, and 155, Brompton Road,

London, S.W. Telegrams : Redemptive, London. Telephone:
1341 Kensington.

^11 general correspondence should be addressed to ' The
Secretary' (not to individuals).

'J'he Hon. Secretary would be glad if all who send Postal
Orders or Cheques to the Offices of the Order, would

make the same payable to The Order of the Golden Age
and cross them "

Harrod's, Ltd. a/c Payee only."

J)uring the forthcoming Quarter the following Lectures will

be given at our Headquarters :
—

April 2nd, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Hector Munro, "The Physician
in Relation to the State."

April 9th, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Josiah Oldfield, M.A., D.C.L,,
" Diet and the Alimentary Canal."

April 23rd, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Dudley D'Auvergne Wright,
F.R.C.S., "The Heart, the Head, and the Hand in

Daily Life."

May 7th, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Josiah Oldfield,
" Diet and

Rheumatism."
May 14th, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Josiah Oldfield,

" Diet and
Appendicitis."

May 28th, at 3.30 p.m., Dr. Josiah Oldfield,
" Diet and

Dyspepsia."

fhe President and Council of the Order of the Golden Age
invite the sympathetic and active co-operation of all

philanthropic and humane persons in connection with their

endeavour to humanize Christendom, and to lessen the sum
of Pain, Disease and Suffering in the world. The fullest

inquiries concerning their plans, methods and projects will be

gladly answered.

jyjembers' Badges can be supplied upon application to the

Secretary—but only to Members of the Order.

gound Volumes of The Herald for 1910-11 (together) can
now be supplied. Price 4/-. Our Friends are invited to

procure copies for their Library tables, and for presentation
to Public Reading Rooms, Institutions, &c.

Volumes for 1908-9 (the copies for the two years bound
together) containing well executed photographs of our
International Offices are still obtainable. Price 4/- post free.

Also Volumes for the years 1906-7 (bound together and
containing a photograph of the Editor). Price 4/-. The
Volumes for 1900, 1901, 1902, and 1904-5 are all sold. A
few volumes for 1898, 1899 and 1903 can still be obtained.
Price 3/- post free.

publications of the O.G.A. can be obtained locally in India
from Professor Keshavlal L. Oza, Junagadh, Kathiawar,

phis Journal is regularly supplied (gratuitously) to Public
Institutions in this and other lands, such as Free

Libraries, Institutes, University Colleges, Hotels, etc.

Publications Received.

The Tea Habit in Relation to'Cincer." By Douglas Macmillan

(S. P.R., Cancer, 15, Ranelagh Road, London. S.W. One
Penny).

•The Right Diet for Children." F.dgar J. Saxon. (C. W.
Daniel, Ltd., 3, Amen Corner, E.C. 1/- net).

'

Speaking Across the Border-line." By. F. Heslop. (Charles

Taylor, Warwick Lane, London, E.C. 2/6).

" God gives to every bird its food, but does not throw it into its nest.



The Stanborough Park Sanitarium,
Watford. Herts.
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Health Resort



Coffee with the "Sting" extracted.
Ask vour medical man what he would call the "sting" in

coffee, 'and his reply would be—" the Caffeine." Caffeine is a

drug which has very injurious effects upon the nervous system.
Because of it medical men frequently advise their patients to stop

taking coffee. There is now no reason why anyone should be

prohibited from drinking this pop'ilarand delicious beverage, for

a new process has been discovered bv means of which coffee can

be freed from Caffeine without in any way affecting its flavour,

aroma, or qi lalitv.

pURE0>FFEE
FREED FROM CAFFEINE

A»k TOiir Grocer for it. Over a.ooo medical men have written to express
their jratificailon. An explanatory Booklet may be had Free. Ifvou
would like a Free Testing Sample enclose a penny stamp for postafe.

THE LIFEBELT COFFEE Co., Ltd.,

(Dept. i6), 71, EASTCHEAP, LONDON, E.C.

ARCHEVA (EH^rpTi'^sm"GT5TfvE) RUSKS.
BRAND.

Splendid for

CHILDREN. INVALIDS
and DYSPEPTICS.

Recommended by the

Medical Faculty.

Free from Deleterious

Matter. No DRUGS
used.

f.BCJ - tV/)
4 Gold Medals.

Excellent at ALL
meals for

EVERYONE.

Palatable

and Nourishitig.

A true
Health Food.

From all the leading Stores, Grocers, or Chemists.

•3 f SIZES OF TINS : 5, 10 and 24 packets, each 10 Rusks.
'" 0\ VARIETIES: Plain. Medium and Sweet.

Send 3d. stamps for Samples and Booklet to

ARCHEVA RUSK Co. (Dept. L.),

98, Upper Thames Street, LONDON, EC, England.

AS TO WINE
Who would not prefer Mostelle— the pure uiifermented

grape wine—to the best bottled headache on the market?

It has a delicacy of flavour that makes it a joy to old

and young, and it is taken readily by invalids, who find

it a pleasant path to health. It makes even a meal of,

say wholemeal biscuits and nut butter, a delightful

banquet that leaves only good effects behind. Many
drink it instead of Tea and Coffee.

Its food value is very high and it is strongly recom-

mended by thousands of medical men.

Sa.nnple OfFer.
To make it more widely known we offer

to send one Sample Bottle of " Mostelle
"

and complete list of our Specialities,

carriage paid for 1/3

Write lo-day to .—

MAPLETON'S NUT
FOOD Co., Ltd.,

GARSTON,
LIVERPOOL.

MOSTELLE
PURE
WINE

UNFERMENTED

%:

QCEtK. WORKER. ORO.NE.

PURE CAMBRIDGESHIRE GUARANTEED.
HONEY is wholesome, strengthening, cleansing, healing, nourishing
HONEY ij aHE.\LTH Foon ol great value, and should be used regularly.

HONEY is excellent lor chdd and adult. It is a Serviceable Madicinal

HONEY is completely absorbed into the system by the action of the blood.

Difficulty is experienced in obtaining PU^^.^OJl^T; _,,__WE guarantee ALL HONEY sold by us to be ABSOLUTELY PURE.
Sou ,n siriU'^,.'/- i:.'':tfs . 7 !i. ,4 '*. 'S lb.

T.„;,
Fr,.,, .n af,,u„„c.,.

IRISH & SCOTCH HONEY alsosupphea. Purity Guaranteed.

G. HOWE PIPER & Co., Ho'"^^ Factors and Packers,
Hlinco Grove, Cambridge.

nn
D

n

When you wish to purchase

PURE
Try

VEGETABLE EXTRACT
FOR SOUPS

66 z e: R e: z.99

It is rich in soluble protein and contains no added

starch to make bulk nor harmful ingredients.

Slocked by all Health Food Stores at the following prices :

2 oz. jars, e^d. 8 oz. jars, 1/9
4 oz. jars, lid. 16 oz. jars, 3/-

Manufacturera :

COLCROSS, LIMITED, GREAT GRIMSBY, g" nnriM

Tata iB«e

'Oft GOOD BOO'5»5nOe5

Common Sense Models
For Ladies, Gentlemen and Children are
lasted to the Natural Shape of the Foot

and have an almost straight inside edge

They combine the Fit. Appearance
and Wearing Qualities of high-class

Bespoke Footwear sold at

double their price.

Bool IS made in 3 Iocs and io 39
different sizes, half-

sizes and fittings.

One piece Golosh
without Side Seams

Post GENT'S high-grade Giace BOUT. Light and comfort-
} free. able for walking, but very strong and durable.

I
WE ARE NO MORE DISTANT THAN YOUR NEAREST LETTER BOX

Two Million Customers throughout the Empire.

NATURE FORM FOOTWEAR
For CHILDREN.

An idtal Shoe for growing Children

allowing to the U)ot its essentia
natural fraedom. The uppers
arc very soft and pliable, but
the Shoe is a particu-
larly durable one.

Cash with or'ler. GooHi
willingly exchanged or nioney
refunded if iiot approTcd.

100 page Illustrated List free on application to

lENNARDS, Limited
(London, Bristol, Leicester,

Northampton.
and nearly 300 Branch Kst.iblishments),

(Dept. 16),

Queen's Rd., BRISTOL

When answering advertisements pleate mention " The Herald of the Golden Age.



HEALTH FOR THE MILLION,

By A. B. OLSEN, M.D., D.P.H.and M. E. OLSEN, M.A.

With an Introduction by Dr. SIMS WOODHEAD, F.R.S.

{ Professcr 0/ Pathology, Cambridg€ Unitftrsity).

»go pages. Prict, 2/8 net f2/9 post frtt).

What is Health?
Pm'SiCAL Detbrioration.
Pereokai. Hvoieni.
How WE Digest our Food.
Food in Relation to Hhalth
I^JfAMT Feepinc

CO«TBNT»—
DlOESTn-E TrOI'BLM.
LiVPR CoMFLAlNie.

;

Rheumatic Disokosits.
Headaches.
Nature's Remedies-
First Aid rt) THE iNjv&u>.

A GOOB PHYSIflOB AKD HoW TO TuAlN EOR IT.

A book of seine mo PA^es, wHtten in a popular style, and dftalin^ with mattert
of vital iotereat. jt It fllustrated and induidcs a number of £ae bAlftona platca.

nrth Thousarm.

ERRORS IN EATING AND PHYSICAL
DEGENERATION.

By SIR WILLIAM E. COOPER, CLE
In Art Li/tfn. Price Sixpence »et (Id. post free).

Ao up-to-date book wbich reveals in a piquant and intereeting manner tha

many Dietetic mistakes and transgressions that are beinp made by the
Britiah public, and the colt in sufferini^ which they have to pay in consequence.

ESSAYS OF THE GOLDEN AGE.

By Dr. JOSIAH OLDPIELD, M.A., D.C.L., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Art Linen Boards.

Prite Sixpence net { Id. post free).

Contents.—Aristophag^y—Our Christian Leaders—The Faitival of
Peace—Tiger or Angel—A Tale of Shame,

PAMPHLETS FOR PROPAGANDA WORK.

BROTHER PAIN AND HIS CROWN.
By Dr. JOSIAH OLDFIELD. MA., DC.U., L R.C P , M R.C S

In Art Linen Boards.

Price Sixpence net (Id. post free).

Many have been helped to understand the mystery of pain, and hava
derived strength and comfort by reading the pages of this book.

Suoontt eaitlen.

THE TEMPLE OF ART.
A Plea for the Higher Realization of the Artlatlo Vocation.

By ERNEST NEWLANDSMITH, A.R.A.M.

<As«ociate of the Royal Academy of Mu<tic ; and Director of the Britiih
Musical Society).

Crown 8vv, Art Linen. Prict 3/6 net (310 post freeJ.

CO.NTENTS :

1.—The Artist's Calling V.—The failure to Attain the Ideai
U.—The Spirit of True Art

111.—The Source of True Art
lV.--The Soul of Art

VI.—The Esteem of the VVoild
VII.—The True Minstrel
VIII.—Art in Daily Life.

Few peoole realize what a far reaching and subtle influence the Art of the day
inevitably exercises on their lives and cnaracters—an influence that often affects

them quite unperceivcd—for good or evil.

THE TEMPLE OF LOVE.

By ERNEST NEWLAND5MITH, A.R.A.M.

A Bock which speaks of the Sanctities of Life, the Supremacy of Lova.
and the True Principles of the Coming Kingdom of Ood.

Printed and Bound in a most artistic manner. Post Sua.

Price One Shilling net (\I1 post free).

CONTENTS.
The Wicket Gate.
The Trl'e Love.
A Mother s Love.
The Lovb or God.

The Light Withim.
The Child Spirit.
Thi.nos which HrNnER,
The Kinodom of God

gecretaries of Food-Reform Societies, and Workers for the
Food Reformation, are invited 10 purchase for di:>tribution

at Public Meetings, Lectures, Debates, etc., some of the
Instructive Pamphlets published (at cost price or under) by

The Order of the Golden Age.

These at present in circulation (tlte list is frequently biini

augmented) include Vie foUomng:

Nlnetletl> Thouaanel.

TEN REASONS WHY
The L'se of Flesh-Food should be abandoned by all Humane, Culturta,

Philanthropic and Religious Pertons.

By SIDNEY H. BEARD.
Published in English S^ Esperanto. Price A j- perhundred (postfrteJ

A concise presentation of the most weighty and fundamental
arguments in favour of Dietetic Reform.

Hundred and Fortieth Thousand,

Tbc Order of the QoldeoAge, 153, 155, Brompton Rd., London, SW.

THE ADVANTAGES OF FRUITARIAN DIET.

By SIDNEY H. BEARD.

Price ^|• per hundred, 6/- per thousand (post free).

Thirty-Seventh Thousand.

THE DRINK PROBLEM.
By HARRY COCKING.

Price 2/- per hundred (post free).

A Pamphlet which shows that Food Relorm is the most practical
means of combating the Drink Evil, and the only one which promises
complete success.

PHYSICAL DETERIORATION OUR NATIONAL
PERIL.

Price 1/- per hundred, 6/- per thousand (post free).

THE CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL.
By SIDNEY H. BEARD.

Price 2/- per hundred (post fret).

Specially suitable for distribution and enclosura in letters before
Christmas.

Fiftieth Thousand.

TWELVE REASONS WHY
The Ideals of The Order of the Golden Age should be exalted, and its

work supported by Patriots, Humanitarians and Philanthropists.

By LABHSHANKAR LAXMIDAS.

Price 1/- per hundred (post free).

PETER'S VISION.
By SIDNEY H. BEARD.

[Price Od. per doaeu, */• per hundred (post free).

FASHIONABLE FURS AND HOW THEY ARE
OBTAINED.

Prict One Penny (post free).

THE COST OF A SKIN.
By PROF. HOWAKL MOORE.

Price 1/- per hundred, 6/- per thousand (post free).

THE CRUELTIES OF SEAL HUNTING.
By SIDNEY H. BE/ RD

Price 1/- per hundred, 6/- per thiusand (p>st free).

The Order of (be Golden Age, 153, 155, Bmnpton Rd London, S.W.



A VALUABLE WORK ON HYQIENB AND DIET

Giving
a clear presentation of the principles relating to Blmple, wholesone

living and the rational treatment ot tbe sick which have proved so

stlccfssfnl at the Battle Creek Smltarlum.

THE LIVING TEMPLE.
By Dr. J. H. KELLOGQ.

868 Pages.

Pri«« SIX SHILLINGS Net, 8/5 po»t free.

The hook U FCLLT ILLUSTRATED. IncluJlng a Bumber of One colaareil

I'lates. Following are a very few only of the sab)ect« Illustrated :—

Osll Division, Sallvarv Glands, Structure of Liver and Kidneys, Blood CslU.
Malarial Parasites, DIBerent Forms ot Starch, structure ot a Grain o( Wheat,
Meatly Pork, Beef Tavi«-worm, Blood Cells Destroying Germs, How to stop
Hemorrhage. Bandaging, A Fashion-Deformed Woman, Effects of Tight Bands
a II J Heavy Skirts, Diagram showing Abnormal Position of Internal Organ'.
Normal Serve Cells, Abdominal Compress, Wet-Sheet Rub, A Healthy Stomach.

ITatl; Heart, etc.

The following Synopsis will afford some IJea of tbe helpful nature ot the
contents.

The Miracle ol DIgestloH.
The Organs ot Digestion—Five Food Bleraenti, Five Digestive Organs—What

the Saliva Do«»—The Work of the Qasirlc Juice—Other Uses ot tb« Digestive
Fluids.

Dietetic SiD*.

Eating tor Disease—The Selection ot Pood—Cereal Foods aud Legumes, eta,

—Erroneous Notions About Fruits— Predlgested Food Elements In Fruits—Fnilt
Juices Destrov Germs—The Meillclnal Tse of Fruits—Fruit Soups—Frnit Cure
for Constipation—The Fruit Diet— Fruit a Cleansing Food—Diseases Due to

Milk—Milk and Creiun from Suts—Eggs.

The Natural Way In Diet.

Whv Fats Render Food Icdigeitlble—Obleetlonable Vegetable Fate—Chemical
Bread Raisers—Condiments the Cause ot Qln Liver— Deitrinlssd Cereals—The
Dally Ration—Balanced Bills of Fara—Too Frequent Eiitlng — The Purest

Water, etc

Tbe Heart and tbe Blood.
How the Blood Is circulated-The Mystery ol the Heart Beat-How the

Blood Cells Combat Gernii—How to Strengthen the Heart.

What to do In case ol Sudden Illness or Accident.

Fainting-HeuKirrbage vt the Lungs—Hemorrhage from the Stomach—A
Bruise—The Dressing of Wonmls—Sprains, etc.

Dangers la the Air, and How to Avoid Them.
Draughts Not Necessarily Dangerous -Sleeping Id Cold Air-Dteeases Due

t'> Germs—How Germs EUU—Germs not a Direct Cause of Disease—How to

Combat Germs—Disinfection, etc.

The Clothing of tbe Temple.
The Properties of Different Clothing Materials—The Best Material for

Cnderclothlng — Common Kvils In the Cuttomarv Dreea of Women—The
Delormltles of Civilised Women : Effect ot Wals't Constriction opon the

Kidneys: Displacement of Vital Organs Due to Waist Constriction—Why Woman
is ''the Weaker Vessel.'"

Tbe Brain and the Nerves.
Feeling Cells and Working Cells—How Habits are Formed—The Proper

Function of the Sense of Taste—How to have a Good .Memory—Recent
Interesting Discoveries about Nerve Colls—Insomnia-Nerve Poisons—A Commnn
Par-3 of Nerve Exhaustion-How to Have a Clear He.id—The Problem tt

!;-;redlty—Rational Mind-cure.

What la Diseased
The Rational Use of Oold Water-Cold Bathing—The Neutral Bath—Stomach

Disorders—The Hydropathic Tri'aiment of Tjphold ana "ti.er Fevers—Useful
Hints tor the Apptlnntlo:, of Water.

An Encyclopaedia of Health and Disease.

THE HOME BOOK OF
MODERN MEDICINE.

By J. M. KELLOQQ, M.D.
(Founder and .Medical Superintendent of the Battle ereck

Sanitarium, Alichlgan, U5.A.)

A

Tbonsand

MEDICAL

TOPICS

Treated

In a

Practical

Way.

Thousand

Reler'nces

1678 Pages

BOO

Illostra
tlong.

30
Colonred

Plates,

Artotypes,

and

.Manikin

o< the

Human

Body
In Seven

Colours.

The Order ot tbe Golden Age, 153, ISS, Bromptoa Rd., London. S. W.

Bouiid in Two Volumes in superior binding.

Price 26/6 Net. 27/3 post free.

Special attention Is given to the application ol those great natural
curative agents—water, exercise, fruitarian diet, electricity , and light ;

theae agents are not only the most potent, but, unlike drugs,
cannot easily be made means ol Injury.

Abridged List of Contents.
SOME CHAPTER HEADINQS. ^ ^ ^ ^.

Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene—Reproduction— Food and Diet-
Adulterations of Foods and Drinks—Water: its Uses and Dangers from
Contamination-The Dangers in Milk—The Medical Usf of Alcthd—
Hygiene ol the Air— Rational Remedies for Disease—Medical Dietetics-
Medicinal Agents and Miscellaneous Recipes.

DISEASES AND THEIR TREATMENT.
General Diseases— 3=aeral Di-.easc5 of .Nutrition— DiKealet of the Digestive
Organs—Diseases of the Respiratory Organs— Diseases of the Circulatory

Organs—Diseases of the Nervous System—Diseases of the Urinary Organs— 1 liseases of the Locomotive Organs—Infectious Diseases—Diseases of

the Skin and Hair—Diseases of Women—Obstetrics or Midwifery—Feeding
and Care of I nfanU—Diseases of Children—Accidents and Emergencies-
Diseases of the Bones and Joints—Diseases of the Hands and Feet—
Deformities—Diseases of the E>e—Diseases of the Ear—Tumours.

APPENDIX. „ „. ,, , ,,

Healthy Homes—Poisons—Patent Medicines -The New Dietary-Valuable
Remedies for Common Ailments—Choice Prescriptions—Aseptic and

Antiseptic Midwifery—Exercise—Modern Scientific Methods of Studying
Digestive Disorders.

This work is a handbook of Health, brimful of original up-to-date intormation

prcseotedi n a lucid and interesting style Not a compilation, but the fruit of

long and wide research and of broader experience than has been crystallized in

any other similar work. ,, , ,

It is a complete home guide for Sickness as well as Health, giving symptoms,
causes, modes of prevention and the proper treatment for more than 600

maladies to which human beings are subject. r .. o , /- 1

It is the only comprehensive, popular presenution of the Battle Creek
Sanitarium System which has made this great Institution famous throughout
the civilized world. Thousands of people suffering trom diseases which have
resisted other measures find relief and recover)- in this great invalid's caravan-

sary every year. This work makes these successful methvids accessible to everj"

home. 1.

If you have other popular medical works, no matter how comprehensive, it

is all the more important that vou should possess the Home Book of .Modern

Medicine. This is the only popular work published which shows the sick man
iiow to find out what is tbe nature and name of his malady. This 15 accomplished

by means of an ingenious and comprehensive Symptom Index. By referniig to

the s>-mptom index the names of the diseases may be found, and then all the

information in all the medical works you possess becomes at once applicable.

It is only necessary to look up the name ot the malady in the index of each

volume and you have ail the facts available.

You need it as a readv aid in cases of emergency or of sudden illness betore

the doctor comes, or when a physician is not at hand.
You need it to instruct you in the nature of disease, its causes and rabonal

treatment, so as to enable you to wisely select and co-operate with a physician
when vou require one.

, , . e j . c j
It will give you just the information you are looking (or and cannot hnd lu

any other work. ,, , ,. ...
The Home Book of Modem Medicine, in addition to ordinary remedies, gives

full directions for the giving of baths of all sorts, applications of heat, niassage,

Swedish movements or medical gymnastics, and other natura. or ph- siological

remedies which are alw.iys .-iccessiblet-for examp.e, this work grives twenty-hve
methods of relieving pain without medicines, every one of which is of great value.

The Order of the Golden Age. 153, 155, Brompton Rd., London, S.W,



Tbe 4tb Annual Simple Life & Kealtl)y Food Conference & Exi)ibition.

Organizing Secretary : ELIZABETH SCHOFIELD, 22-24, Great Portland Street. London, W.

TeleKramei—"ESCHOPICO," WB8DO, LONDON. Telephone i-GERRARD 4S2B.

CAXTON HALL, WESTMINSTER,
April 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th, 1913.

FROM NOON TO NINE EACH DAY.

Dr. Valfiitiiie Knaggs, L.K.C.P.. h.^U
M.R.C.S. Subject :

"
Questions and

Answers relating to Diet."
Dr. OldfieU. M.A.. M.R.CS., L.R.C.P.

Subject : "Secret of Youth.'
Mr. J. T. Cross. Subject :

" How to live on
3d. a D;iy." Chairman : Sir John Kirk.

Mr. ChaS;^ Spencer. Subje»;t ; "The Rational
Justification for Simplicity." Chairman :

Mr. Clifford Deane.

LIST OF LECTURERS,
Dr. Dudley DAuvorgne Wright, F.R.C.S.

Subject :

" The Natural Life."
Miss Kate Eiml Behnke. Subject :

" Ratianal
Physical Culture." Chairman : Mr. Roy
Horniman.

Dr. A. Herbert Hart. Subject :
" The Siniple

Life Dietary." Chairman : Lt.-Col.
Bertram A. E. Hart.

Dr. Olsen, D.P.H. Subject : "Nerves and
Worry." Chairman : Mr. George W. Hall.

Miss Gladys Cooper has kindly promised to judge and award the Medal for the
" Model Huoband.'

MODEL HUSBAND COMPETITION DAILY at 3 and 6.30 o'clock.

MODEL BAR BY Messrs. Pen-ier. GRAND LADIES BAND. Performance Daily.

PAPERS SUPPORTING THE CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION.
Thb Herald op the Golden Age."
The Vegetarian."
The Hf.rald of Health."

" Good Health.'
" The Ep[Ci;rb."
"The Healthy Life."

SOCIETIES SUPPORTING THE CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION.
The Order of thb Goldbn Age.

|
The London Vbqetarun Association.

Readers of the ''Herald of the Golden Age" may obtain Season Tickets admitting ihem to Competitioa and Exhibition by sending application
and Sixpence to the Hon. Secretary, Order of the Golden Age, 153. Brompton Road, London, S.W., or Mrs. Elizabeth Scbofield,

3a-a4. Great Portland Street. W.

Miss Cole: " Demonstration of Simple Life

Cookery." Chairman : Baroness de
Knoop,

Mrs. Albert Bradshaw.
George Kekewich.

Mr. Roy Horniman.
Mrs. Dcipard.
Major Claud Scott, V.D.
Captain Walter Carey, R.N.
Mr. Percy E. Beard.

^
Wise Cooks use

(The Pare Vegetable Extract).

MARMITE is absolutely pure.

fs an invaluable pick-me-up.

Strcugthens as well as stimulates.

Is easily digested and econcmlcal.

U recommended by medical profession.

Is used by Food-Reformers and

Vegetarians everywhere.

e
m

Thb Lancet says: "This eutireiy v(.^e4«ble
Extract postesses llie same nutrient value as a
well- prepared meal extract."

OBTAINABLE AT ALL HEALTH FOOD STORKS.

on receipt of penny stamp to pay postaga by

MARMiTE FOOD EXTRACT Co., Ltd.

S9. EASTCHEAP, LONDON, E.C.

^

^= -^

„AU
British

Cereal Food
1 he most perfect food of its kiiiJ, being made from the entire wheat
bcriy. A grand emergfency food. It is ready cooked^ and by simply
adding mi]f{ porridge is ready in one minute. There are many ways
ef using Kornules, both sweet and savoury, and it is delicious every

way. We tell j-ou how to use it.

7- per dozen packets) 3S per half.dozen,
carriage paid.

ALL 'IXION' HEALTH FOODS ARE QOOD.
IXION* WHOLB WHEAT BISCUITS. Hard but lasty. Make good

teeth. 71b>. 3 3
; 14Ib>. 9 6: 28 lbs. 10> carrlase Pald.

IXION* SHORT BREAD BISCUITS. Of delicate flavour. Eaa7 masti-
cation. 71bi.4>; Mlbs.TV; 28 lbs. 13 - carrlagTO paid.

IXION > DIQESTIVE BISCUITS. Most agt»abl9, digostire and
nutiiljoua. 7 Ibi. 4;- ; 14 lbs. 7- ; 28 lbs. 13,- carrlaee paid.

' IXION' INFANTS' FOODS. 9- per dozen I lb. tins.

All our specialities are made from • IXION' WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR,
which is ground in the old-fashioned way by mill stones. For delicacy
of flavour there is nothing to compare with it. If used instead o( white
flour it will nourish the system and keep it regulated in every way :

curing; Indig^cstion and prevanting appendicitis, etc. It rnake^
ileliLiotis bread, cakes, etc.

28 lbs. 4,8: 66 lbs 8 6; 112 lie 16 - oarrlago paid.
As CSUD IN LaUV MAHaARQT FRCirAKL\N HosrrrAL.

Ati/er tJiiin at yottr slortj or eriUr tiiftfl.

:tot4 Manvjaflureri—

WRIGHT & Co.
(LIVERPOOL, LTD.),

Vuloan St. Mills, LIVERPOOL

8AIVIPI.ES and pai'tlo-

ulars, ate,
Bent post free

for 4d. Btamp.

When answering advtrtisemetits please tnenlion " The Herald of ihe Golden Age."



(7
SALON OF HEALTH COOKERY AND HUMANITARIAN BUREAU,

=^:^

Principal :

Miss L. SMITH
I

{Ceriificated, Gold Afedaiist\)

.\fembe>

O.G.A.
182, Brompton Road. London, S.W.

(FIRST FLOOR).

RRiCE kIST or
PURE COOKEDFOODS
Orders by post receive prompt attention.

w -.£)

Raised Pies
Galantines (various)
Mocif Chlclien Cutlets
Lentil and Potato Cutlets ..

Luncheon Sausage Rolls
Nut Cutlets (various)
Mushroom Patties . .

Haricot Bean Cutlets
Lentil Cutlets
Tomato Cutlets
American Corn Fritters
Croutes a la Valencia
Mock White Fish Cutlets ...

Mock Hake Steaks .

Egg Cutlets
Macaroni Cheese Rissoles ...

Salted Almonds
Cheese Straws
Whole Meal Scones
Iced Cakes

Plain and Fancy Cakes, etc.,

... 3



YOU
resilly should

secure at once a copy of our new and revised list,

**A Guide to Good Xhings."
It more than ever lives up to its title and should be in the hands,

not only of food reformers, but of all who appreciate
' good things

'

at

the lowest possible prices, and 'good service' in the best and most
modern sense of that phrase.

It includes a comprehensive list mf 'Health Foods' by all the leading
manufacturers as well as the many popular items of our own introduction,
and contains in addition a budget of useful information, recipes, &c.

^^Hy nc^i: cafll io-cJay?
and take lunch or tea, amid palms and flowers, in our well-known
Saloons, the handsomest of their kind in London; see the display of
fruit and flowers on the ground floor, and visit our Health Food
Siores (next door but one). Be sure and ask for a copy of our booklet.

I-F you oa.nno-fc c«lII
let us have your name and address and we will gladly send you a

copy post free, or if you enclose a penny stamp wa
will send in addition a Sample of

*'FRUNUT." Write at

once to

SHCARM'S,
THE WORLD'S LARGEST FRUITARIAN STORES,

231 & 234, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W^
AND BRANCHES.

Telephone! r-Gen^ 4907 and 6555.

For Delicate or
Backward Children

It hu been repeatedly demonstrated that

HYGIAMA (regd.

The Building

Food-Bererage
when combined with either hot or cold milk (or water)
according- to directions, or used in other ways as
described in the leaflet attached to each packatre,
is an admirable daily food, supplying in an exception-
ally assimilable form the elements most necessary for

sturdy growth. A great point in its favour is thit
children invariably like it. This, together with its

perfect purity and its non-stimulating character, make:>
it most valuable in the diet of children who do not
thrive properly on raw food, or who cannot properly
assimilate the proteids of vegetable foods.

Tins 1/- & 3'- at Health Food Stores, Chemists, &c.,
or direct post paid.

For liberal FREE SAMPLE and FREE BOOK K>a
RATIONAL DIET write to

HYGIAMA FOODS Co., Department 4,

CROYDON. SURREY.

A/so SHppUed in Tablet and Biscuit form.

WINCHESTER.
To be SoIcB ITreeHold.

'COMMODIOUS RESIDENCE, on high ground, con-
^^ taining 4 Reception, 8 Bed and Dressing Rooms
(4 more could be added on floor above). Schoolroom,
2 Bath Rooms (fitted h. and c. with lavatory basin), 4
W.C.'s. Exceptionally good Ofiices, Servant's Hall, etc.

The Grounds of 3 acres are picturesque and contain many
Specimen Trees. Forcing House, Greenhouse and Con-

servatory (heated). Garage, Tool Houses, etc. The
Garden is fully stocked with Fruit Trees in full bearing.
Station and Golf Links adjacent.

CAMBERLEY.
To be Sold. A Ba.i*e:a.!n.

Picturesque Residence in the -favourite Pine country
of Surrey.

Within 30 miles of London.

JITODERN WELL-BUILT HOUSE. 3 Reception, 7^•^ Bed and Dressing Rooms, 2 Bathrooms, Tennis

Lawn, Garage, Garden, Pines and Heather if acres. Gas
and Companies' Water, main drainage. Station, Church,
and N*ew Golf Links, within one mile. Gravel, sub-soil.

Full particulars on Application to

J. STANLEY BEARD, Architoot,
110a, Westbourne Grove, LONDON, W.

nsii

Everything
you need for a

m

M

pure and sensible
non-flesh dietary
—except vegetables and dairy produce—
that is to say: Ready-Shelled Nuts,
Dairily ^repar-^dNut Foods, NutCreams
and Butters, Sun-drifd Fruits. Prepared
CereaK and Csreal Foods. Pure Fruit
Oils, Decortix Legumes (:.r.. Beans.
Lentils, etc.. ill tbcir daintiest and most
diffesiible formi, and all the best and
most reliable manufactured Foods,
value 5,'- and upwards,

vre can send direct
to yotir door
carriage paid in the United Kingdom.
This makes "clean feeding" possible
for everyone- Further, our

FREE BOOKLET (84 pp.)
supplies full particulars of all the simpler
and purer foods and food-stuffs, and
explains, with many valuable sugges-
tions, simple recipes, specimen menus,
etc, how to RVcid mistakes when adopting
a non-tle«h diet. This book is yours
for the asking, together with

FREE SAMPLES
of two delicious foods if you mention
The Herald of the Golden Age.

GEORGE SAVAGE & SONS.
53. Aldersgate Street, London, E.G.

Sole Wholesale Asenti (or

THE SIMPLE LIFE CO.. LTD.

When answering advertisements please mention '* The Herald *f the Gplden Age,''

4. NEW AND
DAINTY
UNFIRED
FOODS :—

A distinct achievement
after long experimenta-
tion : combinations oi
spcciailT prepared
cereals, the choicest
nuts and unsulphured
sun-dried fruits; delic-
ious in flavour and
highly nutritious, repre-
senting the full vitality
of nature-finished pro-
ducts, unspoiled by
cooking—

Unfired
Sultana Caket,

each 1/-

Rich Sultana Cakei,
each 1/3.

Rich
Fruit Puddings,

each 1/-

Small Fancy Cakes,
the latcit novelty for

afternoon tea, picnics,iSic.

Box of 15, 1/3

The 4 Foods, 4 /ft
Carriage Paid, ^Z"
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These are

the latest

products of the

nero 'P.R.'

Factory—
ivhere per-

fect hygienic

conditions are

associatediuith

the unstverv-

ing application

of scientific

principles t»

food-

production.

iSD

As dainty and

delicious as

they are

pure and

nourishing.

P.R. Sun-Food.
The perfection of natural foods- delicious,
sustaining- and vitalising^. Sun-ripened
nuts and fruits, carefully selected, hand-
picUed and scrupulously cleaned, and then
combined under ideal hygrienJc conditions.

Date and Nut
RaUin and Nut
Currant and Nut
Date and Ginger

Nut and Honey
Nut and Apricot
Nut and Plum
Nut and Ginger

per Cart*n.

6d.
per Carton.

8d.
75 percent, nuts.

From tiH HeaUk Food Sfnrrs •»• direct from
sole ntmkers (sff beioivj.

Nut-Ccro Cakes
Novel and choice combinations: of ' Min-
ripened" nuts, fruits, cereals and hone^', all

iog^redients being' scrupulously cleaoeJ belare
use. The perfection of natural foods, supplying
in admirable proportions all the necesary
food-elements in their most vjtalJeiug' form.

FOUR VARIETIES.
1. Currant. 3. Date & Raisin ) Cato^is.
2. Raisin. 4. Prune iGd.&.tj-

IV. B.—M»de '-utth eitkc*" *tnjired»r iiextriHtsed '-creaij.
The /arfnenent unitis »iher-uiise ordtted.

The above ne-w Pfoducts and alt the "P.I^."
Foods are obtainable at up~to^date /wealth
Food Stores, or direct (sh ^ upwards ca ' riagr

paid)front the sole makers:—
The Wallace P.R. Foods Co., Ltd.,

iDept. 5 1.

New Faclsry. TotleBham Lane. HORNSby, N.

WELCirS

Invalid Port
Ot Concentrated Grape Juice U the very cream of the

most luscious grapes grown.

A Splendid Tonic and

a Valuable Restorative

NON-ALCOHOLIC.
STERILIZED.

aOTBUHi ADBBS. TOTUINQ LOST.

IT IS NATURE'S MEDICIRE—Inratuble lor lorallds and all

sasei where nntrlneat U reqaired ; a blood-ballder and appetizer.

Tbose snflerlng from antemla asA wasting diseases are especially

advised to try It.

ETery pint ot Welch's luTalld Port represents the juice o(

upwards of 5 lb. ot the tinest grapes and is gaaranteed to be

tree trom aicohoi. sugar, water, coloar, or flaTOuring matter-

Used and highly recommended by the Caterham Sanltariam.

SAMPLE PINT BOTTLE Tir' "" "" "''*"'
! 6 addpeased to

Dr. WELCH,
61, Farring^don Road,

LONDON, E.C.
oooooooooooooo - Hv^d ^ tiur GUdmi Att~

k WA
SAMPLE ol

TOMATO
PHITTAMIX

«»n( pose

paid to

r«ad«ri
of tbe

"HG.A."

BtouBtw W« klM
••d
FKEI
•«r How

BeOKLIT
wllh FmiI

WriWf»-iay

To convert your friends
.T«« DMd a food th«t U mim aa wett ai w^* «k«< U rnxf M pt-t|Mr*
und enaomleal t* «at.

Ton will flDd all tbeso qnalltiM t« tha ft«4 tteE mad* swfc a
fceusatloQ at Che lasC Slmplt Llf« Ezhlblttott.

FRITTAMIX
(8 3 dellelonv Savnary of verj high n«trltlT« Tal««. It can be prepni'04
Vv labia la a few mlDntas, re^uirlD? odIj tka aeldllloD of watar kafet o

frrtng. Mada la foar rarlatlM :—Mild, PIqnaat. Walnnt, Tontta.

Sold In Paaketa: Jib., 2id.; lib., 9d. 31b. Tin, 3/2;
Sib., 4/-. Of Health dcarea and trroaan.

FRUITARIAN CAKES
are aIj»o a nieeerity \m ihe wUo food reformer. X«<le from a lais^

variety of •orefallj cleaaed Fruits and Nku. Uncooked but reaHj lx> rat..

Uoft couceutrate^, sutttialDe and idigesitbLe. Very handy for Cycluis,
Toariaia, etc

22 Varjetfea- 2^d. to 6d. per half-pound packet.

MAPLETON'S NUT FOOD CO., Ltd.,
GARSTON, LIVERPOOL.
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Thousands of People kare benefited by using ||j

GRANO
HAVE YOU?

n P«rlisLpi> 7*« ^.vc ««t acquaiatcd with GraasiK,
aa«l if this is s«, may we seaal yau a Saaiple

Fraa ?

A Graaose is a Jeliciaas aaal hig-hlr aourialiiagf
health faaal. It is delicata, para, and teiaptias^.

Gi'anaac aaaiccs rich red blood, builds up the hody,
aad it a.aed re{;uiarlr nill prerent and care bath indij^es-
tiaa aad coaatipation. It is excellent f'Vr iafatits and
growiaj: children.

n Granose is aaanul'actured by a special procea<>
fram the choicest wheat and is sold by all

leadiaj; frocera and health stores ia flalia aad biscuit

farai.

Flakes, 6d, per box ; Biacuits, 7d.

To those who are anacqaaiated with our l° ood:>

we send post free in the United Kinjfdom a

LIBERAL SA)»iJPLE PARCEL oa receipt •i 1/-.

Addr SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

International Health Association,

Stanborouxh Parle, WATFORD.
Ltd.,

aHnHDHDMDiaaHQHaHaaaaniQHQinanBnB

Printed for the Praprietor by W. J. Southwood Ik. Ca., "Dyaaaio" Warka, Btcetar.


